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PREFACE.
'l'HE publisher feels warranted in saying that this will
be found one of the most comprehensive works of its

class ever issued from the American press. Although
its narrow limits do not admit of those minute details
which only serve to render works of greater pretensions
tedious and cumbersome, every material fact connected
with the rise, progress, and present condition of this
beautifnl land of promise-its productions, improvements, and institutions-has been assiduously collected
from various sources, and is here arranged under appro-

.

priate heads.
Accuracy being of paramount importance, great pains
have been taken to verify every statement contained in
these pages.
A large portion of the work was submitted to the
revision of an intellegent gentleman, a resident of Iowa,
who is familar with its history and present condition.
All the information embodied is not only of the most
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important and authentic character, but is brought down
to the latest moment possible ; so that those who are
desirous of ascertaining the present condition of any
county, town, or railroad, may satisfy themselves as well
from these pages as they would be able to do by personal
inspection.
In regard to the orthography of proper names, that
of " LrrrINCOTT's Pronouncing Gazetteer " has been

adopted, as the highest and latest standard authority.
Nor is this the only service which that exceedingly valuable work has afforded : many interesting particulars
concerning certain localitie•have been gleaned from it,
which could not have been otherwise obtained, except
by personal investigation.
No pains or expense have been spared in perfecting
the beautiful new map herewith presented, which, besides
embracing all the recent subdivisions of the state, also
exhibits at a glance the various railroad routes, and the
present condition of the roads.
The "Preliminary" will be found to comprise a con•
densation of all the laws relating to pre-emption rights,
with which it is desirable that every citizen should be
familiar. Blank Forms, for the preparation of such
documents as are indispensable for the settler or his
representatives, are also included

P RE L I MI NA RY.
PRE-EM PTION LAWS
RELATING TO THE

PUBLH LANDS,
UNDER this head will be embraced all such rnfor•
mation as can be of the least service to those inter•
ested in pre-emption rights. The laws are not givtn
in dt!tail, because they abound in useless repetitions
and· legal formulre, which it would be only waste of
time for the reader to grope through; but the " pith
and marrow " of every important act will be found
embodied in the copious extracts which are made, and
in the annexed comprehensive- synopsis. 'fhe forms
of all documents which may be necessary to perfect
the claims of settlers or their heit·s are also included,
together with instructions regarding the selection,
entry, or purchase of land.
The " Act to appropriate the proceeds of the sales
of the public lands, and to grant pre-emption right;;,"
(approved Sept- 4th, 1841,) which may be considered
as the basis of all subsequent legislation, after nine
sections of unessential preliminaries, has the following
fun dam en ta! provisions :
"SECTION 10. And be it furtluir enacted, That from
and after the passage of this act, every person, being
the head of a family, or widow, or single . man, over
the age of twenty-one years, and being a citizen of
the United States, or having filed his declaration of
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intention to become a citizen, aR required by the
naturalization laws, who, since the first day of June,
A. D. eighteen hundred and forty, has made, or shall
hereafter make, a settlement in person on the public
lands to which the Indian title had been, at the time
of such settlement, extingui~hed, and which has been,
or shall have been, surveyed prior thereto, and who
shall inhabit and improve the same, and who has or
shall erect a dwelling thereon, shall be, and is hereby,
authorized to enter with the Register of the land office
for the district in which such land may lie, by legal
snbdivisions, a □ y number of acres not exceeding 160,
or a quarter-section of land, to include the residence
ct snch claimant, upon paying to the United States
the minim □m price of such land, subject, however, to
the following limitations and exceptions : No person
shall be entitled to more than one pre-emptive right
by virtue of this act; no person who is .the proprietor
of 320 acres of land in any state or territory of the
United States, and no person who shall quit or abandon his residence on his own land to reside on . the
public land in the same state or territory, shall acquire any right of pre-emption Rnder this act ; no
l:.tnds included in any reservation, by any treaty, law,
or proclamation of the Presiden_t of the United States,
or reserved for salines, or for other purposes ; no
lands reserved for the support of schools, nor the lands
acquired by either of the two last treaties with the
Miami tribe of Indians in the state of Indiana; or
which may be acquired of' the vVyandot tribe of Indians in the state of Ohio, or other Indian reservation, .
to which the title has been or may be extinguished
by the United States at any time during the operation
, of this act; no sectio1,1s of land reserved to the United
States alternate to other sections \\'ranted to any of
the states ofr the construction of any canal, railroad,
or other public improvement; no sections or fractions
of sections included within the limits of any incorp?•

PRE-E}[PT!OX LAWS.
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rated town; no portions of the public lands which have
been selected as the site, for a city or town ; no parcel
or lot of land actually settled and occupied for the
purposes of trade , and not agriculture ; and no lands
on which are situated any known salines or mines,
shall be liable to entry under and by virtue of the
provisions of this act. , And so much of the proviso
of the act of 22d of June, 1838, or any order of the
President of the United States, as directs certain reservations to be made' in favor of certain claims under
the treaty of Dancing--rabb1t creek, be, and the same
is hereby, repealed : Provided, That such repeal shall
not affect any title to any tract of land secured in
virtue of said treaty.
" S1w. 11. And be it further enacted, 'l'hat when
two or more persons shall have settled on the same
quarter-section of laud, the right of pre-emption shall
he in him or her who made the first settlement, proYided such persons shall conform to the other provisions of this act; aud all questions as to the right
of pre-emption l;Lrising between different settlers shall
be settled by the Register and Receiver of the district
within which the land is situated, subject to au appeitl
to and a revision by the Secretary of the Treasury
[Interior] of the United States.
"SEc. 12, And be it further enacted, That prior to
any entries bemg made under and by virtue of the
provisions of this act, proof of the settlement and
improvement thereby required shall be made to the
satisfaction of the Register and Receiver of the land district in which such bmls may lie, agreeably to such rules
as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury [Interior], who shall each be entitled to receive
fifty cents from each applicant for his services, to be
rendered as aforsaid ; and all assignments and transfers of the right hereby secured, prior to the issuing
of the patent, shall be null and void.
"SEc. 13. And be it f1irther enacted, That before
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any person claiming the benefit of this act shall be
allowed to enter such lands, he or she shall make oath
before the Receiver or Register of the land district
in which the land is situated (who are hereby authorized to administer the same) that he or she has never
had the benefit of any right of pre-emption under
this act ; that he or she is not the owner of 3'20 acres
of land fo any state or territory of the United States,
nor httth he or she settled upon and improved said
land to sell the same on speculation, but in good faith
to appropriate it to bis or her own exclusive use or
benefit ; aud that he or she has not, directly or indirectly, made any agreement or contract, in any way or
manner, with any person or persons whatsoever, by
which the title which he or she might acquire from
the government of the United States should inure in
whole or in part to the benefit of' any person except
himself or herself; and if any person taking such oath
shall swear falsely in the premises, he or she -shall be
subject to all the pains and penalties of perjury, and
shall forfeit the money which he or she may have paid
for said land, and all right and title to the same ; and
any grant or conveyance which he or she may have
made, except in the hands of bona fide purchasers,
for a valuable consideration, shall be null and void.
And it shall be the duty of the officer administering
such oath to file a certificate thereof in the public
land office of snch district, and to transmit a duplicate
copy to the Genera.I Land Office ; either of which
shall be good and sufficient evidence tbat such oath
was administered according to law.
"8Ec. 14. And be it further enacted, That this
act shall not delay the sale of any of the public lands
of the United States beyond the time which has been,
or may be, appointed by .the proclamation of the
President ; nor shall the provisions of this act be
available to auy person or persons who shall fail to
make the proof aud payment, and file the affidavit

PRJ<:-E~!PTION LAWS.
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required, before the day appointed for the commencement of the sales as aforesaid.
" SEc. 15. And be -it further enacted, That whenever any p.erson bas settled or shall settle and improve
a tract of land, subject at the time of settlement to
private entry, and ~ball intend to purchase the same
under the provisions of this act, such person shall,
in the first case, within three months after the passage
of the same, and in the last, within thirty days next
after the date of such settlement, file with the Register
of the pr?per districts a written statement,* describing

* The following is the form of the statement required for cases
where:, at the date of the law, the land claimed was subject to pri,·ate entry :
I, A. B., o f - -1 being [the head of a family or widow, or single
nuu o\·er tlrn age of twenty-one years, as the case may be,] and
a citizen of the Umted States, [or having filed my declaration to become a citizen, as required by the naturalization laws, as the case
may beJ ha vc, since the first day of June, 1840, to wit, on the
- - day of - - , A. D. 185-, settled and improver! the - quarter-~cction number - - , in township number - - , of range
number --) in the district of lands subject to sale at the lanU
office at - - , and containing - - acres) which land was subject to
p1·ivate entry at the passage of the act of 4th of September, 1841 ; and I
do hereby declare my intention to claim the said.t tract of land as
a pre-emption rig8t unlier the provisions of said. act of 4th September, 1841,
Given under my hand, this - - day of--, A. D.. 185-.
A. B.
(Signed)
In presence of C. D•.
The Form for cases where the lan,1 claimed shall have been rendered subject to private entry since the date of the law 1 is as follows :
I, A. B., of--, being [the head of a family, or widow, or single
man over the age of twenty-one years, as the case may be] a citizen
of tho United States 1 [or having filed my declaration to become a
citizen, as required l:iy the naturalization laws, as the case may be,]
did, on the - - day of--, A. D. 185-, settle and improve the --q_uarter of section number - - , in ·town~hip number - - , of rangll
number--, in the district of lands subject to sale at tho land offlcu
at---, and containing --- acres, which land has been rendered
subject to privaJ,e entry since the passage of the act of 4th of September,
1841, but prior to my settlement thereon i and I do hereby declare
my intention to claim the said tract of land as a pre-emption right,
under the provisions· of said act of 4th September, 1841.
Given under my baud, this - - day of--, A. D. 185-.
A. R
(Signed)
In presence bf C D.
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the lands settled upon, and declaring the intention of
such person to claim the same under the provisions
of this act; and shall, where such settlement is already
made, within twelve months after the passage of this
act, and where it shall hereafter be made, within the
same period after the date of such settlement, make
the proof, affidavit,* and payment herein required ; and
if he or she shall fail to file such written statement
as aforesaid, or shall fail to make such affidavit, proof,
and payment, within twelve months aforesaid, the tract
of land so settled and improved· shall be subject to
the entry of any other purchaser." •
SYNOPSIS AND RECAPITULATION,

Only one person on a quarter-section is protected by
this law, and that is the one who made the first
settlement, provided be shall have conformed to the
other provisions of the law. Where a claim is disputed,
the question of priority will in 11.ll cases be decided
by the land agent, from which an appeal may be taken
•The Affidavit required of pre-emption claimants must be in the
following form :
I, A . B., claiming the right of pre-emption under tho provisions or
the act of Congress, entitled "An act to appropriate the proceeds of
the sale of the public lands, and to grant pre-emption rights," p,pproved
September 4, 18411 to the - - quarter of section number - - , of
township number--, of range number--, subject to sale at--,

do solemnly swear [or affirm, as the ca.so may be] that I haye never
had the benefit of any right of pre-emption under this act ; that I am
not the owner of three hundred and twenty acres of land in any stato
or territory of the United States, nor have I settled upon and improvetl said land to sell the same on speculation. but in good faith to
appropriate it to my own excluslve use or benefit; and that I have
not, directly or indirectly, made any agreement or contract, in auy
way or mamrnr, with any person or persons whatsoever, by whieh
the title which I may acquire from tho government of the United
States should inure, iu whole or in part, to the benefit of any person
A. B.
(Signed)
except myself.

I, C. D., Register, [or E. F., Receiver] of the land office at - - , do
hereby certify that the above affidavit ,vas taken and subscribed
before me, this - - day of--, A. D. 185-.
C. D., Register, or
(Signed)
E. F. 1 Receiver

PRE·E:IIPTION LAWS.
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to the Secretary of the Interior, at Washington ; and
upon the receipt of his decision by the land agent, the
entry can be made by the person in whose favor it
may be,
A P,erson who has once availed himself of the provisions of this act cannot, at any future period, or at
any other land office, acquire another right under it.
No person who is the proprietor of 320 acres of
land in any state or territory of tl:\e United States,
is entitled to the benefits of this act.
No person who shall quit or abandon his residence
on his own land to reside on the public land in the
same state or territory, is entitled to the benefits of
this act. The Register at each land office will require
of every claimant satisfactory proof that he had not
left his " own land in the same state or territory."
t-0 make the settlement by virtue of which he claims
a right under this act.
No pre-emption right exists by reason of a settlement
on and inhabitancy of a tract, unless at the date of
such settlement the Indian title thereto had been extinguished, and the land surveyed by the U nitcd States.
The approval of the plat is the evidence of the
legality of the survey; but in accordance with the
spirit and intent of the law, and for the purpose of
bringing the settler within its provisions, the land i.,
to be construed as surveyed, when the requisite lines
are run on the field and on the corners established
by the deputy-surveyor.
No aJSignments or tranifers of pre-emption rights
ean be recognized. The patents must issue to the
claimants, in whose names alone all entries must be
male.
Duplicate affidavits, such as the law requires, must
be filed by persons claiming the benefits of this act,
who are also to furnish proof, by one or more disinterested witnesses, of their coming within the primary
requiremenfa of the law.
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1Vitnesses are to be first duly sworn or affirmed to
speak the truth, and the whole truth, touching the
subject of inquiry, by some officer competent to administer oaths and affirmations.
In case adverse claims shall be made to the same
tract, each claimant must be notified of the time and
place of taking testimony, and allowed the privilege
of cross-examining the opposite witnesses, and of
producing counter proof, which shall also be subject·
·
to cross-examination.
1Vbon, by reason of distance, sickness, or infirmity,
the witnesses cann0t come before the Register of the
L,ind Ollice, the latter is authorized to receive their
aep,isi tions ; \vhich must be, in all other respects,
conformable to the within regulations.
The notice to adverse claimants should be in writing,
and should be served in time to allow at least a day for
every twenty miles the party may have to travel in
going to the place of taking evidence. The proof, in all
cases, should consist of a simple detail of facts merely,
and not of statements in broad or general terms.
The witnesses must state, if the pre-emptor be the
"head of a family," the facts which constitute him such,
whether a husband having a wife and children, or a
widower, or an unmarried person under twenty-one
years of age, having a family, either of relatives or
others depending npon him, or hired persons, or slave~.
All the facts respecting the settlement in person,
inhabitancy or personal residence, the time of commencement, the manner and extent of continuance, as
well as those showing the apparent objects. should
be stated. The proof filed by every claimant must
show the time of the commencement of the settlementthe date being all-important for the purpose of determining· in all cases whether the settlement was made
within the proper time ; and in those where the declaratory statement is required, whether such statement
was filed in due season, and the entry made within
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the legal period after the settlement. It must be stated
that the claimant made the settlement on the land in
person ; that he has erected a dwelling upon the land;
that the claimant lived in it, and made it his home,
etc. Should the land officer decide against a claimant,
he may appeal to the Commissioner of the Land Office at
Washington.
·
·
The affidavit of the claimant in reference to the
fact of settlement, &c., is not required. 'I'he only
affidavit required of the claimant is that prescribed
by' the 13th section of the ,act. No entry must be
permitted until this affidavit is taken. Duplicates
thereof must be signed by the claimant, and the fact
of the oath being taken must be certified by the
Register or Receiver administering it : one copy to
be filed in the Register's office, and the other to be
transmitted to the land office at Washington.
TRACTS LIABLE TO ENTRY,

First. A regular quarter-section, notwithstanding its
quantity may be a few acres more or less than 160,
or a quart.er-£cction, which, though fractional in quantity
by the passage of a navigable stream through the same,
is still bounded by regular sectional and quartersectional limes.
Second. A fractional section, containing not over
160. acres, or any tract being a detached or anomalous
survey made purauant to law, and not exceeding said
quantity.
Third. 'fwo adjoining half quarter-sections (in all
cases to be separated by a north and south line, except
on tho north side of townships, where the surveys are
so made as to throw the excess or deficiency on the
north and west sides of the township) of the regular
quarters mentioned in the first designation ; or, two adjoining eighty-acre subdivisions of the irregular quarters
found on the north and west sides of otwnships, where
more than two such subdivisions exist or the excess

2
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may render them necessary, provided in the latter case
the.,aggregate quantity does not exceed 160 acres.
Fourth. Two half-quarter or eighty-acre subdivisions
of a fractional or broken section, adjoining each other,
the aggregate quantity not exceeding 160 acres.
Fifth. A regular half-quarter and an adjoining
fractional section, or an adjoining half-quarter snbdivision of a fractional section, the aggregate quantity not
exceeding 160 acres.
Sixth. If the pre-emptor should not wish to enter
the quantity of 160 acres, he may enter a single .half
quarter-section, (made by a north and south line,) or
an eighty-acre subdivision of a fractiom1l section.
· Seventh. One or more adjoining forty-acre lots may
be entered, the aggregate not exceeding 160 acres.
Eighth. A regular half-quarter, a halt~quarter subdivision, or a fractional section, may each be taken,
with one or more forty-.acre subdivisions lying adjoining, the aggregate not exceeding 160 acres.
DESCRIPTION OF LAND EXEMPTED .

First. Lauds included in any reservation by any
treaty, law, or proclamation of the President of the
United States, and lands reserved for salines and for
·
other pmposes.
Second. Lauds reserved for the support of schools.
Third. Lauds acquired by either of the two last
treaties with the Miami tribe of Indians in the state of
Indiana, or which may be acquired o.f the \Vyandot
tribe of Indians in the state of Ohio. ·or other Indian
reservation to which the title has been or may be
extinguished by the United States at any time during
the operation of this act.
Foiirth. Sections of land reserved to the United
States, alternate to other sections granted to any of
1he states for the construction of any canal, railroad, or
other public improvement.
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Fifth. Sections or fractions of sections included within
the limits of any incorporated town.
Stxth. Every portion of the public lands which has
been selected
a site for a city or town.
Seventh. Every parcel or lot of land actually settled
1 and occupied for the purposes of trade, and not agri1 culture.
Eighth. All lands on which are situated any known
salines or mines.

as

LANDS SUBJECT TO PRIVATE ENTRY,

At the time of the settlement thereon, cannot be
entered by the settler under the 1aw, unless he shall file a
declaratory statement, such as the 15th section of the act
requires, and in due time produce the necessary proof
of his right, and make the affidavit required by the Jaw.
Where such settler, instead df entering the land, as
be might, at private entry, elects to enter the same
under the provisions of the law of 4th September, 18±1,
(whereby he obtains a year's time from the date of
the settlement to make the payment,) he is bound to
comply with all the requirements of that law. A
failure to do so, in regard to any of these requirements,
renders the land subject to the entry "of any other
purchaser." Instances have transpired where persons
filed the declaratory statement, as required, without
any improvements having been made, merely with a
view of keeping the land from being entered by any
other person for a year, intending near the expiration
of that time to abandon thei1· pretended pre-emption
claim, and enter · the same at private entry. The eonsummation of all such cases must be prevented by the
land agent, who is authorized to exact a rigid compliance with all the provisions of the law, as above directed.
A claimant is bound to prove his right to, and enter,
all the land embraced by his delaratory statement, if
liable to the operation of the act.
Declaratory statements are reqnired only "for land
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subject to private entry" at the time of settlement,
and they will not be received, if presented for any other
land; nor were they under this law received for fortyacre lots, unless they were "residuary" lots-such
minor subdivisions, with the exception of residuary*
tracts, not being liable to its operation ; but by the act
of May 8, 1846, forty-acre tracts, whether of " offered "
or " unoffered " land, were rendered subject to preemption. The law of Sept. 4, 1841, provides only for
settlements made since 1st June, 1840. \Vhere, therefore,
parties have made settlements prior to that time, u.ud
have no.t availed themselves of the privileges of the preemption act of 1st June, 1840, their own neglect has·
deprived them of .any right of pre-emption founded on
such settlements.
CONFIRMATORY ACT.

The act of Congress of the 26th August, 1842, entitled "An act to confirm the sale of public lands in certain
cases," contains the following declaration, viz: "That
the act of 4th September, 1841, entitled 'An act to
appropriate the proceeds of the sales of public lands,
and to grant pre-emption rights,' shall be so construed
as not to confer on any one a right of pre-emption by
reason of a settlement made on a tract heretofore sold
under a prior pre-emption law, or at private entry, when
such prior pre-emption or entry has not been confirmed
by the General Land Office, on account of any alleged
defect therein, and when such tract has passed into the
hands of an innocent and bona fide purchaser."
No entry will therefore be permitted, by virtue of
the act of 4th September, 1841, of any tract of land
sold prior to 26th August of that year, whether by

* Where

nn entry has been made -of one forty~aicre }ot of a legal

e:ighly-acre subdfoision, in virtue of the act of 5th April, 1832, entitled

"An act ~mpplementary to the several laws for the sale of the public
hnds." the contigum&~ forty-acre lot of such legal subdivision is called
tlle "rc~iduary q1uu:tcr-quarter."
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pre-emption or private entry. where such entry has been
rejected by the General Land Office ; provided the land
so·purchased has, prior to that time, "passed into the
hands of an innocent bona fide purchaser."
All transfers or assignments to third persons are
presumed to be to '' innocent and bona fide purchasers,"
unless the contrary is shown by satisfactory evidence.
CERTAIN PROVISIONS REPEALED.

We append an Apt to repeal a part of the act entitled
"An Act supplementary to the Aeveral laws for the sale
of the pnblic lands," approved April 5th, 1832, and for
other purposes---approved May 8, 1846 :
" Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Stales of America in Congress
assembled, That from and after the passage of this act,
the second proviso to the act entitled 'An act supplementary to the several laws for the sale of the pnblic
lands,' approved April 5th, 1832, which is as follows,
viz : 'That no person shall be permitted to enter more
than one-half qnarter-secti on of land under this act in
quarter quarter-sectiooo in his own name, or in the name
of any other person, and in no cMe unless be intends it
for cultivation or for the use of bis improvement. And ;
the person making application to make an entry un,der,
this act shall file his or hei" affidavit, under such regula~.
tions as the Secretary of the Treasury [Interior] ,may .
prescribe, that he or she makes the entry in his or her
own name, for bis or her own benefit, and not in tr11st
for another,' shall be, and the same is hereby, repealed; .
,ind all entries, selections, or locations of lands now suspended in the General Land Office, because ID!\de C\JP· .
trary to the . restrictions in thi_s proviso, shall be, apq,•
they are hereby, confirmed, provided they are in ,a\L
other respects fair and regular."
BI,;\I\K FOm1s,

For the use of those who prefer preparing their
legal papers, are often, of,particnlar value. Those

OW!l
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vionsly given and those which follow comprise all that
will generally be required. The first is the Form of a
Declaratory Statement for cases where the land is not
subject to private entry :
I, A. B., of--, being [the head of a family, or widow, or
single man over the age of twenty-one years, as the case may
he, a citizen of the United States, or having filed my declaration to become a citizen as required by the naturalization laws,
as the case may be] did, on the - - day of--, A. D. 185-,
~ettle and improve the - - quarter of section number--, in
township number - - of range number--, in the district
of lands subject to sale at the land office at--, and containing
- - acres, which land has not yet been offered at public sale,
and thus rendered subject to private entry ; and I do hereby
declare my intention to claim the said tract of land as a preemption right, under the provisions of said act of 4th September, 1841.
Given under my hand, this - - day of--, A. D. 185-.
(Signed)
A. B.
In presence of C. D.

The following is the Form of an Affidavit to be filed
in cases where the settler shall have died before proving
up and entering his claim :
I, A. B., [executor of the estate of C. D., or administrator of
· the estate of C. D., or one of the heirs of C. D., aged --years,
as the ca.~e may be,] do solemnly swear [or affirm, as the case
may be] that the said C. D., to the best of my knowledge and
. belief, entered upon the - - quarter of section number--,
of township number - - of range number--, subject to sale
at--, in his own right, and exclusively for his own use and
benefit; and that he has not, directly or indirectly, made any
contract .or agreement, in any way or manner, with any person
or persons whatever, by which the title to the land which ·he
might h11,ve acquired from the government of the United States,
l'ly virtue of said settlement, under the law of 22d June, 1838,
[or 1st June., '1.840, as the case may be,] should inure to the
nse or benefit of any one except himself, or to convey or transfer the said ,!and, or the title which he might have acquired to
the same, to any other person or persons whatever at any subsequent time.
A. B., Executor of the estate of C. D.,
[ or administrator of the estate of C. D ., or one of the heirs of
C. D., as the case may be.]
Sworn ,t o and subscribed before me, this·-- day of--,
A. D. 185-.
E. F. Register, or
;0.,iH., Reoeiver,or I. K., Justice of the Peace.
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The Form of another Affidavit, to be used in similar
cases to the preceding, must close 1our analysis of the
Pre-emption Laws, and their documentary adjuncts :
I, A. B., [executor of the estate of C. D., or administrator of
the estate of C. D., or one of the heirs of C. D., aged--years,
as the case may be,] do solemnly swear [or affirm, as the case
may be J that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the said
C. D., who was a settler on the - - quarter of section .number
- - , of township number - - of range number--, subject
to sale at - - , has never had the benefit of any right of preemption under tbe act entitled "An act to appropriate the proceeds of the sales of the public lands and to grant pre-emption
rights," approved September 4, 1844; that he was not, at the
time of his death, the owner of three hundred and twenty acres
of land in any state or territory of the United States ; that
he did not settle upon and improve the above tract of land on
speculation, bnt in good faith to appropriate it to his own exclusive use and benefit; and that he has not, directly or indirectly, made any agreement or.contract, in any way or man11er,
with any person or JJersons whatsoever, by which the title
which he might have acquired from the government of the
United States should inure, in whole or in part, to the benefit
of any person except himself.
(Signed)
A. B., Executor [or administrator,
or one of the heirs ·of·C. D., as 1ihe case may be.)
f, E. F ., Register [ or G. H., Receiver] of, the land office at
- - , do hereby certify that the above affidavit was tak&n and
Qubscribed before me, this - - day of--, A. D. 185- .
(Signed)
E. F ., Register, or G. H., Receiver.

INSTRUCTIONS TO SETTLERS.

IT is necessary to go to the land office of the-district
in which the lands intended for entry are located, and
of these there are at least nine in the state, each representing several counties. Small township maps, showing all the vacant or unentered lands, up to the time
of application, may generally be obtained at any of
the offices ; bnt these wiJI be found of little service
without the aid of some one familiar with the mode of
government surveys, who must be employed _not merely
to desigm,te the township, range, or section, but also
the '' metes and bounds " of each, which it wiJI be almost
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impossible to ascertain without such aid. Having made
his selection, the settler must apply to the land office to
have it recorded; the Register will furnish a certificate
of application, which must be presented to the Receiver,
to whom payment for the land is to be made, either in
specie, Virginia land-script, or by land warrant, and
who will give a duplicate rebeipt for the same. Although
a year or two may intervene before a patent is received
from government, this receipt will be an ample guarantee
for the legal sale and conveyance of the land, and at the
same time warrant the holder in making whatever improvements may be desirable,
"In all the new states and territories, the lands which are
owned by the general government are surveyed and sold under
one general system. The government price of land is $1 25 per
acre. The system of surveys is one oLgreat accuracy and
beauty. M eridian lines are established and surveyed in a
line due north from some. given point-generally from some
important water-course. 1'hese are intersected at right angles
with a base line. On the meridians, the 'townships' are numbered north and -south,from the bas, lines ; and, on the base
lines 'ranges,' east or west of the meridian. Township lines are
then run, at a distance of·six miles, 1parallel:to the meridian and
base lines. Each township contains·an area•of 36 square miles ;
each.square mile is:termed a section, and contains 640 acres.
The ,sections are numbered from 1 to;,36, beginning at the
north-east corner of the township, as the following diagram
will illustrate :
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- - - - - "When surveyed, the lands are ottered~att public auction,
but cannot be sold for less than $1 25 per acre. That portion
not •old is subject to private entry at any time, for the above
price, payable in cash at the time of entry."-NEWHA.LL,
* Section 16 in each township is set apart for schools.
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PA.ST. PRESENT, A.ND PROSPECTIVE.
CHAPTER I
HISTORY, EXTENT, SOIL, CLIMATE, ETC., ETC.

"T:lmREis something in the growing West, with her fertile Prairies,
her mighty Rivers, and Mountains of Iron, the lavish richness of her
all-bountiful soil, that expands the soul of man, and lifts it above the
narrow, cramped, and confined ideas of those who are accustomed to
the well-worn channels and small conventionalities of older, humdrum communities.''

THE sentiments here expressed were irnver realized in
their full force until the immense flood of emigration
had leaped the great" Father of Waters," and found a
home in the pure air of Iowa and Minnesota, on their
high rolling prairies, interspersed with hill and vale,
wood, and clear and rapid streams, which are truly invigorating after leaving the monotonous and miasmatic
prairies of some of the older ·western States, where
fevers of various kinds have proved a scourge to the
new settler.
The most central of the states west of the Mississippi,
and the one which for a few years has been regarded
with most favor by emigrants and travelers, is Iowa,
admitted into the Union in 1846. This favoritism is
not without good and ample reasons. A recent writer
says : " Iowa holds out to the emigrant inducements
such as no other state in the Union can boast; nor is
any other at this day being so largely flooded by the
onward tide of immigration. Her resources are inexlmustible, her advantages are beyond the scope of calculation, and her claims upon the attention of every
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class ana sex of the energetic, the industrious, and the
ambitious, are peremptory as they are vast."
HISTORY.

The first settlement of whites within the present
state of Iowa was commenced in .1686, at Dubuque,
by the Frenchman whose name it perpetuates, and his
companions. They built a little fort, and began their
trade with the Indians, and the business of obtaining
fors, etc., was the sole occupation of the few inhabitants
for about 150 years. In the spring of 1833, several
companies of Americans from Illinois and other states
settled in the vicinity of Burlington. Iowa wa.s successively part of Missouri, of Michigan, and of Wisconsin
territories, until jJ une 12th, 1838, when Congress formed
it into a separate t.err_itory. Its area then included the
country W. of the Mississippi river, or part of the present territory of Minnesota. The Territorial Government was formally organized, July 4th, 1838; and the
capital was located in 1839, at the City of Iowa, on
the Iowa River. In 1843 the legislature petitioned
Congress for authority to adopt a State Constitution ;
this was granted at the next session ; and on Oct. 7th,
1844, the Convention assembled, and adopted a Constitution, which was not approved by Congress. The Act
of Congress approved March 3d, 1845, restricted the
boundaries of Iowa. In 1846, a second Convention
was held, the proposed boundaries were accepted, and in
accordance with the act of Ang. 4th, 1846, Iowa was
admitted into the Union on Dec. 28th following.
EXTENT :BOUNDARIES, ETC.

It embraces a territory of 50,914 square miles, situatad between 40° 30' and 43° 30' N. lat., and between
90° and 97° vV. long. ; being about 300 miles in extreme length from E. to W., and about 208 miles in
breadth, comprising- 32,584.!JG0 acres, of which about
one-fifth is occupied. It is L0unded N. by Minnesota
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territory ; E. by the Mississippi, which separates it
from the states of Wisconsin and Illinois ; S. by Missouri, and W. by Indian Territory and Minnesota-the
Missouri separating it from the former, and the Great
Sioux river from the latter.
THE SURFACE

Consists mostly of rolling prairies, crossed by rivers, whose banks are skirted with wood-there being
nothing within the limits of the state which approad1es
a mountain in elevation. The highest ground is a
plateau in the N. W., called " Coteau des PraJJies,"
which rises in Minnesota. A small portion in the N.
R., on the Mississippi, is rugged and rocky ; and Table
Mound, a conical elevation, with a flat summit, three or
four miles from Dubuque, is about 500 feet high. The
prairies, though sometimes 20 mile, across, are rarely
more than 5 or 10, and are sprinkled over with boulders,
some of which are of immense size. One measured by
Prof. OWEN, was 500 feet in circumference, 12 feet high,
and probably as many beneath the soil. In a few instances, the hills, or bluffs along the Mississippi rise
boldly from the watel,"s edge, or project their steep promontories so as to change the direction of the river ;
but more generally, on either bank, are found a series
of gracefnl slopes, swelling and sinking, as far as the
eye can reach. The prospect is bounded by a range of
low hills, which, in some places, approach the river, and
again recede-their summits forming the level of the
adjacent country. It is said that there are some swamps
in the N. W. portion.
THE SOIL,

For richness and adaptation to the production of all
the different grains, grasses, fruits, etc., is admitted to be
unsurpassed in the country; while its beautiful rollin{J'
prairies lay like a rich old meadow, cleared of every
roughness and obstruction, inviting the Eastern farmer
to a good home, well-stored granaries, and a life of
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comparative freedom from the many disappointments
and health-destroying labors connected with the cultivation of the weak and uncertain soil of the crowded
Eastern states.
The soil varies in depth from eighteen inches to three
feet, and the crops are second to none, either in quantity
or quality. Professor Owen, in his Geological Report,
thus describes the Eastern portion of the state :
,
" The prairie country, based on rocks belonging to the
' Devonian and carboniferous systems, extending up the valley
of the Red Cedar, Iowa, and Des Moines, as high as latitude
42° 31', presents a body of arable land which, taken as a whole,
for richness and organic elements, for iimonnt of saline matter,
and due admixture of earthy silicates, affords a combination
that belongs only to the most fertile upland plains. Throughout this district the general levelness of the surface, interrupted
only by gentle swells and moderate undulations,offers facilities
for the int.roduction of all those aids which machinery is daily
adding to diminish the labor of cultivation, and render easy
and expeditious the collection of an abundant harvest."

The physical and agricultural character of the country bordering on the Mississippi, near the foot of the
lower rapids, according to the same able Report, presents advantages to the fu,rmer which are not found
in any other section of the Union, and which are set
forth as follows :
" The carboniferous rocks of Iowa oc<iupy a region of country
which, taken as a whole, is one of the most fertile in the United
States. No country can present to the farmer greater facilities
for subduini,, in a short while, wild Jarid. Its native prairies are fields, almost ready made to his hand. Its rich, black
soil, scaccely les.s productive than that of the Cedar Valley,
returns him reward for his labor a hundredfold. The only
drawback to its µrodLrntiveness is that, on some of the higher
grounds, the soil, partaking of the mixed character common to
drift-soils, is occasionally gravelly, and that, here and there,
when the upper memoers of the coal-measures prevail, it becomes somewhat too siliceous.
"The future farms of Iowa-large, level, and unbroken_by
stumps or other obstructions-will afford an excellent field for
the introduction or mowing-machines, and other improved im
plements calculated to save the labor of the husbandman, and
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which, in new conntries, reclaimed from the forest, can scarcely
be employer! until the first generation shall have passed away.
" After passing latitude 42° 30', and approaching the southern confines of the Coteau des Prairies, a desolate, barren,
knobby country commences, where the higher grounds are
covered with isravel and erratic masses, supporting a scanty
ve,etation, while the valleys are either wet and marshy, or
filled with numerous pools, ponds, an!l lakes, the borders of
which are inhabited by flocks of sand-hill cranes, which fill the
air with their doleful cries, and where the eye may often wander
in eve,-y direction towards the horizon without discovering even
a faint outline of distant timber.
"This description or country prevails for about three-quarters
of a degree of latitude, and between three and four degrees of
longitude ; embracing the watershed, where the northern
branches of the Red Cedar and low.>, and the eastern branches
of the Des Moines, take their rise."
" The drift soils west of the Mississippi, except near the
northern boundary of Iowa, are much superior to the drift-soils
of the interior of the Chippewa Land District, in Wisconsin ;
the materials which compose t!J.em being not only more comminuted, but more generally mixed with argillaceous, saline, and
calcareous ingredients, and less encumbered by erratic blocks."
The great drift deposits from Minnesota enter the N. of Iowa.
" For centuries the succession of natural crops of grass, untouched by the scythe, and but very partially kept down by the
pasturage of bulfalo and other herbiverous animals, have accumulated organic matter on the surface-soil to such an extent
that a large succession, even of exhaUHting crops, will not materially impoverish the land."

CLIMATE.

The state extends through a latitude at once temperate and healthy, and the climate is of that character
which is most desirable; while its central position
bairns it a great thoroughfare for the growing immigration to the new settlements in Minnesota, Nebraska,
and Kansas.
For its comparatively mild winters, its dry and invigorating atmosphere-ever fresh and pure, even in
the summer months--Iowa is classed by medical men
among the first of the states in point of health.
DR. UPDEGRAFF, a resident physician, in a letter to
the O/t.o Farmer, thu, alludes to the climate, etc. :
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" Of all other considerations respecting a new conntry, the
most important is as to its healthiness.
"In this respect, Iowa has the advantage of most new conntries. An open prairie country, almost universally rolling, or
even hilly, it is more favorable to health· than flat prairie or
level woodland. The streams are mostly fresh running water,
with sandy or gravel beds. The scarcity of timber-land, and
tbe annual fires that pass over the prairies, prevent, to a great
degree, the decomposition of vegetable matter ; which is, in
most new countries, the great source of disease. With some
local exceptions, there does not seem to be any natnral reason
why this state, even in its early settlement, should not enjoy as
high an average of healthiness as Ohio now does. Such I believe to be the fact, after making proper deductions for change of
climate, mode of life, exposure, and unusual exertion. To observe the exertion and exposure, often reckless and unnecessary, to which most new settlers subject themselves,it becomes
a matter of surprise that disease and mortality are not much
more usual than they are."

THE CROPS.
Very little winter wheat is raised, the light snows
being insufficient to protect it from winter-killing; but
spring Wheat, which is sown in March and ripens in
August, is grown in abundance, and of good quality,
yielding from 35 to 40 bushels per acre, and in extraordinary instances even 4 7 bushels. Corn (planted the
latter part of April and first of May, and which ripens
in October,) is also raised in large q1:111,ntities, and with
but little labor-the average yield being from 50 to 75
bushels per acre : specimens from Wapello county were
exhibited at the State Fair from an acre which produced
the astonishing quantity of 168 bushels. Potatoes and
onions are among the most remunerative vegetables,
and 400 or 500 bushels to the acre it is said are sometimes obtained. The hoe is seldom used either in the
corn or potato field-the plow being advantageously
substituted. Oats, buckwheat, barley, and rye, are also
extensively cultivated, and are among the most profit.
able crops. Maple-sugar, too, well repays the labor
bestowBd upon it.
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TIMBER LANDS

Are more abundant than in most others of the Western States, oecupying about one-tenth of the whole state,
but a large portion of it is of rather inferior quality,
and not at all comparable to that of Ohio. Oak, walnut, ash, Jinn, maple, hickory, elm, and cotton-wood, (the
varieties differing in different localities,) flourish in luxuriance along the streams, where thonsands of acres are
covered with full-grown timber. Many of the farmers
have turned their attention to the cultivation of locusttrees, which grow with incredible rapidity-ten year-old
trees being sufficiently large to make eight posts for
fencing. Since the prairie-fires have been discountenanced and discontinued, young timber of a vigorous
growth has sprung up, and promises an abundant supply
for present and future requirements. " Sometimes the
woodland extends continuously along the Mississippi for
miles; again, it stretches in a wide belt far off into the
country, marking the course of some tributary streams;
and sometimes in vast groves, several miles in extent,
standing alone, like islands in this wilde!'ness of grass
and flowers."
FRUIT TREES, ETC,

Apple and Pear trees rapidly attain the highest per•
fection, and specimens of the former have been exhibited
which weighed 24 ounces, and of the latter 28 ounces.
It is not uncommon to gather from half a bushel to a
bushel and a half of apples from a tree the fifth year
aftet planting. 'l'he following account of some pears
seen by P. BARRY, Esq., former editor of the Horticulturist, will be read with interest, and will apply to many
other sections of the state :
" I have never been taken so much by surprise as I was in
visiting some of the gardens aro.und Burlington. Buerre Diels
weighing a pound and a half; Swan's Orange about as large;
Louise Bonne de Jersey and Vicar of Winkfield, enormous.
f;ome, monster Bartletts had been preserved in ice. 'J.'he garden of W. F. 000LDAUGII, Esq., is on the top of tile bluft', and
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contains scarcely an acre: there I found pear trees, heantirul
pyramids, all on quince roots, about seven or eight years old,
now eight to ten feet, or twelve feet high. The early varieties
were of course gone, but I found on the trees Beurre Diel,
Beurre d'Anjou, Vicar of Winkfield, Glout Morceau, Beurre
d'Aremberg, and others, all nearly twice as large as good specimens grown in New York. The trees were remarkably vigorous, and hung full of fruit--what a sight! All this without
any special manures or culture of any kind ; the ground was
merely kept clean."

The peach does not generally thrive well ; it grows
too luxuriantly, and blooms too soon to admit of being
cultivated to advantage; but the wild plum, grape, and
gooseberry, are indigenous.
THE SCENERY

The beautiful scenery abounding in some portions of
the state seems to have enchanted Prof. OWEN, who
describes it in the following glowing terms
"The scenery on the Rhine, with its castellated heights, has
furnished many of the most favorite ~abjects for the artist's
pencil, and been the admiration of European travelers for centuries. Yet it is doubtful whether, in actual beauty of landscape, it is not equaled by that of some of the etreams that
water this region of the Far West. It is certain that, though
the rock formations essentially differ, Nature has here fa.shioned,
on an extensive scale, and in advance of all civilization, remarkable and curious counterparts to the artificial landscape
which has given celebrity to that part of the European Continent.
" The features of the scenery are not, indeed, of the loftiest
and most impressive character-such as one might expect to
witnesil on approaching the source of one of the two largest
rivers on the globe. There are no elevated peaks, rising in
majestic grandeur; no mountain ton-ents, shrouded in foam,
and chafing in their rocky channels ; no deep and narrow valleys, hemmed in on every side, and forming, as it were, a little
world of their own ; no narrow and precipitous passes, winding
through circuitous defiles ; no cavernous gorges, giving exit to
pent-up waters; no contorted and twisted strata, affording
evidence of gigantic and violent throes. But the features of
the scene, though less grave and hold than those of Jess mountainous 1egions, are yet impressive and strong-ly mark"ed. We
find the luxuriant sward, clothing the hill-slope tveu down to

.
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the waters edge. We have the steep cliff, shooting up thron~h
its mural escarpment.,. We have the stream, clear as crystal,
now quiet, and smooth, and glassy, then ruf'tled by a temporary
rapid ; or, when a terrace of rock abruptly crosses it, broken
up int,1 a sm:tll, romantic cascade. vVe have clumps or trees,
disposed with an effect that might baffle the landscape gardener; now Cl'Owning the grassy height, now dotting the green
slope with pm-rial and isolated shade. From the hill-tops, the
intervening valleys wear the aspect of cultivated meadows and
rich pastnre-grounds, irrigated by frequent rivulets, that wend
through field, of wild hay, fringed with flourishing willows.
Here and there, occupying its nook on the bank of the stream, at
some favorable spot, occurs the solitary wigwam, witb its scanty
appurtenances. Ou the summit-level spreads tbe widn prairie,
decked with flowers of the gayest hue ; its long, undulating
waves stretching away till sky and meadow mingle in the distant hori%oa. The whole combination suggests the idea, not of
an aboriginal wilderness (so recently), inhabited by savage
tribes, bnt of a country lately under a high state of cultivation,
and suddenly deserted by its inhabitants-their dwelJings, indeed, gone, but the castle-homes of their chieftains only partially destroyed, and showing, in rnins, on the rocky summits
around. This latter feature, especially, aids the delusion ; for
the peculiar aspect of the exposed limestone, and its manner of
weathering, cause it to assume a semblance somewhat. fa.nta~tic,
indeed, but yet wonderfully close and faithful to the dilapidated
wall, with its crowning parapet, and its projecting buttresses,
and its flanking towers, and even the lesser details that mark
the fortress of the olden time."
"The rural beauty of this portion of Iowa can hardly be surpassed. Undulating prairies, interspersed with open groves of
timber, and watered with pebbly or rocky-bedded streams, pnre
and transparent ; hills of moderate height and gentle slope;
here and tbei•e, especially towards the heads of streams, small
lakes, as clear as the rivers, some skirted with timber, some
with banks formed by the green sward of the open prair,ie.
These are the ordinary featnres of the pastoral landscape."'
THE POPULATION

Has increased in a ratio which is truly surprising;
and a proportionate increase is likely to be long maintained. In 1840, there were 43,112 inhabitants; in
1850, 192,214; in 1852, 228,873 ; in 1854, 32G,014;
:in<l in 1857, about 600,000. Only about one-tenth of
thi_-; populatio~ were born in the state; about one-half
ij
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in other Rtates ; and the remainder are natives of Eng-land, France, Scotland, Wales, Ireland, Germany, British
America, etc., etc. The increase of the towns and their
flourishing bnsiness, is mainly attributable to the energy
of settlers from the Eastern states, who always seem determined to make wlrntever they undertake "go ahead."
'l'he skill and intelligence infused into every branch
of industry, softens down the. roughness usually expected
in a newly-settled country, and leads the stranger to
think it is not so new, after all; while home-comforts
soon cluster about him, causing him to regret that he
had not sooner found this land of promise.
INTERESTING CURIOSITIES.

Among the objects which may be classed as natural
curiosties, the following are the most prominent :Numerous sinks, or circula.r depressions in the surface
of the ground, from ten to twenty feet across, which are
found in difftlrent places, and particularly on Turkey
river, in the N. part of the state. Small mounds, from
three to six feet hig·h, and sometimes ten or twelve in a
row, are found on the same stream, within ten or fifteen
miles of its mouth. A cave, several rods iu extent,
exists in Jackson county, from which flows a stream
large enough to turn a mill. The Upper Iowa and
J\fakoqueta rivers have worn their channels through
magnesian liamstone rocks, leaving, on the southern
banks, stupendous cliffs, worn by the rains, frost, and
winds, into resemblances of castles, forts, etc.
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CHAPTER II.

•

MINER.AL PRODUCTIONS.
COAL.

TnE large quantities of coal discovered in various sections of the state obviate, to a great extent, the limited
supply of timber-land. The great bituminous coal-field
of Iowa and Missouri has an extent of nearly 200 miles
frorp east to west, and 140 from north to south, within
this state, occupying most of the central and southern
portions; but the veins are not so thick as those of Illinois, being seldom more than four or five feet. There
are undoubtedly outcrops where the thickness is much
greater, but these will be found to be the centre or side
of a basin, which, on being worked, will not extend far .
.A basin of 15 feet in thickness has been found in a bank
opposite Farmington, from near which place more than
100,000 bushels were taken from three banks duri1ig the
year ending June, 1856. Some of this was conveyed
by blacksmiths a distance of 75 miles into Missouri,·
and the greater part was transported to different places
by wagons. Its average value at the bank is 6t cents
per bushel, and at the Mississippi, a distance of 30 miles,
it is worth .18 or 20 cents. Should a railroad be constructed to the Mississippi, as is contemplated, and the
banks be we],] opened, so that colliers would find regular
employment, coal could be delivered there at a cost of
6 or 7 cents per bushel, and afford a better profit than
at present.
LEAD

Abounds in profusion in several parts, and some of
the mines, particularly in Dubuque a □ d Clayton counties, have been very advantageously worked for years.
From March 21 to December 1, 1854, 3,069,640 lbs.,
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worth at the mines $178,830 20, were shipped from
DubU<1ue alone, and the business has since been considerably extended. Oh the Upper Iowa a plentifol
supply of ore has been discovered, and also in the Wjnnebago Reserve, not far from the Iowa river, and a
few miles north-west of the town of Lansing.
IRON ORE

Is found in various places, and is so rich and abundant
in the Des Moines Y alley, that Prof. Owen thinks it
would be sufficiently productive to justify smelting. In
Marion county, t,lso, extensive beds are found, which
will probably ere long· be worked. Specimens taken
from them, and examined, had a specific gravity of 3·45
-that of pure iron being 7·7-an<l were founcl to contain 35 per cent. of iron. Other and heavier beds have
been recently discovered, but whether rich or not, is
uncertain-tho ore not having yet been tested by competent persons.
COPPER ORE

Has been known to exist in this state for some years,
bnt it was not considered sufficiently productive to
justify the sinking of shafts. Considerable quantities,
however, lmve recently been discovered in Cedar,
Floyd, and Mitchell counties, and there is every probability that the mines will soon be worked to advantage.
OTHER MINERAL PRODUCTIONS.

From :in article in the Des JJ1oines Valley Whig,
published in the summer of 185G, the following account
of several valuable minerals is condensed ;
HYDRAULIC LIMESTONE,

Of which there are several varieties used for a kind of
mortar which will set under water, is essential for all
masonry exposccl to wot or dampness. One variety,
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called septaria. is found in the form of round or flattened balls, difL·ring in size, and is the kind from which
the En1rlish prepare the celebrated Roman Cement.
The middle division of the Iowa Coal-field affords, at
many localities, iron-stones of var10us qualities, associated frequently with hydraulic calcareous cement, which
occurs either in the form of disconnected septaria, or
regular beds.
Cement rock is found both above and below the
coal, but in the largest quantities above. It is a very
common rock in the Valley; probubly in every county
on the river below Fort Dodge. In many places contiguous to the river in Davis' county, there are strata of
it several feet in thickness. The geologic:11 structme
of the south-east and central parts of Marion county
are just the sume as in Davis. But as the series of
rocks above the cual show themselves more extensively
above Raccoon Fork. we according·ly find more frequent
mention of it in that :-egion. In some places large
quantities of it are wrought into cement, which is quite
extensively used in the river improvement.
It will readily be seen that the demand for this is
great, when it is said that $6000 worth. at the ordinary prices, will be wanted for every lock on the river,
and when it is also said that in nearly every dwelling
in the western country, cisterns coated with this cement
will be indispensable as the means of obtaining a supply of pure, soft water. The walls and floors of damp
cellars must also be laid in cement. And the cement
of this Valley will he wanted, because it is more accessible ; the present demand being supplied, in a great
measme, from La Salle, Illinois, and from Louisville,
Kentucky ; and also because the Valley cement is
probably fully equal to that from other pluces.
1Vhen proper arrangements shall be made for working this limestone, it is suid the cement can be ufforcled
at the kiln for :;iil 25 per barrel. The carriage of it to
the Mississippi by land is at most $1 00 per barrel per
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100 miles; while cement from other pbces costs from
$3 00 to $3 50 per barrel.
COMMON LIMESTONE.

Though this is regarded as prevailing rock in the
West, there are large sections in Iowa where the limestone is so largely magnesian as to be unfit for quicklime and mortar. The proper position of the common
or mounta,in limestone in the carboniferous system is
below the coal Accordingly, it is found all along the
Valley in the greatest abundance and of the best quality. Much of it contains 90 per cent. of carbonate of
lime. This is among the most valuable of stones for
quick-lime.
Closely allied to this stone. and still lower in the system, is the blue limestone. Some of this is deep blue,
and some of' a bluish gray. It is harder than common
limestone, often highly crystalinr, and fossiliferous. It
usually lies in strab in the Valley, varying from a
few inches to some feet in thickness. 'l'be stone is good
for quick-lime, and is of superior quality for building
material. It is as be:1lltiful and durable as Quincy
granite, while the cost of putting it into the wall is
comparatively trifling. The principal places where it
is accessible are Keokuk, in the bed of the river below
Farmington, Keosauque, and Ottumwa.
MARBLE.

There is marble in the Des Moines Valley, of a good
quality :111d in great quantity. "Any limestone which
is sufficiently hard to take a fine polish is called marble.
Many of these are fossiliferons."-(LYELL's Eleme'nts r!f
Geology.) In the limestones beneath the coal there are
several varieties which come under this definition.
Among them may be classed some of those named under
the previous head. Tho best quarry now known in the
Valley is at Keokuk. Some of the strata there are
highly crystalinc-almost saccharine-and take a fine
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polish. St. Louis has already resorted to this place for
building material-a fact which shows that this marble
is superior to any other equally accessible to that, city.
At tho same locality are other varieties which polish
well. They are crystaline, soliil, but full of fossils, and
either blue, or of a bluish-gray color. Of the latter
varieties, enough can be had at Bonaparte, Bcntonsport,
ttnd Keosauque; and very probably, when those quarries shall be extensively worked, the white marble will
be found.
Not far from Keosauque there is a good variety of
light-gray, compact, granular marble, of which tombstones are wrought. It effervesces slightly with acids,
and takes a polish. Iowa sent a block from this quarry
to the Washington Monument.
QUARTZITE.

Some distance from the mouth of Reed's Creek, near
the line between the counties of Lee and Van Buren,
are heavy beds of quartzite, nearly white, though sometimes a light blue; and it is so slightly adhesive, that it
can easily be shaved off with a spade. Plasterers,
when working in the neighborhood, obtain it for their
"finishing coat." Those of them who have used this,
and n,lso that obtained at the Falls of St. Anthony, say
that the two kinds are just alike. Examined with a
magnifier, the sandstone on Reed's Creek is sharply
angular, and appears to be very pure quartz. The
slight coloring it has received has probably been obtained from the superincumbent earth. For plastering
purposes, it cements as well with lime as that of t]rn
Falls; and if it really be like it, these beds are a source
whence can be obtained the best materials for the maun!actnre of crystal glass.
CLAYS.

Passing by the kinds from which common brick are
made, and those used for earthen and stone-ware, tho
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coal measures abound in "fire-clay." Fil'(,· proof brh,ks
are wrought of this for the use of found,ies, furnaces,
and in all cn,ses and places where there is an exposuro
to intense heat. In the Eastern States, it has sometimes ken necessary to import these bricks from :England. 'l'he cost of them has been as high as $50 per
thousand. It is desirable that fire-places and ovens
should be constructed of them; and where fire-clay is
plenty, as in the Valley, thtire is 110 reason why they ·
they should not be.
GYPSUM, OR PLASTER OF PARIS,

Is chemically known as the sulphate of lime. The
heaviest beds of it in the United States are to be found a
few miles below Lizard Fork, in \Vebster county. 'l'hey
are from 20 to 30 feet thick, and show themselves on
both sides of the river for miles; and they extend back
each way an nnlrnown distance. By analysis. this gypsum contains 70·8 per cent. of sulphate oflirne.
Collectively, the minerals of this Valley, as now
known, are extensive and valuable. They constitute
one of the many items which render their locality so
attractive. It is traversed by one of the most beautiful
rivers on earth, 400 miles in length, a large portion of'
it 250 yards in breadth: capable of floating steamers a
part of the year, :md affording water-power to any desirable extent: with a landscape of great and charming
variety-groves, and foreBts, and prairies, in constant
alternation-and possessing a soil "scarcely excelled for
fertility. perhaps, in the world," why should it not be
thronged with inhabitants? It is the centre of the
" l\I esopotamia of the vV est," in a more important sense
than that of its position. Let but the iron horse traverse the whole length of the Valley, and its silver
stream will be skirted with cities and villages in as
great continuity as is the Bosphorus. Meanwhile, its
agTicnltural, and mineral, and manufactured exports,
will amount to many millions of dollars annual!;.
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CHAPTER III.

RIVERS, LA.KES, AND CREEKS.
THE RIVERS are clear and rapid, with well-defined
and high banks, affording water-power for mills and
manufacturing purposes second to no other stale ;
while every portion is also supplied with spring-water
of good quality.
Aside from the advantage of being bounded on the
east and west by the Mississippi arnl Missouri rivers,
many mivigable streams, from one to five mile~ wide,
traverse the inte;·ior of the state, and several of them
run parallel courses, at from twelve to twenty miles
apart.
RIVERS E,!PTYING INTO THE MISSISSIPPI.
CHEOAQUE, Shikagua, or Skunk river, about 250 miles
in length, rises in Webster county, near the centre of the
state, and, flowing S. E., falls into the Mississippi about
eight miles below Burlington, furnishing extensive waterpower through a fertile farming country. As its basin
is near to those of Des Moines and Iowa, the volume of
the river is small, compared with its length.
DEs MoINEs, flowing through au undulating and
fertile region, in which numerous prairies are found, is
the largest river in the state; it rises in the S. W.
pitrt of Minnesota, and runs S. E. until it enters Emmett county, Iowa. Its general direction below this is
R. S. E. to Demoine City, where it turns towards the
S. E., and empties itself into the Mississippi, at the S.
E. extremity of the state, about four miles below
Keokuk. Various important improvements in this
river, calculated to make it navigable for steamboats
to DemQine City, a distance of above 200 miles, have
been undertaken by the "Des Moines :Navigation and
Railroad Company," which was organized early in 1854,
with a capital of $3,000,000, and to which Congress
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has since granted all the alternate sections of public
lands on each side of the river for the distance of five
miles, embracing 1,000,000 acres of the best land in the
stat~. This Uompany also enjoy the privilege of collcctmg whatever tolls or water-rents they deem proper
for 75 years. It is contemplated to effect slack-water
navigati,:m from the :Mississippi to Demoine City by
means of dams and locks. about seven miles apart-the
average lift of the locks being ten feet-with short oc
casional canals p'trallcl with the river, though independent of it. 'I'he company have given bonds to the state
that this important undertaking shall be completed by
July 1, 1858.-Among other great advantages which
will accrue from this improvement are the almost illimitable facilities afforded for mills and manufactories ; and
the towns already started, where dams have been
erected, give evidence of a prosperous future. On the
16th of August, 1856, a further appropriation of $200,000 for the improvement of the Des Moines Rapids was
passed by Congress over the President's veto.
Pox is a small river which rises in Davis' co., Iowa,
and enters the Mississippi in Clarke co., Missouri, about
two miles below the mouth of the Des Moines. On
the maps, it is sometimes styled Aromatic River.
low A river, over 300 miles long, rises in Hancock
co., and flows in a general S. E. direction, passing
Iowa City, (to which small steamboats can ascend,
about 80 miles, for three months in the year,) and
entering the Mississippi 35 miles above Burlington.
LIZARD is a small river, which enters the Des
Moines from the ViT., near Port Clark.
111:AKOQUETA, a river exceeding 100 miles in Ieiigth,
rises near the S. E. corner of Payette co., and pursuing
a S. K course, empties itself into the Mississippi in
Jackson co., about 22 miles below Galena.
Rim CEDAR, a river above 300 miles long, which
furnishes considerable water-power, rises in the 8. part
of l\1innesota, and flows into Mitchell co., Iowa, whence
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its general. direction is S. S. E., nearly parallel with the
Wapsipinicon, which in several places is about l'.l miles
distant. Passing almost ent.irely across tho state, it approaches within 10 miles of the Mississippi, when it
turns to the S. W., and. falls into the Iowa, 15 miles
above W apcllo.
Tummy river is formed by two forks, called the
North and the Middle, which unite in Favette co., rtnd
running son th-easterly, falls into the Missis, ippi in Clinton co. Another stream, called the South Fork, enters
the river from the W., 18 miles from its mouth. 'J'his
beautiful river is navigable tho greater part of the year
as far up as the forks, and affords ample water-power
for mills and machinery.
YACONDA, a small river, rises in the S. part ofiowa,
and flowing S. J<J. through Scotland, Clark, and Lewis
counties ofn-lirnouri, enters the Mississippi at La Grange.

,V

RIVERS EMPTYING INTO THE MISSOURI.
BOYER, rising in the N. vV. part of the state, runs a
S. vV. course, and enters the Missouri a few miles from
Council Bluffs City.
FLOYD'S also rises in the N.W., and runs S. vV. into
the Missouri, near the mouth of the Sioux.
lNYAN YANKEY, or the Little Sioux, rises towards
the N. W. and flows S. vV., entering the .Missouri in
Harrison co.
NrsHNABATONA, rising in the S. vV. central part of
Iowa, flows south-westerly, entering Missouri near the
N. W. extremity; and then, taking a S. E. direction,
falls into Missouri river in Atchison co.
N oDAWAY is a small river, rising in the S. W. part
of Iowa, and fiowing S. into Missouri. It forms the
boundary between Atchison and Holt counties, on the
right, and Nodaway and Andrew on the left, until it
enters the :Missouri, about 20 miles above St. J oscph.
SoLDIRR, rising towards the \V. part of Iowa, fiows
S. ,V., and enters the Missouri in Harrison co.
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RTYERS WITH OTHER OUTLETS.

rises in the N. pnrt of the state, and, flowing
S., enters Des ]\[oines river in "\Vebster co.
CHARITON, or GRAND CnAmTON, rises iu tbe S. part
of Iowa, ancl flows S. K through Appanoose co. to the
boundary bot\\ ccn Missouri and Iowa. It then pursues
a sontherly comse, and falls into the :\lissouri river near
the S. extremity of Chariton co., and a f'cw miles above
Glasgow. Its whole length is estimated at 250 miles,
for about 50 of which it is navigable by keel-boats.
Brandtes.-Thc E. Chariton rises near the N. border
of Macon co., and, flowing first S. and then S. 1V., enters the main stream in Glmriton co., abont one mile
from its mouth. The Middle Fork ri>es in :\lacon co.,
and, flowing S.S. vV., falls into the E. Chai·iton about
ten miles N. of Glasgow.
HNcr,rsII.-There are two rivers of this name in the
state, the first of which, an affluent of the Iowa, is
formed bv two branches, called the North and South
Forks, u.riiting near the N. '.Y. corner of Washington
county, and flowing E., entering the Iowa about 15 m.
S. of the state capital. The other rises in the N. part
of the state, aiid flowing S. E., enters the Red Cedar iu
Black Hawk co.
FALL RrvER rises near the E. border of Debware
co., and, flowing S. K, enters the Makoqueta in Jackson county.
INYAN REAKAII (" River of the Rock,") rises in l'.Iinnesota, and, flowing through the N. vV. part of Iowa,
falls into Sioux river.
Mrnnu;, a small stream, rises in the vV. central part
of the state, and flowing eastward, enters Des Moines
river in Polk county.
NoRTH, sometimes called Upper Three. rises in the
\V. central part of the state, and enters Des Moines
river in Polk CJ.
SouTn, enters the Des Moines near the E. line of
Polk county.
BOONE,
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vVELDON, rising in the S. part of the state, flows S.
throngh Deca,tur co. into Missonri, and enters the
Crooked Fork of Grand river, in Grnnc1y co., near
'l'renton.
Wmm-BREAST, a small stream of Marion co., falls
into Des Moines river.
LAKES.
BooNE, in the N. part of Hancock co., is the source
of Boone river.
CLEAR, is in Cerro Gordo co. (Southern Iowa), and
besides Albert and Spirit Lakes, there are other small
lakes in the southern part of the state.
Oomw1mAN, the source of the river of the same name,
is in the E. part pf Buncombe co.
SPIRIT, in Dickinson co., is the largest hke in Iowa,
being nearly /ten miles long and seven broa,d.
CREEKS.
BEAR, falls into the Makoqueta river, in Jackson co.
B1,AVER.-There are two creeks so named, one of
which rises in Boone co., and enters the Des Moines in
Polk co. ; the other, an affluent of Iowa river, enters
the latter near 1larengo, Iowa co.
Bm CEDAR, flow., into Checaque river, in Henry co.
B-JFFALO, .rises near the N. border of Buclmnan co.,
and falls into the 'N apsipinicon near Anamos:1, capital
of Jones county.
HALF-BRE1m, L3e co., flows into the Des Moines,
about 7 miles from its mouth.
P1umrn, rises in Benton co., and flows into Red
Cedar river, Linn co.
SnELL RocK, rises near the N. border of the state,
and unites with Lime creek in Floyd co. to form the
English river.
SoAP, flows into the Des l\[oines river from the W.,
near the S. border of -wapello co.
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THE MISSISSIPPI RAPIDS,

About 12 miles in length, terminating at Keokuk
mid Davenport, (heretofore a great obst::lclo to th,
navigation of the noble river which they h:we too long
obstructed,) are gradually disappearing before the
"march of improvement." On the lower rapids, the
fall was 24 feet, and on the upper 16 ; but those proportions· have been considerably dimiuishe<l ·within the :
p;ist three years-Congress having appropriate<l on€
million dollars towards excavating a channel throngh
them; to which has since been added a further appropriation of $200,000 from the same source for the improvement of the lower rapids.

I

C H A P T E R IV ._

FACTS A.ND SUGGESTIONS.
vVn,LARD BARROWS, Esq., for eighteen years Government and General Surveyor of lowa, not long sine€
published, in the Davenport Commercial, some highly
interesting '' Letters on the '\'vest," replete with important information, and containing many practical
hints " more precious than gold " to new settlers. From
these wo have selected such extracts as are deemed of
the most essential service. In allusion to the land yet
subject to eutry, he says:

" There are upwards of one hundred counties of hind in this
state surveyed and in market; two-thirds of that number are
organized, aud contain a popubtion of from 100 to 25,000 eac.h;
the river tier of counties being the first settled and most densely popu!Rted. Central Iowa is the best body of laud iu the
state; and, in all probability, the state of Iowa is the best in
the United States. The better portions of Iowa are not settled
yet. 'l'lrn immigrnnt must not think that Iowa is all sold, or in
the han<ls of specu!n.tors. Go where you may, west.w"rd or northward, and the burrudle,i, prairie is spread out bel'ore you, dutted
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here and there with its !(roves and its l(entle river.,, skirted
with tim'1er: :mrl ynn find no dim;rrntion in beanty or richness
of soil: the ·same deen, black loam is found northw,wd to the
S•,. Pete1,.s River, and westward to the Missouri. The immig-r:mt who i, willinl( t,o penetrate unsettled portions, and endnro
the pl'iv~tious incident to a fr011t,ier life, Mn lay, for himself and
his children. the fonndations of a fortune and a home that will
m 1ke irh.d the hearts of hi., childrert's children; for Iowa is
destined to be the most densely-populated state in t!1e Union."

Those who contemplate seeking a future home in
Iowa, are thus sensibly cautioned against giving too
free a rein to their imagination :
"rrhe i.m'Tligrant ~nstnntcome here as many do-expecting
to find first-rate land, with timber and water, all spread ont
bet\n•e him, very nea1· some city or town. for $ l 25 per acre ;
it is not to be had. He mnst not come expecting to find Iowa
a des0late, dreary, uncultivated waste, with here and there a
;(reen spot, inhabited hy pioneers living in log- cabins, and jt1st
mergin~ into civiliz·ition; neither must he come expectin~ to
Jive at hi• ease, enjoyinis the luxuries of life and health, rolling
in npon birn witho,,t ,;ny e~ertion. A home c,1n be had by the
poorest, with prndence and econnmy. No place in the wide
world can otfer· greater inducements to the immigrant than
Iowa ; but he must look at it as it is. No fancied sketch must
weave around his imagination sudden w~alth or unreal beauties,
seen only in the dreary picture before him. He may fancy
Iowa a garden, and, roaming over its prairies, gather flowers
f'r,\m its rich soil, and excbim with the Indittn, in ecstasies of
delight,' I-o-wah !'-' I have f'onnd the beautifnl land!' but it
will never make him rich, ,nor create for him a happy home
without toil and labor."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

" A ma.n cannot eome here and grow rich in idleness: be
mn,twork. Our soil is prolific, but mnstbave care and culture.
Jt is trne that man can Jive with less labor than in the older
sta.te<; the soil is easier tilled. He can make himself a home
mnch so,,ner, and far more easily, than those who purchase
b.nd in northern New York, Ohio, and Indiana." * * * "
"Here. the immig-r,a.nt enters upon his land, perhaps, at g-nvernment prine--1 25 per acre; or, if he pays $5, or even $10,
per acre, be finds it free from all obstacles in m:tking a farm.
For the snm of $2 50, the prairie is broken up, anrl often corn
is planted the first year by striking the axe into the tnrf, and
dropping t,he corn, which yields 15 to 25 bushel., per acre. This
is c1lled sod corn. The second ye~r, the turf is rotten, the
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gronnd easily tilled, and the husbandman's labors are crowned
with succe:i:i:s."

ENCLOSING FARMS-OSAGE ORANGE.

The same lucid writer gives the following useful
details in connection with the subject of fences :
" To enclose the land, various kinds of fencing have been
tried. Among the early settler~, the sod fence was made by
those who lmd a scarcity of timber, but proved a perfect failnre.
The soil being too alluvial a,nd loamy to sustain itself, the
common board fence was resorted to, till, more recently, the
wire fence has been introduced, and succeeds well where it
is properly made. In most parts of the state, hoi,s are not
allowed to nm at large, and of conrse less fencing is required.
It is now sufficiently demonstrated, by trial of a few, that the
Osage orange hedge is to be the great remedy for lack of timber
upon our pmiries: it has been tested, and found that a hedge
of this shrub will turn any kind of animal, from a l10ree to a
sucking pig, in three or four years. This fence can be made for
forty cents per rod, and warranted, or no pay. Upon the prairie,
where there is not much range of cattle, the hedge can be
planted and grown with -rnt fence to protect it; nothing will
eat the plant, and the few that might be destroyed by being
trod upon, can easily be replaced. In fencing, then, 100 acres
square, the expense would be $250 for a fence that would last
for ever. lt will need training only. as it does not sprout from
the roots. But, half of this fence will he for the accommodation
of your neighbor; consequently, your cost will be b1Jt half this
sum. In order to make this fence, the ground must be brohen
some eight or ten feet wide, upon the line of fence, one year
before the planting of the hedge. I understand that a contract
has been made recently, by the Illinois Central Railroad, to
fence the entire road, some 300 miles, with the Osai,e orange.
"For immediate u.se, those who have no timber must fence
with lumber ; which is $15 per thousand feet ; and the whitecedar post can be had for $10 per hund1·ed. It will take 1280
posts, eight feet apart, to fence 100 acres with wire or boards ;
the amount of either of the latter will be regulated according to
the number of strands, which may be three or five. There is
hut one great deficiency in our state-the scarcity of timber.
But we hope for a substitute in the Osage orange, as far as
fencing is concerned."
•✓

VARIOUS AVENUES TO WEALTH.
\VooL-GROWING, STOCK-RAISING, THE DAIRY, ETC.GRINKELL, Esq.,

From au A<ldr,)ss delivered by J. B.
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or Jasper county, before the Agricultural Society of
that place, we extract the followin~, ns illustrative of
the advantugcs of wool-growing and stock-raising :
" It should be our settled policy to furnish for the market
those products which can be carried there at the least possible
expense. On the basis oftbis principle in domestic economy,
wool-growing st,inds at the head of all enterprises. The de•
mand for wool is not capricious ; the total annual consumption
keeping pace with the increase in our population. It may be
transported at any season of the year, by a northern 0r southern route, and. not being of a perishable nature, a late market
does not diminish its value.
"A common grade of wool is now grown with profit in New
York and New England, where the winters are longer by several
weeks than here, and where the farms are worth from thirty to
fifty dollars per aere.
" Let facts and figures set this branch of industry in its proper
relation. At the East, the ranges for pasture are cut off, and
the wool-grower must be the proprietor of the soil. Herc, in
Jasper county, with its seventy thousand acres, there are, at a
low e,timate, and will be for years to 'come, forty thousand acres,
a large portion of which is owned by non-residents, that would
afford ample and the best of pastur,,ge for one million of sheep.
'.l'he experience of the western wool-grower is, that flocks permitted to enjoy a wide range, and liberally grained dming
winter mouths, will produce one fourth more wool than tlle
s11.me flocks kept on c1rc11m,cribed pa,stures, and without grnir,,
bo the East. 'rhis product of wool would equal tbat of the present annual clip of Vermont, the third State in the Union in the
production of wool. Herding of sheep on the prairies in si1mmPr, aud feeding corn m tbe bulk duringtbe winter, is entirely
practicable; and some of the largest shepherds iu Illinois a,snre
rne that their investment yields them from fifty to seventy-live
per cent. , and that wool can be rai,ed here witll more profit at
thirty cents tho pound than at the Ktst for fifty cents. The in•
creased weight of the fleece more than counterbalances the
assumed freight of three cents the pound in reaching the best
market. If, then, an investment in farms East for wool-growing
at $30 the acre is profitable, our lands are worth even mo,·e for
the same enterprise. Consider, too, that the owner of a small
farm of eighty acres, cropped with corn for winter consumption,
may herd his thousand sheep on non-resident lands, to owner's
benefit rather than to his injury
"If the plea is, that we are ignorant as to grades and tbe
hltest methods, a.nil that there is great risk in the business. the
first pie-,, being admitted, and the last, with the quali(ication
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applicable to all the most successful enterprises, let us for a
moment turn our attention to the rearing of cuttle and l,o,-ses,
which is more generally understood.
" With a system, what pleasure and untold wealth may be
fonnd in this occupation! Railway communication is not necessary to success. Good-conditioned brutes, ready for the harness
or the shambles, will furnish their own locomotive conveyance
to the best city markets, or to the railway, at from five to thirty
per cent. of their value. Experienced graziers imform us that
we have hut to cultivate hardy winter grasses, and a little corn
for the extremest cold seasons, and we have all the advantages
of the luxuriant plains of Mexico and South America, where
animals are herded with profit for their hides and tallow."
'l'HE DAIRY is another source of very profitable investment-there being a great deficiency in the requisite
supply of dairy products throughout the state. It is said
that at-least one-half the gr~in now raised is exported,
while twice the quantity of butter and five times the
quantity of cheese required, is imported. The editor of
the Iowa Farmer is so fully of opinion that the dairy
offers to the farmer a never-failing source of wealth, that
he declares, were be possessed of the means, he would
rather invest them in that channel than in any other
branch of husbandry.

CHAPTER V.

DESCRIPTION OF COUNTIES,
WITII

THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS IN EACH.
ARRANGED ALPHABE1'ICALLY.
[TITE COUNTY-Sl<~A'l'5 I~

811IALL

CAPITALS.)

(S. W. Central Iowa,) not included in the
census of 1850. has an area of 576 sq. m., which is
drained by Middle river, an affluent of the Des Moines,
al](l by the head streams of K odaway river. The state
ADAIR,
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roild from Des Moin2s City to Council Bluffs passes
through this county, which embraces the following new
towns-all of which are rapidly increasing: Adair,
Alconus, I-Ioladay's, Marvin's, SmrnERSET, and vVahtahwah.
ADAMS, (S. W. Iowa,) not included in the census of
1850, has an area of 432 sq. m., and is drained by the
Nodaway river and several of its head streams. It
was settled in 1851, and in 1853 polled only 12 votes;
but it has since filled up astonishingly, and its popn-.
lation now numbers nearly 1,000, averaging an annual
increase of over 100 per cent., which will probably be
much augmented for several years. Its superior advantages for the erection of machinery-its rich, fertile,
and deep soil-its favorable climate for stock-misingits thick veins of stone-coal-and its moderate supply
of timber-afford ample encouragement for the future.
A substantial Methodist Episcopal church has been
erected, and other religious societies are taking- measures
for suitable houses of worship. District schools have
been established, and four saw-mills are now in operation. The heads of the One-hundred-and-two, one
branch of the Little Platte, and the East and Main, or
Middle Nodaways, extend from N. to S. across the
county.-Qurnev and Icaria are thriving post towns.
ALLOMAKEE, (N. E. Iowa,) first settled in 1850, is
the extreme N. J<J. county of the state, bordering on
Minnesota and the Mississippi river, which latter separates it from Illinois. It is bounded S. by Yellow
river, and intersected by the Upper Iowa- its facilities
for water-power being unlimited. The surface is undulating, diversified by prairies and woodland, and the
soil is productive. The present popnlation exceeds
5,000, and is fast increasing in the numerous yonng
towns, which are enjoying a vigorous growth, aocl
already comprise upwards of 20, viz: Bellows. Bryson,
BunkeT-Hill, Onpoli, Columbus, French Creek. Grantville, Hardin, Ion, Lansing, Lybrand, Lycurgus, Markee,
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Ossian, Painted Rock. Postville, Ross;-ille. Union Prairie, Volney, 1V:1tervillc, 1VAWKON, ::tud Wexford. A
newspaper is published at Lansing.
APPAxoosE, (Southern Iow:1,) first settled in J SMi, has
about 5,000 inlmhit:1nts, and an arc:1 of 4!J~ sq. m. of
rolling or nearly level surface ::tnd rertile soil (:1 large part
uncultiv:1ted), bordering on i\lissouri. '!'here arc nnmerous prairies, and many of the streams arc heavily fringed
with timber-tracts. Oh::triton river, which flows diagonally through the county, furnishes ample water-power.
It is drained also by the 8. fork of the Chariton, and
by Cooper and \Valnut creeks.-CEXTREVILLE, the
principal town and county-seat, 3½ m. \Y. of Chariton
:-iver, and 130 8. W. of Iowa City. is situated on the
Southern Iow::t Hailroud, projected to rnn ',V. from
Fort Madison, and the State Road from Bloomfield to
the ?llissouri river pusses through it. Three churche2,
ten dry goods stores, and numerous mechanic ,hops, arc
all well supported by a population of about 500.-Thc
other towns arc Oincinm1ti, Hibbsville, Iconium, ),Jil)iard, Moravia, l\T ount Gilead, Pleasant View, Sharon,
Unionville, ::tnd \Velis' Jl.lills.
AuuunoN, (S. 1V. Iowa,) named in honor of the distinguished ornithologist, is a new county, not included
in the census of 18ii0, and has ::tn :1re:1 of 630 sq. m .. but
not many inhabitants. It is traversed by the Xishnabatonu river, 11,n uffiucnt of the Missouri. Four towns
ha\'C been favored with post-offices, viz : Ballard, Bear
Grove, DAYTON, and Hamlin Grove.
BENTON, (I-<;. Central Iowa,) has an area of 720 sq. m.
and ,[.000 inhabitants, with a fertile soil, healthy climate,
and prairies more extensive than the woodlands. Cedar
river and Prairie creek cross the county, and Iowa.
river touches its S. "\V. extremity.-V IXTON, the connty~~ut, abont 55 m. N. 1V. of Iowa City, is advancing
rapidly (the popu!::ttion numbering 700), and alre::tdy
supports a ncwspaper.-The other towns are Benton
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City (400 inhabitants), Beulah, Burke, Marysville,
Parker's Grove, Prairie Creek, and Taylor's Grove.
BLACK HAWK (N. E. Central fowa) has an area of
576 sq. m., but rather a sparse population, which, however, cannot fail to increase speedily. It possesses not
only excellent soil and fine timber-land, (the prairies
are estimated to exceed the woodland.) but the best of
water-power, and eligible sites for mills and factories.
Red Cedar river crosses the county diagonally in a R.
E. direction, dividing it into nearly equal parts.- Uedar.!>
Falls is destined to become a large manufacturing place,
and is already of considerable importance. An extensive woolen factory is in progress by a joint stock
company, with a capit:tl of $50,000, and other factories
are projected, and .will soon be in operation. A fourstory patent-brick hotel has just been completed at a
cost of $18,000 or $20,000, and handsome stores, shops,
mills, and other useful buildings, are fast multiplying.
Although but two years old; it has upwards of 1,000
inhabitants, who support a racy newspaper. The Dubuque and Pacific Railroad is now under contract to
this place.-WATERLOO. the county-seat, situated on
both sides the river, with a p0pnlation of 700, is not a
whit behind its neighbors in the" march of improvement," and already supports its newspaper- the best
evidence of a town's prosperity.-St urges Rapids, on
Wapsipinicon river, 80 miles N. N. W. of Iowa City,
is advantag-eong]y located for business, and fast rising
into notice.- But little is known of Barclay, Enterprise,
Eliza, Elk River, Knox, Laporte City, and other towns.
BooNE, (\V. Central Iowa,) with an area of 576 sq.
m. of fortile soil, well-timbered land, and val,iable stonecoal veins, was originally settled in 1846 at Pea's
Point (now Flat Rock) by John Pea, a veteran pioneer from Pennsylvania, who is said to have lived in
every state between Iowa and that of his nativity, and
who is still enjoying a hearty old ag·e. It is intersected
by Des l\foiues rircr, which divides it into two nearly
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equal parts; and at tho rapids, 15 m. below Boonesborough, there is one of tho brnt 111ill-sites in the county,
if not in the state, occupied by a very indifferent mill,
which falls far short of supplying tho demands upon it,
and which the owners are unable to irnproYe for lack
of pcci.rniary resources. It is said that this mill-site
would be a fortune in more able hands. A plentiful
supply of fine timber, aud tho very best of prairie bottoms are found on Beaver creek, in the western p,ut of
the county; and in the N. E. corner, on Montgomery's
creek, (a tributary of the Checaque,) a company from
Indiana has formed a settlement of great promise, whiclt
will enable the county to nnmbcr a bont 2,500 inhabitants.-BooNESBORouon was desip;nated by the legislature as the county seat in July, 1851, and is likely to
enjoy that distinction for many years to come. There
are three churches in the town, erected by the Baptists,
Methodists, and United Brethren, and a well-managed
public school is in sc,sion the year round. Its prcseut
population of 350 is constantly receiving accessions
from a continual stream of immigration; and were it
not for the scar.city of lumber, the place might have
been three time larger than it is. A steam sttw and
flouring mill would accomplish great improvements, and
afford immense profits.-Othcr' towns of less note are
Bellcpoint, 1\1 ineral Ridge, Parkersburgli,Rapids, Ridge,
and Sweet Point.
BHElrnR. (N. l<J. Central Iowa.) a new county, not included in the census of 1850, and named in honor of
Frederica Brcn:er, the popular Swedish writer, has au
area of 430 sq. m. and a population of 2,500. It is intersected by Cedar, Wapsipinicon, and English rivers,
and contains good land, well supplied willi tirn ber and
water. In Juno, 1853, WA YERLY, on the E. bank of
Cedar river, was selected as the county-seat, and has
now a population of about 750. A good s:1w and floming mill are in the vicinity, and a newspnpcr enlig-hte11s
the town and the settlers of the surroumliug country.-
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Janesville. too-a prosperous town of about 200 inhabitants, laid out in the spring of 1853, six miles below
·waverly, and three miles above the junction of Cedar
and Sliellrock rivers-also sustains its newspaper, its
school, a M. JD. church, and one stationary and two loqal
itinerant prcachers.-J ac.kson Point and Neutral are
the other post towns.
J3uoHANAN, (N. E. Central Iowa.) first settled in 1842,
now nnmbers more than 5,000 inlmbitauts, within an
area of 576 sq. rn. of fertile soil, well supplied with
timber and water, and a healthy climate. It is intersected
by the \Vapsipiuicon river and Buffalo creek, which
flow S. :K Two saw-mills and two flouring-mills partially supply the wants of the county, but woolen factories are greatly necded.-INDEPENDENOill, 75 m. N. N.
\V. of Iowa City, was settled in 1846, and its population already reaches about 1,000, with public spirit
enough to support a newspaper. It has one church,
just completed, ;ind another has been erected at Qnasqueton, on the \Vapsipinicon, 55 rn. N. by Vv. of lowa
City. 'l'he other post towns are Brandon, Buffalo
Grove, Chatham, Erin, Frink's Grove, Greely's Grove,
Pine, and Williamsbunrh.
BUENA Vrs'l'A, (Upper Iowa,) named from the celebrated b;ittle-field, and signifying " good or fine view,"
(not included in census of 1850,) has an area of 625 sq.
m., but as yet a Yery limited population, tho county
being unorganized. It is inter,ccted by the Inyan
Yankey, and also drained by several of its smaller tributaries.
BuNCOMBE, (N. W. Iowa,) not included in the census
of 1850, nor yet organized, borders on Minnesota, and
has ar area of 800 sq. m. It is bounded Vv. by Sioux
river, is intersected by the Inyan Rcakah, and also
drained by one of its tributaries. Lake Ocheyedan is
in the E. part of this county.
BUTLER, (N. E. Central Iowa,) not in the census of
1850, has an area of 576 sq. m., with rather a 8parso
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and scattered pc pulation, but which is fast on the in
crease. It contains extensive prairies, mostly uncultivated, intersected by English river, and also drained by
Pipe and Otter creeks. - CT,ARKSVILLE, on Shellrock
river, 94- miles S. W. of Iowa City, is well provided
with timber, water-power, iwd inhabitants of the goahead class. Three saw-mills, two hotels, stores, shops,
a school-house, etc., are well sm~tained.-Butler Centre,
which was uncreated a year or two ago, bas increased
with great rapidity, and bids fair to become ere long
the county-seat-a strong effort being• made to accomplish that object.-Shellrock, locutcd on both sides of
the stream so named, not far below Clurksville, was laid
out in 18ii5, and already can boast of 70 buildings am!
a corresponding populution. Although a superior sawmill is here kept constuntly running, the demand for
lumber is on the increase. A flouring-mill has just been
completed, Ull(1 is an important acquisition.-Beaver
Grove, Cold W atcr, (Elm Springs P. 0.,) Leoni, and
"\Villoughby are also improving in nearly the same
ratio as Sliellrock.
CARROLL, ("W. Central Iowa,) not included iu the
census of 1850, !ms an area of 700 sq. m.. with a healthy
climute, fertile soil, and an abundance of building-stone,
coal, and iron. It is druined by Raccoon river, an
affluent of the Des Moines, and ample water-power is
furnished by several streums in various parts; yet there
is not a mill within 27 miles of the county. As the
towns have not yet been hid out, a rare chance is
afforded to immigrants to make their selections. Pop•
ulation about 250.
CAss, (S. W. Iowa,) originally settled by Mormons
in 1846~7, but who left early in 1852, has an area of
576 sq. m., and a population of about 1,000. The
Nishnabatona, an affluent of the Missouri, flows through
the county in a S. W. direction, and a railroad is pro•
jected, from the Mississippi to Council Bluffs, which
will also pass through it.-LEwrs bas one church, occu.
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pied by the Congregationalists and Methodists, two
good common schools, a fbe court-house, two saw-mill8,
and one flouring-mill.-Edna, Iranistan, Lura, and Pymosa, are thriving post towns.
CEDAR, (Eastern Iowa.) settled in 1836, has au area
of 576 sq. rn., and a population of 9,500. Rolling prairie~ and woodlands diversify the surface, the soil is
excellent aud well watered. and the climate remarkably
s:1lubrious. It is intersected by the Cedar and '\Vaps:pinicon. and also drn,incd by Sugar and Rock creeks.
In the '\V. part of the county, Cedar river flows through
a narrow pas, between high banks of perpendicular
ro~ks, and [dfords abundant water-power.-Railroads
in prospective are likely to do much towards de,-eloping
the rich resources of this county.-TIPTON, with a population of 1,100, is built on the high prairie, and few inhnd towns are so advantageously or beautifully located,
either for business or sitlubrity. It has three churches
-Congregational, Methodist, and Presbyterian; four
schools, two public and two ·private; two newspapers,
one stet1m flouring-mill, and a goodly number of stores
and shops. The Lyons Railroad, mostly graded to this
place1 is projected through the centre of the county.The principt1l post towns are Cambridge, Cedar, Gower's
Ferry, Harweil, Honey Grove, Inland, Lactin, Massillon,
(net1r the E. line of the county, 40 rn. N. E. by J<J. of
Iowa City,) Onion Grove, Podoe (20 rn. E. of Iowa
City), Pioneer Grove, Red Oak, Rochester, Rosette,
Springfield, 'iV est Branch, and ,Voodbridgc.
CERRO GORDO, (Korthern Iowa,) named after the
famous battle-field in .l\foxico, (not included in the census of 1850,) has an area of 625 sq. rn., but rather a
scanty population-only three towns ( Clear Lake,
Shellrock Falls, and Mason City) being laid out, and
the county-seat not yet designated. lt is drained by
Lime creek, a small branch of English river, and its
tributaries.
UnEROREE, ('V. ~- ,V. Iowa,) t1 new county, not yet
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organized, has an area of 625 sq. m., but very few inhabitants. It is intersected by the Inyan Yankey, and
also drained by too small affluents of that stream, aml
by a tributary of Floyd's river, which itself flows into
the Missouri.'
CmcKASAW, (N. E. Iowa,) not included ,o the census
of 1850, has an area of 576 sq. m., divided between
prairie and forests, and slopes towards the S. K Jt is
. intersected by the vVapsipinicon and l\J iddle Fork of
Turkey river, and water-power is plentiful all over the
county. The first settlemrnt was made at BRADF 0RD
near the junction of the Little and Big Cedar rivers
in 1853, and the town has now 450 inhabitants, anG
the county 2,100. Although no churches have yet
been ereded, they have preaching at Bradford every
Sabbath, principally by Methodists. Here, too, is a
well-attended district school, two hotels, h,·o waterpower and two ste::1m saw-mills, one shingle and two
lath-mills, and various stores, shops, etc. A flouringmill is still required- the ne::1rcst being 4:'i miles distant.-Chickasaw and New Hampton are the other
post towns.
CLARKE, (Southern Iowa,) first settled in 1849, has
an are::1 of 432 sq. m., embracing ::1 diversified surface,
principally prairie, and about 2,500 inhabitants. The
South and vVhite-breast rivers, ::1ffiuents of the Des
Moines, rise by several branches in this county, and it
is also drained by the East Fork of Grand river, which
flows S. into Missouri. Timber of good quality fringes
the numerous streams, but it requires saw-mills to make
it valuable-there being but one now in operation.OscEOLA ims a population of 203, but no churches or
public schools: here are, however, societies of the
Methodists, Campbellites. and United Brethren, who
hold regular meetings, and also two private schools.The following post towns are enjoying a prosperity only
surpassed by the county-seat : Bartlettyi!le, Glenns,
0
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Hickory Grove, Hope ville, Laporte, Milford, Norris,
Ottawa. and "White-breast.
CLAY, (N. vV. Iowa,) not included in the census of
1850, has an are!I of 600 sq. rn., but has not yot been
org·anized. It is drained by tho Inyan Yankey, with
its branches and some of its tributaries, !Ind also by
Lizard river.
CLAYTON, (E. N. E. Iowa.) the most northern river
county in the state, except Allomakee, has an are!I of
476 sq. m., and about 8,000 inhabitants. It is bounded
N. by Allomakee, S. by Delaware and Dubuque, W.
by Fayette, and E. by the Mississippi. 'l'he surface is
diversified by rolling prairies and inexhaustible woodlands, the soil is productive, and the climate healthy.
Ttukey river flows through the middle of the county
(its South Fork traversing a considerable portion of it)
into the Mississippi, and furnishes abundant water-power.
Lead ore is found in several parts, and mines are adv!lntageously worked in the S. E., not far from the river.
" Near the base of a bluff on the west side of the Mississippi, some 10 or 15 miles above the mouth of Turkey river, and just above the French village," says Mr.
OwEN, " from seven to ten thousand pounds of lead ore
were obtained from openings in the rock by Dr. A:o.DROS.
More or less is found here from all the horizontal openings, for the distance of half a mile." Large quantities
have also been found in a bluff in the rear of GuTTF:NBERG, a thriving city of 1,000 inhabitants, on the Mississippi, with a good steamboat landing, 40 miles above
Dubuque. 'l'he population, which is highly extolled
for industry and intelligence wherever known, is principally German, with au almost imperceptible sprinkling
of Americans, and the town, consisting mostly of large
well-built stone houses, is the largest in the county, and
quite similar to Dubuque. A first-rate steam-mill is
actively employed-stores, work-shops, and hotels are
doing a fine business-and all classes are fast accumumulating their piles of " the root of all evii." In the
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vici □ ity is the most beautiful rolling prairie, presenting
every variety of hill and dale, aud abounding in the
most highly-cultivated farms.-Clayton, also on the
Mississippi, 50 miles above Dubu(]ue, is among the most
prosperous' of towns, and will not suffer from the fact
that lead mines have been opened near by, on the river's
bank. Nearly all the surplus produce of the county is
shipped by steamboats at this place, which is the most
eusily accessible river port for a large extent of coun. try.-Uommunia, a beautiful place under high cultivation, was orig-inally settled by a community of
Germans upon the principle of living in common, and
became somewhat noted as " Uommrtnia Colony," but
the experiment proved a failure, and many of its members withdi-ew. The property has since become valuable, and those who remain arc continually harassed by
vexatious lawsuits in regard to it.-Council Hill has
not yet attained mach importance.-El Kader, situated
on both sides ot· 'l'urkey river, on high table-land, has
peculiar advant:1ges for becoming a large town, and the
enterprise existing among its 700 inhabitants will uot fail
to improve them to the utmost. A mammoth flouringmill is in constant motion, a newspaper and hotel are
well patronized, the school-houses numerously attended,
and several stores, shops, etc., are doing a large business.
-Eik Port, 80 miles N. by E. of Iowa City, and FarmersbL1rg, 92 miles N. of the same place, are both flourishing post towns.-Garnavi!lo, formerly the countys11at, is pleasantly sitnatcd on a high rolling prairie, on
the mail-route from Dubu(Jne to Prairie du Chien, 100
miles N. by E. of Iowa City, and its 400 or 500 drnizons seem not to have parted with any of their public
spirit in parting with their former civil distinction.
J>orhaps they have received many crumbs of comfort
from the following sensible rm1arks of the Ced;i,r Rapids
Times, relative to the ceaseless strife among the lai·g·e1·
towus as to which shall be the county-scat: " Ooe good
flouring-mill is worth more to any village than all the
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county-seats in Iowa. The county business calls men
to a town for the transaction or a peculiar class of lmsiness, which usually lcaYes them w'th little disposition,
and often-times with less ability, to purchase their family
supplie~. A commercial and manufacturing town, on
tbe contrary, draws such fonds into the legitimate channels of trade, and deposits wealth, aod that, in turu,
gives influence and power. Court- houses and jails are
but the monuments of man's depra--ity, while the hum
of machinery is the unmistakable voice of progre,s, and
aids the dawn of that period when all shall win their snpply by honest toil, and plenty smile at all firesides .. ,_
Girard, Grand M.eadow, High Grove, llig-hland, Little
Port, v.nd Lodomillo, are post towns, of which we have
been unable to obtain any relial.Jle details.-McGrcgor'E
Landing, on the Mississippi, 61 miles above Dubuque,
bids fair to become a great businc~s mart. E,·en now,
with a population of only 450, the quantity or mcrclrnndize received here exceeds that at any other point above
Dubuque on the Mississippi, and the present completion
of the Milwaukee.and the Mississippi Ri\"C!r Railroad to
this point, still gives new life to the already crowded
town ; so that the business over this road will be second
to none, connecting the trade and travel of the lakes
with the Mississippi. It is now the only completed road
north of Dubuque to the Missi~sippi, aud must control a
great portion or the immense travel on the upper part of
that river, which was said last year to amount to 150,000
passengers-making, aR it doeR, a complete railroad
connection with the Eastem states, via Milwaukee, or
Janesville and Chicago, and saving at least nine hours'
travel over any other road to the U pp~r Mississippi.
The nearest railroad on the south being 75 miles, and
commanding the trade of Northern Iowa and Southern
Minnesota, (a wide belt of the most fertile and rapidlysettling portions of the ,vest,) a very heavy traffic must
be the inevitable result to this road.-1\fillville, on Turkey river, a few miles from it, mouth; Monona (pop.
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650), 118 miles N. by E. of Iowa City; National,
N ewstand, Panther Creek, Sodom ville, Strawberry
Point (pop. 400), Sylvan, and Volga City (pop. 250),
are all post towns of growing consequence.
CLINTON, (Eastern Iowa,) bordering on Iilinois, has an
area of 696 sq. m. of good soil, with a fair proportion
of prairie and timber-land, and a population of 10 000.
It is bounded E. by the Mississippi, and the W apsipinicon traverses the western part, and forms the southern
bounclary.-Boone Spring, Brookfield (55 miles E. N.
K of Iowa City), Buena Vista (46 miles E. by N. of
same place), and Burg·ess, are post towns, of which we
can learn nothing definite.-Camanche, on the Mississippi, 40 miles above Davenport, is the, shipping-point
for all the procluce of that vicinity, and is destined to
become a large business city.-Charlotte and Cherry
Wood are small towns.-Olinton, just chartered as a
city, suddenly spnrng into existence in Augnst, 18(i5, :rncl
has acquired importance almost as suddenly as it dicl an
existence-its population now numbering 1,200. I1s
site was at that time a farm, which had been purdiaseu
by the" Iowa Land Company," who cleared the ground,
and laid it ont into city lots; at the same time providiLig for churches, schools,;and libraries by donating
lots to each. They also graded the avenues al'!d streets,
and planted shade-trees along the principal walks.
This liberality bas been well rewarded by the unexmnpled increase of business and population, which is thns
stated in the company's last report, . made nearly a
year ago: There were then in Clinton " three hotels,
sevmal dry goods stores, three grocery stores, two
hardware stores, one furniture store, one clothing
store, one boot and shoe store, one bank, and another
organizing, one church, two doctor's, offices, four lawyer's offices, one warehouse, one newspaper, two livery
stables, one drug store, one builder's ~hop, two saw-mills,
one lumber-yard, one brick-yard, two lime-kilns (one
Page's patent), and two stone quarries. Sales have also
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been made to parties who are preparing to put up a
large foundry for rnilrnad. castiugs, a car t1nd rnachineshop, a planing-mill, anu another warehouse."
The
, Chicago, Iowa, and Nebraska Railroad is progressing
rapidly from Clinton through Central Iowa, as a continuation westward of the Chicago, Dixon, mid :Fulton
City Railroad; anu already the locomotive is on the
trnck, making its way towards Cedar Valley.-DE,u1"r, 20 miles from Clinton, 70 E. N. E. of Iowa City,
and 4 N. of the 'IV ,,psipinicon, is in the centre of a fine.
forming district ; and a speedy connection with the
:l\Iississippi by railroad being decided upon, its growth
in wealth and population must necessarily be proportionate with its extended facilities. A newspaper, hotel,
two saw-mills, one flouring-mill, schools, a goodly number of stores, shops, etc., arc well supported by its 750
inhabitants.-Elk Iiivcr, 1:Dlvira, and Urand Mound are
rnmll post towns.-Lyons, situated on the Mississippi,
midway between Davenport and Dubuque, 45 miles below Galena, and 2 miles above Clinton, has acquired its
i tnportance within three years, and for which it is partially indebted to the projection of a railroad into Iowa
from this point, and the completion of the Dixon Airline from Cliicago to Fulton, on the opposite side of tbe
ri,·er. lts present population is 2,732, and keeps pace
with the rapid extension of its business, which sustains
" 2 banking-houses, 53 stores and groceries, 2 steam
saw-mills, a planing-mill, an iron foundry, a machiueshop, a broom factory, 2 newspapers, 11 hotels, and 6
land agencies." A public school is open part of the
year, but there arc no private schools worth mentioning. Six clmrnhes, of diff~rent sects, are maintained,
::ind it is prnbablc that an institution of' lcaming will
soon be established by the N. S. Presbyterians.-Orauge,
Spring Rock, Toronto, and 'IVelton, are post towus of
little note.
CRAWFORD, ('IVestern Iowa.) not included in the census of 1850, nor yet orguuized, has an area of about
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600 sq. m., but few inhabitants. It is intersected by
Boyer and Soldier rivers, affluents of the Missouri,
which furnish a,good supply of water-power.
DALLAS, (S. W. Central Iowa,) first settled in 1846,
has an area of 576 sq. m. of productive soil, healthily
located, and 4,000 inhabitants. It is well supplied
with water-power, being tr~_versed by Raccoon river
and Beaver creek, and is intersected by the state road
from Demoine Uity to Council Bluffs. There arc in
the county five prosperous public schools, five water
and one steam saw mills,, aeveral busy stores and shops,
and other indications of thrift, but flouring-mills and
factories arc much needed, and wonld well repay a liberal invcstment.~-ADELL, eligibly situated on the west
side of Raccoon river, 150 mi)es 'v\T. of Iowa Citydirectly on the line of travel from the Eust to California,
Oregon, and Utuh-has an enterprising population of
500, who already support a newspaper und several
respectable stores.-Boone, McKay, Uncle Sam, and
Wiscotta, are the other post towns.
DAVIS, (S. S. K Iowa,) named in honor of Garrett
Davis, formerly M. C. from Kentucky, bordering on
Missouri, has an area of 480 sq. m. and a population of
12,000, which is fast receiving udditions. The surface
is rolling, the soil rich and well watered, but mostly
destitute of timber. It is intersected by Fox river and
Soap creek, und drained also by the sources of the
1Vyaconda and Fabius rivers, which flow S. J<J. The
Des Moines river crosses the N. E. corner of the county
diagonally, and several of its tributaries are in that
vicinity. Numerous schools are scattered through the
towns, but churches are in no degree proportionate.
Several grist and saw mills, tanneries, and other useful
branches of industry, are doing a good business, and '· n
few more of the same sort" are in dernand.-Br,ooM>'IELD (95 miles W. of Iowa City) is situated on Fox
river, on a fine rolling prairie, and surrounded by land
of great fertility, which is being rapidly settled. Be-
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sides a handsome conrt-house, it contains tliree churches,
school-hous·s's, grist and saw mills, many stores and shops,
and a population of about 600, who support a ne-,,spaper.-The following p9st towns are fast coming into
notice: Chequest (75 miles S. W . byS. of Iowa City),
llel Norte, D rnkcs ville (on the road from the lower part
of Des Moines Valley to the vV. line of the state), Floris
(75 miles S. vV. of Iowa City), Monterey, Monnt Calvary, Nottingham, Oak Spring (85 m. S. 1V. of Iowa
City), Pnluski, Hoseoe, Salt Creek (75 m. 8. vV. by S.
of Iowa City). Savannah, Soap Creek (pop. 800), Stiles,
Stri □ gtown, 'J\iylor, Troy (90 m. S. S. W. of Iowa
City), Weeping Willow, und ·west Grove.
Di;cATUR, (8outhern Iowa.) bordering on Missonri,
has an area of 528 sq. m. of fertile soil with und □lating
surface, and a population of 2,©00. It is tmversed
from N . to S. by the 1\Tclden river and the Crooked
Fork of Grand river, und the prairies are separated by
numerous gToves of harc1 timber, distributed among the
water-courses. About BOO Hungarian refugees, urnkr
Gov. Ujhnzy, some four or five years since, formed a
settlement at Kew Bnc1a, which has now au increasi □ g
population of 700.-Dectitur, Franklin, Gurden Grove
(50 miles in u direct li□ e S. of Demoino City), and
llungariun Settlmncut, are improving post villages.
LimN has lately become the couuty-seat, and is progressing in wealth and population, as well as civil
honors.-Nine Euglos (145 miles S. W . by W. of Iowa
City) and Turkey Hun-the former until recently the
county-seat--ure not behind their neighboring towns in
pushing forw:1n1 every measure ealcnlatcd to promote
their permanent welfare.
DELAWAm;, (E. N . E. Iowa,) first settled in 1843.
has an area of 576 sq . m. and 8,BOO inhabitants. 'l'he
surface .is uneven and in some parts broken, and the
soil-au admixture of clay and sand, bused upon a
porous day subsoil-is mostly productive, udmirably
adapted to rcuriug sheep. It is intersected by l\lako-
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qneta river and Buffalo creek. Timber and water are
abundant, and every facility is afforded for extensive
manL1facturing establishments, which arc yet greatly
needed. A healthy climate, plenty of limestone, and
any quantity of clay for manufacturing brick, are among
its natural advantages.-Bailey's Ford, Burrington,
Coffin's Grove (60 miles N. of Iowa City), Cold '.Yater,
Colesburg (30 m. vV. N. 'vV. of Dubuque), and Coluny,
are prosperous post villages.-D ELIII, near the :i\fakoqueta river, 40 m. W. of Dubuque, has a population of
nearly 1,000, and, as they support a newspaper, the
town, of course, is fast improving. Near by is a beautiful sheet of pure soft water, embracing 160 acres,
abounding in delicious small fish, and affording an opportunity for enjoying a bath in warm weather.-Delawaro Centre has not yet "made its mark," but Dyersville, from whence the cars run to Dubuque, is a growing
town of about 1,000 inhabitants. with a goodly number
of stores, shops, ete. -The remaining post villages arG
Forestville, Green Hill, Grove Creek (50 m. N. N. E.
of Iowa City), Hartwick, Hopkinton, Mount Hope,
Oakland, Orrin Glen, Plum Spring, Poultney, Rockville
(60 m. N. N. E. of Iowa City), Springbranch, Uniontown, and Viola.
DEs MornEs, (S. E. Iowa,) first settled in 1832, bordering on Illinois, has an area of 408 sq. m. and upwards
of 20.000 inhabitants. It is bounded E. and S. B. by
the ?ifississippi, and S. "\V. by the Checaque, and is
! drained also by Flint creek. The surface, divided between prairies and woodlands in convenient proportions,
" is agreeably diversified; the soil is excellent, and extensively cultivated; and limestone and stone-coal are
abundant. The plank-road from Burlington to Fairfield
passes through the county ; and the railroads completed,
in progress, and projected, will afford such facilities for
traffic and travel as can hardly fail to place it in the foremost rank.-Albrii!:hts, about 3 miles N. w--. of the
Mississippi and 66 S. S. E. of Iowa City, is a growing
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post village, and so is Augusta, or North Augusta
(pop. 600), on the left bank of Checaque river, auout
11 miles W. S. W. of>Burlingto □, and opposite the village of South Aug□sta in Lee co.-BuRI,INGTON, the
county-seat, and formerly the state capital, was incorporated in 1838 by the leg·islature of Wisconsin, of which
territory Iowa then formed part. Her progress in population was at first rather tardy, having reached only
2,000 'in 1850 ; but in 1854 it was 8,000, and in 185G,
16,000, with every prospect of a proportionate increase
for some years to come. This ,city is situated on th e
Mississippi, 45 miles above Keokuk, 235 above St.
Louis, 88 S. S. E. ofiowa City, and 210 from Chicago
by railroad. It is regularly laid out, and the greater
part of the houses are of brick or stone. 'l'here are
thirteen churches, of various denominations; two large
school-houses, which cost $4,000 each; a Baptist college;
an immense hotel, said to be the largest in the state ; a
public market-house, which cost $15 '000 ; two engine
and machine manufactories; three fonudries ; several
flouring, planing, shingle, and saw mills; sash, door,
blinds, brush, candle, coach, match, plow, starch, and
wagon nmnufactories-all driTen by steam. Two daily,
one tri-weekly, and four weekly papers are now published, and also a monthly periodical (the Farrner),
devoted to agriculture. Prominent among the scientific
institutions is the " Iowa Hi5torical and Geological
Institute," organized in 18±3 and incorporated in 1850,
the object of which is to collect informatioa relative to
the history, geology, and resources of the state, and t o
form a library and cabinet, embracing books, maps,
charts, drawings, paintings, statuary, and natural curiosities. In 1853 the soeiety sustained an irreparable loss
by fire, which destroyed their valuable library, consisting of about 3,000 books, pamphlets, and newspaper
files; together with an immense collection of floral, geological, her bacem'!s, historical, and zoological specimens,
illustrative of the productions of the state. This .loss
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Copper r.ncl zinc have been founr1, but not to an extent
that woulcl wurrant mining operntions, 8,nd stone-coal
und limestone are abunclant. \Vhat is rather uncommon in a mineral district, most of tho soil is very fertile,
a11d yields hea,vy crops of grain. Large quuntities of
lead from the mines are annually sent down the river
by steamboat,. ,.:hile iron, steel, nails, flour, wheut, and
corn, make no, inconsiderable figure among the other
exports. Railroad facilities are multiplying in cyery
direction, lln<l will have a great influence in developing
the natural resources with which the county is so
llbundantly blessed.-Alma. Aspinwall, Buncombe, Oascude (56 m. NE. of Iowa City,) Oontrnlia, Charmingyille, and Cottage Hill, are small post villag·es.--Tlrn
city of DUBUQUE, which is reg,1larly laid o,1t, llnd confains a popuhtion of 10,500, with :J, goodly number of
lmndsome buildings, stands on a broad plateau or terrace, which extends along the right. bank of the Mississippi for several miles. It is about 200 miles above
Burlington, 450 above St. Louis, and 24 by wllter from
Galena. An important impro:vement has htely been
prosecuted with great vigor--namcly, the extension of
the levee to the islands in front of the city; :J,Jlcl although
largo sums have been expended upon it, the cost will be
lnt trifling in comparison with its uflvant11gos. Among
t'1e prominent urehitectural ornament., are the Catholic
Oatheclral, Oonrt-honse, and several fine hotels. The
religions anrl literary institutions comprise thirteen
clrnrchos of cliffarent sects, one college. one female
s3minury, six select and common schools, and five newspapers, inclucling one printed iu German. Some idea of
the commercial prosperity of this city nmy be gathere·-l
from the fact that its imports in 1855 exceeded those
of the previous yeur in tonnage, 179,066---in Vlllue,
$6,333,636 ; while its exports also exceeded tlie previous
year by 12,501 tons, mid ~$2,115,858 in rnlne : the,c
Litter consisted of lea(], iron, steel, flom·, wheat, and
corn. 'l'o show how gre,it :J, thoroughfare it has become,
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pas3es diagJnally through this county, and will be n.
powerful means of an6 rncnting its wealth and importnncc.-Auburn, on the S. branch of the Turkey, bid;;
fair to become noted for its manufactures : it has two
grist-mills, two s1w mills, a large cabinet-ware, an·l
other smaller factories, eight stores, two churches, two
good blacksmith's shops, ete.-Clermont. in the northern
part, has a prospect of becoming the largest town in
the county, containing already a population of 4;i0,
with more than an :weragc of loc>1l :vlv:rntag-c.,.Douglas, Eclen (pop. 300), and El Dorncln (the latter '
having two g-rist.mills, two saw-mills, se,·cral st.,rcs am!
shnps, and 350 inhabitants), are prosperous post towns;
as is also Fayetteville, which has 550 inhalJitt111t~, anJ
a number of mills, stores, etc., aud is very pleasan1 ly
;;i_tnatcd : a building for a female seminary Im., rece11tly
bil!rn erected here at a cost of $30,000.-Gamble Gro,·e,
111yri(L, Leo, Le Roy, Linn, Louisville, Mill GroYC,
Taylorsville, ·waucoma (pop. 300), aud ·windsor, are
generally on a par with the most flourishing post villl1ges.-1YEsT UNION, however, outot"ip, all rivalry,
having now a population of 1,500, with all the stores,
shops, public building~. and other a<ljnnct.~-c,·en to a
newsp~pcr-usnnl in older towns of its size. Perhap3
the secret of this healthy growth and prosperity may
be found in the universal morality which seems to be a
prevailing- element, and of whkh the Editor of the
Pioneer discourseth after thiR wi~c: "\Ve have now
lived here two years and a half, during which time we
have seen hut one drunken man, No sp;ritnous liquor is
sold here. except by the authorized agent, f'or mechanical, mcr\icina\, and sacram"nhil purpose~. 0-ambling is
neither tolerated nor practised, and is an evil unknown •
to most of our citizens. Neither cards nor any device
for gaming can be obtained here. A man fight has
never occmred in this place, to our knowledge ; neither
has any one been sent to ja.il during- our re,icknce here.
Very fow lawsuits occur, awl our lawycr:i gaiu a li1·ing-
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by acting aR hml agents. making out deeds, and transacting other Lusiue,s of the kind, and not by prosccutin6 and clearing criminals. As a general thing, our
Sabbath schools and churches are well attended, and
110 very bad examples are set before the young. Upon
the whole, we will venture to say that as g·ood order
prevails in '.Vest Union as in any other western town
of its size."'
Fr.oYD, (N. N. E. Iowa,) not included in the ccnsm
'
of 1850, hus an area of 550 sq. m., and, for its age, quite
Alit numerouR popuhtion--somewherc about 3,000.
though among the last counties surveyed, it already
numbm·s a rc,p~ctable share of towns and villages,
which promis~ to "grow bigger hereafter." It is intersected by Cedar river, and is also drained by Limcar.d Shell Rock creeks (branches of English river),
which unite in its S. '\V. part. Besides being well
waterc<1, il lias a good supply of timber, and flattering
prospects of coppPr ore on Cedar river.-Floyd Centro,
Freeman, a11d Uilma.ntown arc the principal post villag-cs, cxc"pt Sr. CIIAtlLE~, which now boasts of' 1,000
inlmbitauts, 12 stol'es, churches, school-houses, newspa.pel', fltc. Among its buildings are some of the most
snbstanti:11 in Northern Iowa.
F1uNKLrn, (N orthcrn Iowa,) not included in the
census of 1850, nor yet org-anizo<l, has an area of 600
It is drnined by the
$((, m., but very few inhabitants.
Iowa river and Otter and Pipe creeks, tributaries of
Red Cedar rivor
FnEMOXT, (d. -w. extremity of Iowa, bordering on
J\lissont'i,) named in honor of Col. J. C. Fremont, has
an area of 500 sq. m., of diversified surface and good
Roil-a large portion prai1·ie-and is well supplieJ with
timber and coal. Missouri river forms its entire wcstl'i'H boundary, and the Nishnabatona and Keg creek
flow throng-It it tow,mls the S. "\V. It was first settled
in June, 18:il. and has now upwards of 5,000 inhabitants, scvcrnl churches, some twenty schools, a carding-
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machine, two steam flouring-mills, one steam saw-mill,
a!](] numerous stores, shop,, etc.-Austin, in the S.
part of the coun ty, 8 m. E. of the s\Li~sonri. is a flourishing town; anu the same may be sai<l of Cory, Dawsonburg, Dayton, Gaston, ;\foKissaclc's Gro,·e, i\lanii. uud
Osage.-S rn:s-EY, plea,t,nt!y located \\T. or thc ::\ ishualrn.tona, is far outstripping the anticipations of its foundcrs.-Tauor also, originally settlml by a company from
Ohio, ha.l an excellent location, 111ul its schools and litcrnry auvantag"s arc likely to be soon i11creascu hy the
audition of a college. The first settlers took with them
their minister anu teachers-an example well worthy of
imitation-thereby securin 6 at the outset the enjoyment
ot' privileges highly promotive of moral and physical
improvement.
G&EE~R, ( W. Central Iowa,) not included in the
censns of 1850, has an area of GOO sq. m., most! J
prairie, but rather a limited population. 'J'he principal post villages--Grccuups, Havana, J E;'FERRON, and
Kenurick-are not yet snllicicutly developed to afford
much m:,ttcr f,,r rt'i'"ril.
GauxDY, (N". E. Central Iowa,) not included in the
census of 18;il), has an area of iiOO sq. rn., but a very
smt,ll po1mbtion-not having yet been fully orgaui✓,c<l.
It is dmineU by Black Jlawk creek, which is capal,lc of
affording water-power for mill sites, etc.-J>arkersburg
b tho only post village of which we have hcaru.
Gir-rmm:, (S. \V. Central Iowa,) named in honor of
Capt. J. n. Guthrie, who foll during the late war on
his way from Vera Cruz to -'lcxico, (not incluueu in the
census of 1850,) has an area of 576 ~q. m. of superior
soil, weil adapted for cultivation, 1rrazin~·, and fruitgrowing, intcr,;persed with some tirnbcr-]all(], rrntl drnined
by ;\Iidulc river. Numerous other running strcam3
affvrd <l3sirah:e sites for n,ills aou factories, of which
there is a great scarcity, as well as of mechanics or all
kinus. Lim3stone, freestone, aucl stone-coal arc a\rnn<lant, and iron ore has been Jiscovcrcd in the N. 'IV.
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portion. It ~·as fa-st sctllcd in 1850, arnl has now a
popul:1Lion of 3.000, among ,,horn several Chri,tiun orgmiizations have been established, embracing Baptists,
1\Icthouists, United Brethren, anu Friend,;, who a1-..,
makingarrnngemenis for the erection of suitable houses
of worship. \Vell-kept and well-attended schools are
exercising a very salutary influence.-AllPu (lGO m. \\".
of Iowa City), Bear Grove. and Guthrie Centre, are
each in the full tide of success, and the latf,cr supports
its ne,,spapcr.-PAXOHA, too, settled in 1853, has more
than reaJizcd the expectations of its founders, and can
boast of the Lest uistrict school-house in \ V cstem Iowa,
in which the es~ential branches of education are tuught
all through ihe year. It also has its newspaper, quite
an indispensal.Jlc article to the prosperity of every community.-l'cnnsl.Jnrg is yet a young village, and, like
good wine, will improYe 1.Jy age.
HANCOCK, (~ orthcrn Iowa,) not included in the
census of 1850, nor yet organized. has an area of 500
sq. m., but a rather s<:anty population. It is principally
drained by Boone river, the source of which is Boone
lake, in the N. part of the county.
ILumrx. (~. Central Iowa,) named in honor of Col.
John J. Hardin, of lllinois, who fell at Buena Vista,
has an area of 576 sq. m., with more than an average of
timber-land, and a popult1tion of 3.000. It is intersected by Iowa river and Tipton creek, from whi<:h valuable water-power is deriYed, and t!rn surface slopes
Coal, red sandstone, and fine white
towards the S. K
Jim 'stone, arc abunrlant ; and some of the latter, known
as bird's-eye marble, which receives a high polish, and
which is ca,ily quarried, supplies a handsome material
for building.-Alden has not yet attracted much notice,
but Br,noaA has gone ahead like a locomotive, and already, with a popnlatiou of 350, issues its newspaper.Hardin City (pop. ,180). Point Pleasant, 1'011ghkecpsie
(pop. 240), Rocksylrnnia (pop. 245), Rockwood, aw'
l::iteamboat Rock, arc all adrnntageously located on the
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Iowri riYer, in the neighborhoorl of inrxh::mstible cor1l

h:10ks of excellent quality, which is used by blacksmiths
dist::1nt 50 miles, and which alone would secure them n,
r,ipid growth, were their other avenues to success entirely closed.
lIARR!SON, ("Western Iowa.) not included in the census of 1850, bonforing on the 2\lissi,,ippi, has an area
of 480 sq1mre miles n,nd about 1,200 inhabitants. It is
bounded W. by the ~lis"onri, and is intersected by the
Boyer and Soldier rivers, which p:ive it g-r<>at facilities
for watcr-oower.-Calhoun, Cincinnati, Pontainl.Jlcau,
and ?If AGNOLTA, are the principal post towns.
HENRY, (S. R Iowa,) named in honor of Gen. James
D. Henry. of Illinois, has an area of' 430 sq. m. of highly-productive and ea,ily-cl1ltivated soil, consisting of
prairies interspersed with tracts of woodland, and a
population of 13.215. It is inter8cctcd by Checaquc
river, and also drained by Cr<lar creek. Considerable
qnantities of stone coal are found O'l both sides of the
(Jhecaque, ::1nd limestone and excellent building-stone arc
abundant. A plauk-road from Bur]iugton to Fairfield
intersects the county, and also the railroad from Dubuque to Keokuk. ,'vith all its improvements, however.
the county is greatly deficient in grist, saw, carding ::1ncl
fulling mills, and in factories generally, and many opportunities for enterprising capitalists to make profitable
investments arc still afforded.-East Grove (66 m. S. of
Iowa City), Hillsborough. Lowell (on Checaque river,
G5 m. S. by. E. of Iowa City), are each impro,·ing post
village,.-MouNT PLEASAN'r (55 m. S. of lowa City)
attracts much attention, not only by its healthfnl and
beautiful location and the rapidity of its growth, but
also by its religious, educational, and lrnsiness adrnntages. Besides houses of worship for Missionary and 0.
H. Baptists, Christians, Congregationalists, Methodist,,
Prcsbyte1fans, and others, there is a fir,t-class collegiate
institute-the "Iowa ,vesleyan University "-established 1.Jy the !11. E. Church, which has an average of
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150 students; the" Mount Pleasant ITigh Srliorll and
Female Academy," averaging 100 pupilR, and which is
in high repute; a "Select School for Youug- Ladies,"
which is liberully patronized, and a number of well-co11ducted and well-attended common schools. '1'hc Iowa
Insane .Asylnm was recently located here by the lc;.dslature, and $:i0,000 appropriated for the erection of a
suitable building. 'l'wo newspapers are pnhli~hc<l in the
town; and the Burlington and Missouri Ril'er Railroad,
anq the :Muscatine and Keokuk Railroad, arc likely to
rnnch increase its business and population.-Kcw London, (20 m. \V. N. \V. of Bmlington.) on the E. r<lµ·e
of the eountv, has 5G0 inhahitants.-Rome, on Cheeaqne river (:fo rn. W. K. \V. of Burlington), Salem (30
m. \\'. of Burlin~ton), Trenton (45 m. 8. by \V. of ]own.
City, pop. ,120), Vega, ·way11c, and Wiuficld, arc all
post villages, doing well.
HOWARD, (N. N. E. Iowa,) bordering on Minnesota,
uot included in the census of 1850, has an area of 430
sq. rn., comprising extensive timber tracts, iuteropersc<l
with prairies, and is quite populous for its age. lt is
drained by the head streams of Turkey river, arnl the
X. part is intersected by the Upper Iowa.-Arnokh-ille,
Howard, Howard Centre, and Lime Springs, arc post
villages which arc little more than fledged; but XEw
0,u:<iON and Y ernon Springs are flouriFhing towus,
mostly built np by Eastern people, who have plantC'd
the church and the school in their midst, and ercct<:d
first-chtss mills and stores, which make this a desirable
point for settlement.
JJu~rnor.nT. (X. \V. Io1rn.) named in honor of the
illustrious philosopher and traveler. is not included in the
crnsus of 18:i0. nor yrt laid ont. The neH Moines flows
thrnug-h it in a S. ~- E. direction, :rnd the Lizard eutcrs
the Des ::ll oin<·s in the S. part of the county.
foA, (\V. N. \V. Iowa.) not included in the census of
1850, aml hut recently or_u·anizc<l, bas an area of" 400
sq. m., but very few inhauitants. It i3 tru.-er,ed by
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Inyan Yankey river, and may be much assisted in it.s
growth by the water-power it a!Icm]s.-N EW IDA is tho
county-scat, and is not yet surrounded by many rivals,
although it probably soon will be.
low A, (S. E. Central r.. wa,) has an area of 576 sq. m.
and about 3,000 inhabitants. Its name is derived from
the Iowa ri,-er, which flows eastward through the N.
part, and the N. Fork of English river traverses the S.
part. Besides those, tho principal streams are Aldman's,
Deavcr,and Richmond creeks. 'l'he railroad from Davenport to Council Bluffs passes through the county, and,
mldcd to its water-power availabilities. will materially
assist in developing' its resources.-Cono, Dayton, Downard, Homestead, Jones, and Kozta, are post towns which
are attracting the attention of immigraots.-~IARENGO
has a population of 760, and fosters the right spirit foe
its extension. A substantial bridge over the Iowa has
been constructed here, which adds greatly to its bu~iness facilities.-Millersburg, North Bng-!ish, Prairie
Creek, ·w au bnn, and Williams burgh, are post villages
of g-rowing importance.
JACKSON, (Eastern Iowa,) bordering on Illinois, has an
area of 636 sq. m., nearly equally divided into prairie,
water, and timber-the latter comprising ash, bass-woo<],
black and white walnut, elm,hickm-y, whiteoak, etc. The
Mississippi washes the N. E. border, and the Makoqucta
traverses the entirn county, which is also drained by Fall
river and several creeks-securing an ample supply ot·
water-power for the most extensive milling and manufacturing purposes-a natural advantage, of which the
people have already largely availed themselves, and
which is likely to be put to much further service. 'l'hc
surface is uneven, but tho soil is -generally fertile ; and
valuable mines of lead and iron have been discovered,
which, coupled with specimen, of ore found elsewhere,
have led to the opinion that these miuernls arc plentifully scatterccl throughout the county. Limestone rock,
admirably ad,tpted for buildings, and which yields very
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superior lime, also abounds in several localities. The
population is now stated at 26,000-10,000 of whom
are said to h:we settled withi~1 a year ! Churches and
schools have been liberally provided for in every town
of any extent, and a proper estimate of religion and
edncation seems to be generally prevalent.-Andrew
(12 miles S. W. of Bellevue) is becoming noted for the
enterprise and intelligence of its population ; and, berides h:wing- the benefit of good common schools, has
also a braoch of the State Normal School, the teachers
of which have formed an association which promises to
be productive of much g-ood.-BELLEVUE, on the l\lissi,sippi (24 m. below Dubnguc, and 13 m. S. from
Galena), is situated at the end of a beautiful valley, on
a bank elevated 30 feet above high-water mark, and
has one of the best landings on the river, formed by a
gravelly beach, with snfficient dept"h of water. A fine
farming district extends back a considerable distance,
the prodnce of which is shipped here by steamboats.
The popubtion is now about 1,200, and is increasing at
the rate of 20 per cent. yearly. 'I'here are five churches
organized, viz : Baptist, Catholic, Congregationalist,
Episcopa.Jian, and Methodist; and a newspaper wePldy
diffuses light among the pcople.-Bridgeport, on Makoqueta river (7fi m. N. E. of Iowa City), is among the
principal post towns.-Oanton, also on tho l\fakoqueta
(30 m. S. 8. W. of Dubuque), is furnished with abumlant wutm·-•powcr for a large manufacturing place, which
it is in a, f'air way of bccoming.-Cobb, Copper Creek
(76 m. K N. K of Iowa Uity), Cottonville (70 m. N.
E. of' Iowa City), Emeline, Farmer's Creek, Fulton,
Gan-y Ow<'n (15 m. S. of Dubuque), Hickory Grove
(70 m. N. K of Iowa City), Higginsport, Iron Hills,
and Lamotte (70 m. N. E. from Iowa City), are re.
markable for little else than tlirift.-:\lakoqueta, on the
ri,·er of its own name, (32 m. S. vV. of Ga.le1m, and GO
m. N. K by R of Iowa City,) is pleasantly sitilaicd in
the michlle of it beautiful prairie. It i2 tho brgcst town
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in the county, and is likely to continue so, having both
water and railroad facilities well calculated to promote
its gTowth. Having the advantage of a direct railroad
cormection. through Sabula and Freeport, with Racine,
and through Lyons with Chicago-and being surrounded
by enterprising and industrious farmers, who will materially assist both internal and external traffic-and
possessing, moreover, numerous natural resources which
only require developing-the conrse of Makoqueta must
be "onward aud upward" until it becomes a great city.
Grants of land ]urn been made to the main railroad
line from Sabula to i\l issouri, a11d the branch line from
Lyons, intersecting the main line here, and both will
probably soon be completed. It had almost escaped us
that there are two newspapers sustained in this placea fact to which its thrift may be partly attributed.l\.f onmouth, 1', ewton, Ozark, and Rolley are each post
villages.-Sabnla, on the Mississippi (32 m. below
Galena). alrettdy prominent for its landable spirit, will ·
receive a powerful impetus when it becomes the river
tPrrni:ms of the trunk line of railroad.-Solon, Spring
Brook (70 m. N. E. by E. of Iowa City). Spruce :\[ills,
Sterling, Snllivan, Summer IIill, Van Buren, Waterford, and I Vickliffe, are post villages of some eonscqnence .
.JASPER (Central Iowa) has an area of 720 sq. m.
of superi-,r farming land, well watered, and a population
of nhnut 3.000. lt is traversed by Checaquc river and
its Korth Fork, and abounds in stone-coal, with a good
rnpply of limestone. which is much used for building
pnrposcs.-Con, Elliott, Elk Dreck, Lynnville, JUonroo,
an<l :\lorristown. are yet too young to make much of a
fignrc; lmt NEWTON, which was located ten years ago
on a brnnch of Checaque river, 90 m. vV. of Iowa City,
ha3 since become an important town, wilh upwards of
1 000 inlmbitants. A writer in the Iowa City Reporter
giver; a glowin!;" description of Jasper county generally,
and thus particularizes Newton: "Many have been
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attracfod to the place by the hcaJthfulness of its position and the country around. The log-cabin has been
removed. and the stately frame-dwelling erected in its
stead ; the "old cabin" store-house no longer greets the
eye, but on the site it occnpied stands a sfore-housc
that would do credit to towns of more pretensions.
The prospect of securing a railroad has infused a new
zeal into the citizens ,0f the place, and they have determined to erect a new court-house on the square which
will reflect credit upon the enterprising spirit of N cwton. Mercantile houses are being erected as fast as
possible, while those 'now ·operating are driving a
heavy business. The mechanic and farmer are also
keeping pace with the prosperity of town and county."
North Skunk River and Parkersburg are yet small
post villages .
.JEFFERSO~, (S. E. Iowa.) one of the most populons
and best-improved counties in the state, principally
occupied by settlers from Ohio and Pennsylvania, with
two companies of Swedes and Germans, has an area e>f
600 sq. m. of good soil, well watered and easily cultivated, and about 14,000 inhabitants. ]t is intersected
by Big Cedar creek, and the N. E. part is drained also
by Chemque river and W anior creek. The surface is
diversified by rolling prairies and forests of hickory,
oak, etc. Stone-coal is abundant, and limcston\) is
found on the borders of some creeks. There are near!y
100 schools in the county, three-quarters of which are
accommOflated with commodious and substantial buildings ; and churches, too, are pretty well providec1 for
different denominations. Saw-mills ai·e in operation in
different parts, but there is room for many rnore.-Abing-don, Absecom, Batavia, Blue Point, Brookville,
and Deedsville, arc expanding post Yillages.-FAmFrnJ.D, on Big Cedar Creek, (50 m. '\V. by N". of Burlington,) is one of the most important towns in the
interior, and is the centre of an active trade. A branch
of tlm Sti1te University is located here, and a commo.
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<lions buildin_'\" has been erected for its pupils. A
Female Seminary and a fair proportion of other schools
are also shedding abroad their salutary influence.
Manufactories, tm an extensive and minor scale, are
doing well : among them is one .for making threshingmachines, one for doors and sashes, one for iron, one
large steam grist-mill, one steam saw-mill, and divcl'3
others of' ·less pretensions; but all equally useful. The
U. 8. Land Office has been of some benefit, and it still
continues to do a large amount of business. Althoug-h
the population hardly exceeds 2,000, they libcn,lly support two Wl'ekly newspapers, and an agricultural publication ; and also five churches-Congregational, J,]piscopal, I,utheran, Methodist, and Presbyterian. A
plank-ro,1cl extends from here to Keokuk, and the railroad from here to Burlington will soon be completed,
and infose additional energy into every brnnch of
business.
J orrnsoN (E. S. E. Iowa) has an area of 61G sq. m.
and a population of 10.000. It is internectcd by Iowa
river, which divides it into nearly equal portions; Cedar
river flows through the N. E. .p art, and it is also
drained by Oldnmn's and Clear Forlrn. Thc -snrt'ace is
diversfied, and the soil is well adapted for stock-raising
and agricultL1rnl purposes, particularly for wlv,ar, corn,
and potatoes. The railroads have bc,_,n of grrat b~Liefi t to
the farmer, and manufacturers in thi., quarter. enabling
them to bring their products directly into market.
Among several other thriving tm'vns, ar·c Cartha1;e, Copi
(12 m. '.V. N. \V, of Iowa City), Frank Pierce, aL1d
Hneston.-fowA CITY, formerly the state capital, is
beautifully situated on the bluffa which rise from the left
bank of tbe Iowa ri1·er, about 80 m. from its month,
and 33 N. W. of the Mississippi at MnscatinP. The
river is navig,1blc by steamboats from its month to tlLis
place in all stages, and affords excellent water-power,
which iR much improved in this vicinity. 'l'hc funner
State-H,rnse, which, with its extensive grounds, has been
6
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g-ranted to the State University, is a fine edifice, of the
Doric order. 120 by 60 feet, built of material quarried
in the neighborhood, marked with rings and spots, and
known by the name of" bird's-eye marble." 'J'he UniYcrsity commenced its first session in March, 1855, well
provided with able professors, and now numbers about
150 students. In addition to the liberal grants of the
state, it has received from Congress a grant of 72 sections of land, most of which have been sold, and the
avails so invested as to provide an ample fund for its
support. 'l'he Female Collegiate Institute (elsewhere
noticed), the City Union School, and se,·eral public and
private schools, afford educational Opportunities seldom
enjoyed by places of th ill size, and which are not a little
aided by one daily and two weekly newspapers. There are
seven respectable brick or stone church edifices, occupied
by Bapti~ts, Catholics, Episcopalians, Episcopal Methodists, Presbyterians (two), and Universalists. Among
the places of business are nearly 100 dry goods, grocery,
shoe, and hardl'{arc stores ; five !um ber-yar<ls, and three
banks. The manufactories comprise a huge steam gristmill, producing forty barrels of' flour a-day; a steam
plow factory, averaging about 100 plows a month ;
a sash, door, and blinds factory, which drives mortising
and tenoning machines ; au iron foundry, etc. 'l'here are
also several eabinet and wagon makers, blacksmiths,
shoe-makers, and other mechanics: and eight hotcls.J',Iorfordsville, Newport, Kewport Centre, Seventy-seven
(on Iowa river, 16 m. S. by E. of Iowa City), Sevcutyeight, Shncyvillc, Solon (12 m. N. by E. of Iowa City),
and "\-Vindham,are all extending their dimensions .
•TONF.s (Eastern Iowa,) named in hp nor of George "\-V.
Jones, U. S. senator from Iowa, has .an area of 576 sq.
rn. and abnut 10,000 inhabitants. The surface is
di,-ersified by prairies and woodlands, and the soil is
highly productive. Limestone suitable for buildings is
found in abundance, and mill-sites are "as plenty as
black-berries." The"' ap~ipinicon and Makoqueta rivers
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flow throngh the cou □ ty in a S. E. directio □, and it is
also drained by Fall river and Bear crock. It is intersected by railroad routes leadi □g to Dubuque and
Keokuk.-ANAMOSA is situated on tho vVapsipinicon,
40 m. N. E. of Iowa City, i □ the midst of a fertile farming region, occupied by prairies and forests of hard
timber-the latter distributed along the large streams.
The Christians, Congregationalists, Methodists, United
Brethren, and tJ niversalists have organization.s and
places of worship; the Masons and Odd Fellows each•
have lodges; and "The News" is publiRhcd weekly.
'l'he Iowa Central Air-Line Railroad, which passes
through the county, touches hcre.-The following are
the other post towns: Bowen's Prairie (50 m. N. N. E.
of Iowa City), Castle Grove, Duane, Fairview (on the
Wapsipinico□, 33 m. N. N. E. of Iowa City), Grove
Creek (about 50 m. N. N. E. of Iowa City), Highland
Grove, J olmson, Madison, Marshfield, Massilon, Rome
(on Checaque river, 36 rn. vV. N. W. of Burlington),
Scotch Grove, Walnut Fork, and \Vyoming (on the
Mississippi, 50 m. S. E. by E. of Iowa City).
KEOKUK, (S. E. Iowa, settled in 1843,) named in
memory of a noted Indian chief, has an area of 576 sq.
rn. of productive soi1,alternating with numer.ous prairies
and groves of'l.mrd timber, and a population of 10,322.
It is traversed by Chccaque river and its N. and S.
Forks; the S. Fork of English river also intersects the
N. part. Railroads are sources of marvelous improvements in this region; that from Muscatine to .Oskaloosa
has been of great advantage, as well as others, noticed
elsewhere.-Butler, in the S. part of the county, (60 m.
S. W. of Iowa City,) is a post village bound to go
ahead.-LANOASTim, on Checaque river, (50 rn. S. W.
of Iowa City,) is surronnded by a healthy and fertile
farming region, and has an active trade. Churches,
schools, stores, shops, hotels and a newspaper, all contribute in their way to the town's prosperity.--Olean is
a small post villago.-Richland, (50 m. S. S. W. of
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Iowa City,) settled mostly by Quakers, is in a fertile
farming district, which is improving rapidly, and it has
E,eveml stores and shops, all doing a good busincs, for a
population of 1,270.-Sigourney, (45 m. 1¥. of Iowa
Uity, aod a few milos N. and W. of Lancaster,) formerly the county-seat, is a large town with npwards of
2.000 inhabitants, and a fair proportion of churches,
schools, stores, shops, etc. lt has als(l a weekly newspaper.-South English, (35 m. S. W. by 1V. nf Iowa
City,) near the s_ Fork of English river, and Springfield,
(55 m. S. vV. of Iowa Uity,) near the N. Fork of
Checaque river, are both populous and thriving towns.
-Steady Run, 1Varncr's Mill, 1Vebster, and Wimen's
Mill, are the remaining post villages.
·
Koss □TH, (N. N. W. Iowa,) not included in the census of 1850, has au tirca of 576 sq. m.. but is not yet
very thickly settled, although it, is said to possess attractions, particularly for the agriculturist, unsurpassed
in any other section of the state. The Des Moines
traverses the S. ·w. part, and a large branch of that
river intersects tho county, on which ALGO-NA has an
admirable location. The state road from Fort Dodge
to Mankato and the S. Bend of St. Peter's, (40 m. N.)
is connected with this town; from which another road
has been op-coed cltw E., in communication with McGregor's Landing·, whence immigrants may be transported to almost any desired locality.-'l'he principul
post villages are Cresco, Dahcotah, Johnson's Settlement, and Humboldt.
LEE, (S. E. Iowa,) one of the most populous and
wealthy counties in the state, borders on Missouri and
Illinois, and has an area of 486 sq. m., occupied by
about 30,000 enterprising inhabitants. It is situ:-ited
at the confluence of the Mis,issippi and Des Moines
rivers, which respectively form its S. E. and and S. W.
boundaries; the Chccaque forms its N. E. boundary,
and it is also drained by Sugar and Half breed creeks.
The snrface is uudt1lating, an'.J presents an alternation
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of prairies and woodlands in convenient proportions,
The soil is unifonnly and higblyprouuctive, and particularly suited for stock-raising, the dairy, and wool-growing-to all of which considerable attention has been
Cocil and limestone, with permanent watergiven.
power, are fonnd in almost every direction, and the
streams afford steamboat navigation .on the Des Moines
river, which will be greatly increased within a year or
two.-Ambrosia, Big Mound, anrl Camargo (on the Des
Moines, 10 m. N. W. of Keokuk), are progressing post
villages.-Ohm·leston, numbering more than 1,000 inhabitants, is pleasantly situated (abont 8 111. W. of the
Mississippi. and 18 m. N. N. vV. of Keokuk) on the
route of the plank-road from Keokuk up the v:11ley
of the Des Moines, and is surrounded by a beautiful
and fertile farming region.--Denmark (10 m. N. of the
M.ississippi river at Fort Madison) is one of the oldest
inlanu towns of the state, and is muinly peopled by
immigmnts from Ohio and the J<.Jastcrn states. It is
not necessary to say it is a thriving place, as well as
Dover, which, however, is much smaller.-I<'oRT MADISON has a beautiful and healthful situation on the :t-1 issis~ippi, (12 m. above the head of the Lower Rapids, 22
m. above Keokuk, and 22 m. below Burlington)-the
ground grnclnally rising from the wuter to the vV. part
of the town-which is well built, with a huge prop lrtion of brick houses, and contuins the state prison, a
handsome brick court-house, and seven or eight
churches of the same material. Much activity prevuils
in trade and manufactures, particularly in the latter, in
which more progress seems to have been made than in
any other town in the state. Large quuntities of grain,
pork, etc., are here shipped, and the place is ulso an extensive depot for pine lumber. Two or three ferryboats ply constantly across the river, which is nearly a
mile wide, and two newspapers spread intelligence
a.mong the popubtion (more than 4,000) weekly.Franklin Centre auu Green Bay (rnmr tho Mississippi,
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80 m. S. by E. of Iowa City) have yet a notoriety

to achieve.-Keok uk is- situated at the foot of·the

"Lower Rapids" ,,f the Mississippi, (noticed in anoH1er
place,) 205 rn. above St. Louis, and 125 m. S. of Iowa
City. lt stands on a commanding position, with a basis
of fine lime-stone, which affords an excellent building
material, and is not only the head of navigation for the
larger class of steamers, but the natural outlet of the
fertile valley of the Des Moines, by far the most populous part of the state. The cargoes of vessels ascending the river dre transhipped over the rapids by lighters,
drawn by horses, a111l then reshipped on board of steamboats for their destination. Splendid steamers afford
daily communication with St. Louis, and facilitate the
extensive tracle between the two cities. The State
Medical College is located here, as arc also a "Female
Seminary," t1YO "Prench Institutes," a number of other
private schools, and a large public school, the building
for which cost about $14,000. There are two newspapers and a medical periodical published, and the
spread of intellig·ence keeps pace with the extension of
business. Railroads are yet to do much for this place :
the Keokuk and Demoine City, the Keokuk, Mount
Pleasant, and Muscatine, and the Eastern railroads,
will have many important connections which cannot bnt
greatly increase both its trade and population : 'l'hc
latter has already reached 7,469.--The rapid growth of
Keokuk is graphically depicted in the following extract of a letter from one who was in that city last
year : " Ten years ago it was exclusively monopolized
by a few boatmen, whose occupation it was to ' lightc. 1 '
the Mississippi steamboat over the ' Rapids,' extending
eleven miles above. Some five years since, as I see by
the inaugural address of its mayor, tho first wholesale
establishment was opened. There are at this time fifty1iine wholesale houses-three of them selling each between $200,000 and $300,000 in value of goods-some
of whic'.1 ar() ' teamed ' beyond the newly-located capital,
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Demoine City, 200 miles in the interior. Several of
these are importers, there being a custom-house there.
There are sixty-two retail stores of all kinds. In the
entire town, which is one mile north and S. by one and
a half K and W. there are four lmndred and fifty
places of business. Among these are steam stone-cutting and sawing mills; three banking houses; three
daily papers ; fourteen slaughtering and packii:g houses,
one type and printing-press ware-room ; six steam
engine machii;ie-shops and boiler manufactories ; eight
wagon and carriage ditto ; and two soap and candle
ditto. Several of these concerns employ from 50 to
70 hands each, while one, not specified above, has about
200. The past season, every inch of lumber and piece
of brick that could be procured was placed in buildings; more than sixty stores and manufacturing houses
were then erected, nearly all of a costly and substantial
character, and three or four stories in heig-ht."-Montrose, on the Mississippi, at the head of th, Rapids, 12
m. above Keokuk, is a place of considerable importance, having upwards of 1,000 inhabitants, a large
portion of whom are engaged in "lightening" steamboats over the Rapids. It has a line of omnibuses to
Keoknk.-Xew Boston (90 m. S. of Iowa City), Pilot
Grove, Primrose (80 m. S. by 'IV. of Iowa City). and
String Prairie, are minor -post vi!Iages.-West Po·ot
is a beantifnl and thriving town, of 1,600 inhabitants,
on the Dubuque and Keokuk Railroad, 24 m. N. of
Keokuk. It is pleasantly situated in a populous and
fertile farming cli8trict, and has its churches, academy,
public aml°private schools, stores. etc.
LINN (E. Iowa) has an area of 720 sq. m. and a populatiori of 13,042. It is intersected by Cedar and W apsipinicon rivers, which flow in a S. E. direction, affording
abundant water power, and is also drained by Prairie
and Bnffalo creeks. The surface is agreeably diversified, the soil excellent (tolerably well timbered), and
the water good. The Dubuque and Keokuk Railroad,
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::1nd the Chicago, Jowa, ::1nd Nebraska Railroad, ::1re
expected to be of great advantage.-Bou!<ler is ::1
promising post village, but Cedar Rapids City (on Red
Cedar river, 25 m. N. of Iowa city) is something more,
having about 3,000 inhabitants, and numerous mills,
manufactories, and other sources of bnsiness, which
enable it to sustain four churches, a seminary, four public schools, and thee papers! Among the mills are
eight flouring, six saw, two planing, and one paper ;
the factories produce woolen fabrics, agricultmal implements, sashes, doors, and blinds, iron-ware and castings, and other useful commodities. There are also
eight large brick-yards, upwards of one lrnndrell stores
and shops. and three bankiJ1g-houses. Coal of good
quality is found on the banks of the river, within ten
miles. A railroad is projected from this place to South
Bend, Minnesota, intersecting the Dubuque and Pacific
at a point nearly north.-Central Point, Porfax,
Hoosier Grove (16 m. N. of Iowa City), Ivanhoe (on
Roel Cedar River, 18 m. N. of Iowa> City), Lafayette
(35 m. N". by W. of Iowa City), and Lisbon, :1rc all
pretty post villages.-MARIO:-i, on tho mail route from
Dubuque to Iowa City, and 30 rn. N. of the latter, has
an enterprising popubtion, who possess all the essentials
of going ahead, backed up by a spirited nowspaper.l\f on Dien is a small a.ffair,.and would Jose nothing by
being rcchristened.-Mount Vernon is a prcttyvillagx;,
surrounded by a fine agricultural region, well timbered,
and occupied by farmers who are constantly erecting
substantial buildings and making other improvements.
Besides the district school, for which good ru;commodations have been provided, the "Iowa Uonfcronce Seminary " is located here, in a three-story brick edifice, 72
by 40 feet, and keeps up an average of 150 students, a
great proportion of whom are from other towns.N ecot, Oak Grove, Palo (35 rn. N. N. w·. of Iowa
City), Paris (near vVapsipinicon river, 45 rn. N. of
Iowa City) , Prospect llill, St. Julian, St. Mary's (20
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miles N. by K of Towa Uity), Spring Grove, Springville, and Valley Farm, are of an average character
with the other small post villages.
LcmrsA, (E. S. :m. lowa.) located on the original Keokuk R:iserve, in possession of the tribe of Sacs and Foxes
until the Il 1ack lfawk purchase of 1832, and subsequent
purchase of 18:l6, has an aresi of 400 sq. m. of proclnctive and well-timbered soil, and a population of 13,000.
The Mississippi forms· its entire B. boundary, and the
l'Jwa river (n:wigable by steamboats) flows through the
middle of tho county, which is drained also by Long
creek. Limestone ancl stone-coal are found, aud valuable water-power is furnished by the streams. Marble
of a sup:;rior quality, and susceptible of the highest
polish, lms 1:.ttely been discovered.-Oolumbus, on the
Iowa river, 12 111. above Wapello, is rapidl.y acquiring
importance-being the junction of the Oskaloosa ::wd
:;\[uscatine, and thti Keokuk and Muscatine Railroads.
It has a population of 728, and sustains its quota of
churches, schools, stores and shops, and also a newspapor.-Concord (35 m. N. by W. of Burlington) is
one of many sprightly little post villages.-Freclonia is
not yet a very prominent village, and Florence, on the
Iowa river (50 m. S. R. E. of Iowa city), is principally
noted_for having- been the residence of Black Hawk,
the famous chief of the Sacs ancl Foxes.-Grand View
(8 m. N. of ·wapello), Harrison, Hope Farm (9 m. 'v\T.
of 'vVapello), Morning Sun, Palo Alto (on the Iowa
river, 48 m. S. S. E. of Iowa City), Port Allen (28 m.
S. by E. of Iowa City), Port Lonisa (40 m. S. E. of
Iowa City), Spring Glen, 'foolsborough (on the Iowa
river, 2 m. from its mouth, and 8 m. ::l. E. of Wapello),
and Virginia Grove (40 m. S.S. E. of Iowa City), arc all
pleasant and thrifty post villages.-W APELLO, handsomely located on the right bank of the Iowa river,
derives its name from a notecl Fox chief, whose village
formerly occupied the site of tho present town. The
river here is navigable for steamboats duriug three
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months of the y<'ar, and affords motive-power to a large
grist-mill, saw-mill, and carding-machine. 'fhe population is about l,iiOO, and, besides a newspaper, they
enjoy all the other means of thrift and contentment
usually found in enterprising communities.
LucA'4 (Southern Iowa) has an area 0(430 sq. m. and
a popnlation of 1,171. 1\'hite-breast ri\·cr flows through
the county in a N. K direction, the Chariton traverses
the S. part, and it is al:;o drained by English and other
creeks. The ~nrface fa diversified with rolling prairies
and gron',; of hard timber, and the soil is generally
fertile. This being quite a young county, none of its
towns ha\·e yet ac<piirC'd a very dazzling fame, but they
are all cnjoyiug a healthful and vigorous growth.-Argo
and Ol·dar G i-ovc are respectable post villagcs.-CnARITON, (11-0 m. W. S. W. of Iowa City,) besides its courthou,c, churches, and schooli,, has also its average number of stores and shops, together with a newspaper and
a land of!ice-the latter adding materially to its business.
Freela11d, GrePnvillc, La Grange, and Tallahoma, are
the other pri1wipal towns.
MADI:iOX, (8. \V. Central Iowo.,) also a young county,
h:is an arra or 57(i sq. m. and 2,540 inhabitants. It is
traversed by the Xorth and ::Uiddle rivers from vV. to
E., all(] is drained by Prairie Branch of ~1iddle river.
The surfaen comprises extensive prairies, and the soil
is YCry productive. Large beds of. stouc-coal arc found,
and water-power is abundant. Like Luca~, Madison
cannot yet prodL1ce an array of large towns, but the
germs of several are to be found within her border-two
of which are Ribb's Ridge and North Branch.-Pcru,
on the W. bank of the Missi:ssippi, 7 rn. N. of Dubuque,
is surrounded by favorable me::ins to become a considerable place, and no doubt those means will shortly be
made available to the utmost.-St. Charles is gradually
creeping along, preparatory to its manly walk; but
WINTEHSET is making giant strides, both iu business
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and population, and will soon make a figure .:imong the
flourisl1ing youug towns for which Jowa is pr<e-cminent.
MAHASKA (S. E. Uenim) Iowa) has an area of 576
sq. m. of deep and very productive soil, and a population
of 7,849. It is intersected by tho Des Moines and the
North and South Forks of the ,Checaque, which all
How in a H. E. direction, and is also drained by numerous
creeks. The surface in some parts is level, aml in others rolling, and is finely interspersed with prairies and
woodlands-the former of moderate extent. am.l separated by large bodies of heavy timber, distributed along
the rivers and creeks. Stone-coal is abundant, exte1isive
beds of limestone are found, superior mill-sites are
numerous, and many avenues to wealth are here offered
in profusion.-Agricola, Auburn (on the N. bank of
Des Moines river), Bellefo.ntaine (on the Des Moines,
11 m. W. of Ookaloosa), Blue Creek, Fremont, Granville, Hopewell, Indianapolis (14 m. _N. E. of Oskaloosa),
and Kine Mile, are all minor post towns ; but Osr{ALOOSA, ,vith its 3,000 inhabitants, is entitled to something more than a passing mention. It has an elevated
and healthy loct,tion, in the midst of a fertile country,
,1 m. N. of Des Moines river, and is well supplied with
churches, schools, gTist--mills, saw-mills, machine-shops,
stores, hotels, dwellings, and (two) newspapers. A
branch of the State K ormal School is in successful operation h'lre, and the public and prirnte schools are well
•kept and well attended. A regular line of stages is
run to Council Bluffs by the ·western Stage Company,
which has a ckpJt here, and several four-horse coaches
run daily to other places, while the plank-road to Burlington is not idle. Important railroad counections are
projected, with other local improvements well ct,lculated
to increase the prosperity which has thus far attended
this place.-Peoria. Rose Hill (IO m. K :N. E. of
Oskaloosa), and Scott (75 m. S. W. by W. of Iowa
City), arc each Joing well.
M.-1ur,,:'.'! (S. Central Iowa) has an area o[' 57G sq.
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rn. of prodnctirn soil-a large proportion prairies-aud
a population of 12,597. 'l'he Des Moines flows through
the county, receiving the White-breast river und English creek, and the S. E. part is trn versed by Cedar
creek. Stone-coal, of very snperior qnulity, is plentiful,
as are also excellent limestone and sand-stone. SeYeml
stel1m grist and suw mills and a !cw minnr manufactories· arc in operation, but nmny more are in demand.
Religions organizutions arc established by the Associate
Reforme<l Baptists, Uongregutimmlists, Methodists, Missionary Baptists, Presbyterians, and United Brethren;
and churches are multiplying in all dire1;tions. Educaton, too, is regarded with fostering care : Independent
of two High Schools, there are about 70 schools in a
prosperous condition.-Attica, Bennington (on Des
.Moines river, 25 m. S. K of Demoine City), Columbia,
Ely, English Settlement, Gosport, Hamilton, and Iola,
are part of the post villages.-KN0xvrr.LE is growing
into importance daily, and has 1ww nearly 1,000 inlmbitants. Besides a handsome court-house, it has church
edifices for the Baptists, Congregationalists, Methodists,
and other denominations, and l1 commodious building
fot the High.School. It has a racy newspaper, too, aml
a good assortment of stores, shop", etc. The railroad
from Duvcnport to Council Illutls will pass through
here.-Marysville, and Newbern have not yet attained
much prominonce ; but Pella, settled origitmlly by Germans, has become completely Yankeefied, and is going:
ahead" like all-fire," having now a population of 875,
and an extensive local and inland trade. The Missionary Baptists have jnst completed a creditable college
edifice, which, with the. lligh School, and some other
large pnblic and private structures, adds greatly to the
appearance ot' the town.-Pleasantville, Red Cedar
Mills, Reel Rock (on Des Moines riYer), and \Vhceling,
comprise the remaining post villages.
MARSHALL (Central lowa) lias an area of 576 sq. m.
and more thau 5,000 inhabitants. It is V·uversed by
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Iowa river, flowing S. E., and also drained by Timber
creek. The land is productive, and pretty well timbered with ash, oak, sugar-maple, walnut, etc. Stonecoal is readily obtained. There are some excellent unoccupied mill-sites in the county, and two steam sawmills and three grist-mills, which do a large business.Albion, Lafayette, and Le Grand, are working their way
gradually; while MARIETTA is fast pushing herself into
notice-having already a population of several hundred,
with court-hoL1se, school-houses, and a number of firstrate stores, shops, etc.-Marshalltown, Mormon Hill, and
'l'imber Creek (on a small stream of the same name, 80
m.W-.N.1.V. of Iowa City), closes the list of post villages.
Mrr.Ls, (W. S. \V. Iowa,) named in honor of ~fajor
Mills, of Iowa, killed in the Mexican war, not included
in the census of 1850, bordering on the Indian Territory,
has an area of 400 sq. m. and 5.238 inhabitants. The
Missouri river forms its vV. boundary, and it is traversed
by Kishnab[)tona river and Keg creek . . 'fhe soil is
mostly fertile prairie, interspersed with groves of valuable timber. Numerous little streams wind themselves
over the whole county, atfording treble the supply of
requisite water-power for all the mills and factories that
can ever be erected in this section. There are now about
20 miles in operation, exclusive of a shingle fa0tory and
carding-n.achine, and a strong demand exists for as many
more. Churches and schools have not been neg-Jectcd :
there are 12 of the former and 20 of the latter in a gratifying condition, and they will be •increased ere long.C[llifornia City, Cero Gordo, and Florence. are smart
little post towns.-GLENWOOD is a bustling town of 800
or 900 inhabitants, who are "some pumpkins" in the
go-ab cad line. It has three churches, three schools",three
steam saw-mills, two steam grist-mills, one newspaper,
and a number of fine stores, shops, and d wcllings.-Indian Creek, Ingraham, St. Mary's, and vY ahogh bousy,
arc the other post villages.
:MrrcHELL, (Northern Iowa,) not included in the
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census of 1850, has an area of 420 sq. m. an<l a population of 3,000, composed of the right class to turn its
favorable location to the beRt advantage. It is intersected by Cedar river, which flows in a S.S. E. direction,
affording abundance of water-power, on which there are
some · valttable improvements. The railroads in this
county are expected to be put under contract very soon.Cora is probably a large town in embryo ; while Mitchell
and Mitchell Centre, which are beautifully sit1rntcd, arc
growing rapidly, and have nQw a population of 650.
Owing to the manifold manufacturing facilities of those
towns, they must soon do an extensive business with
Southern Minnesota, which is now filling up with unparalleled rapidity, on account of the desirable lands
subject to settlement by pr<remption only-thus being
kept out of the hands of .speculators.-OsAGE, located
out on the prairie, is hardly three years old, and already
it has about 1,500 enterprising and thrifty inhabitants,
who ha'l"e succeeded in making it the county-0 eat, and in
locating the U. S. Land Office in their midst. 'l'hese
two achievements have probably been the main cause of
its rapid growth, although the proprietors offer great inducements to mechanics and others desirous of settling
in the town. It has good saw and grist mills, schools,
Rtorcs, shops, etc., an<l an influential newspa,rer.-St.
Ansger is the only other post village.
Mo:-.oNA, ('Vestern lol"la,) is a new county. which can
hardly be said to haYe an existence yet, except on paper.
True, a CO\lllty-sea.t (AsnToN) has been laid out, and
another settlement commenced, appropriately named
" Preparatiop ;" but as for the inhabitants or the sources
of business, they are-where those of 1I1any (now) large
counties were a few years ago--" fow and far between."
MoNROE (Southe~ Iowa) has an aren of 430 sq. m.
and a population of 4,584. It is intersected by Cedar
creek, and the Des Moines touches its N. K extremity,
which is also drained by )Iillcr·s and Avery's creeks.
There are now six mills on Cedar creek, in operation
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more than half' ilrn year, and there are some good sites
still unoccupied. The surface is diversified by groves of
timber and fertile rolling prairies; limestone and coal are
found in most parts; and churches, schools, mills, factories, stores and shops, are conveniently dispersed for
general t,ccommodation.-ALBIA (30 m. from Oskaloosa)
is situated in a fertile farming district, diversified witf1
prairies and woodlands, and has for its 600 inhabitants
three churches, three schools, a steam mill, a plow
factory, a carding-machine, a newspaper, and a good
assortment of stores, shops, and dwellings.-Avery (100
m. W. N. 'IV. of Keokuk), Cuba, Gray's Creek, Halt~
way Prairie, Lucas, Mantua, and Sovilia, are thriving
satisfactorily.
Momoo111E1w (S. W. Iowa) has an area of 430 sq. rn.,
hut not many inhabitants-it being a county, of very
recent formation. It is traversed by the two branches
of Nishnabatoua river, and oflers strong inducements for
farmers, mannfactmers, and mechanics to become sottlers.-FRANKt'ORD and Sciola have just been located,
2.nd can hardly he said to be populated.
MuscATINE, CK S. E. Iowa,) bordering on Illinois,
has an area of 450 sq. m. and a population of 15,520.
'l'he Mississippi, which makes tt great bend opposite
the connty, forms its S. K boundary for a distance of
40 miles, and it is intersected by Red Cedm· rivet·. The
surface is generally rolling, and diversi □ ed with groves
of trees and extensive prairies. Large beds of stonecoal and quarries of freestone and limestone are found.
--Centre Grove, Fairport (on the 'IV. bank of the Mississippi, 40 m. K S. E. of fowa City), ]Vlelpine, antl
:Moscow, are four promising towns.-MuscATnrn (formerly Bloomington), incorporated in 1853 as the·' OrTY
OF MuscATINE," is situated on the right bank of the
.Mississippi, 100 m. aboye Keokuk, and 32 rn. S. E. of
lowa City. In consequence of the bend in the river,
before mentioned as the S. E. boundary of the county,
this city is nearer the centre of the state than the other
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ports on the Mississippi, and it naturally commands
the trnde of two great flu vial dh-isions . of Iowa-the
rn\levs of the Red Cedar and Iowa rivers. Nature has
provided a pretty good steamboat landing here ; but it
might be greatly improved if Art were to connect it
with a levee, which might be constructed at a comparatively trifling expense. In regard to the sources of
business, we can only allude to those of the greatest
prominence : among wliich arc two steam saw-mills,
annually tnrning out about 4,000,000 feet of lumber,
(the logs for which are chiefly obtained from Minnesota,
abo1·c the Falls of St. Anthon;',) besides large quantities
of shingles, laths, and wooden ware ; throe stmm gristmills, in which a capital of nearly $150,1)00 is invested;
two planing mills for furniture stuff and L<:dstcads ; two
factories of' sashes, doors, and blinds ; an iron foundry
and steam-engine factory ; and factories of plows,
soap and candles, barrels, etc. •rhcre are also several
forwarding and commission houses, two large porkpacking houses. six wheelwright shops, two breweries,
one distillery, eight hotels, and any quantity of large
and small stores for dry goods, groceries, boots and
shoes, hardware, books, etc., etc. Business has greatly
expanded since the opening of the Muscatine branch of
the Mississippi and Missouri Railroad, aud the commencement of the Oskaloosa and Muscatine road, and it
will probably continue to expand for a loug period.
The populatiou is now between 9,000 aud 10,000, and
they ha\·e eighteen churches and religious societies, exclusive of the Muscatiue County Bible Society and the
Young :Mcn·s Christian Association ; also, a handsome
court-house, two commodious district school-houses, and
a substantial county-jail ; and "last, not least," they
have two newspapers of opposite politics.-Pike, Strawberry Hill, Sweetland, and West Liberty are progressinµ- at the same rate as the other parts of the county.
-Wilton, on the Davenport and Iowa Oity Railroad,
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has 1,100 inhabitants, a church. school, stores. shops,
and other favorable assistants to future increase.
O'BRIEN, (N. '.V. Iowa,) named in honor of Smith
O'Brien, not included in the census of 1850, !ms an area
of 580 sq. m., but very few inhabitants, being yet unorgauize<l. It is drained by one of the branches and
some of the affluents of the Inyan Yankey, and also by
:Floyd's river.
Osc~OLA, (N. vV. Iowa,) named in honor of the
famous Seminole chief, not inclnded in the census of
1850, has an area of 535 sq. m., but not many inhabitants, as it still remains unorg·anized. It is drained by
the head water,, of the Inyan Yankey.
PAGE, (S. vV. Iowa,) named in honor of Col. Pag·e,
who was mor'tally wounded at Palo Alto, has an area
of 550 sq. m. of good soil, and about 1,100 inhabitants.
'J.'he Nodaway river flows through it from N. to S., and
there is a goocl prospect of its being settled by enteeprising agriculturists and manufacturers. All its towns
are yet very young; and, although well locate<l, are not
sufficiently peopled to demand especial attention. Among
them are Centre, CLARINDA, Huwleysville, Nodaway,
and Tarkio-all post villages.
PALO ALTO, (N. '.V. Iowa.) not include<l in the census
of 1850, has an area of 550 sq. m., but is not yet org·unized, and or course is unsettled to any extent. It is
intersectecl in the E. by Des Moines river, and in the
'.Y. by the Lizard, and is also drained by two small
tributaries of' the Des Moines, one of which rises in a
lake in the vV. part of the county.
PLY:IIOUTH, (W. N. vV. Iowa,) is a mammoth county
in extent, having an area of 930 sq. m.; but as it is
not organized, it is probable that it will be some time,
if not longer, before it is occupied throughout its length
and breadth. Sioux river is its '.V. boundary, and it is
drained by Floyd's. with its tributaries. Not included
in the cens1Js of 1850.
Poo,uroxTAS (N. W. Iowa) is another new county,
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with an area of 550 s,1. m., not included in the last
ce1·1sus, nor yet organiz~d. It 1s intersected by Lizard"s
river, and also drained by two other small affluents of
tlie Des i\loines.
Porn: (Central Iowa) has an area of 720 sq. m. of
ve1·y productive hig·h rolling prairie soil. with a fair
proportion of timber, and a population of 10,873. The
Des Moines flows through the middle in a S. K direction, Checaque traverses the N. E. part, and the S. is
drained by Raccoon, North, South, and Middle rivers.
'l'he county is not only well watered, but is also well
snpplied with limestone, sandstone, coal, and gypsum.Apple Grove and Circleville are small towns, which
will gTow into importance as the facilities for intercommunication increase.-DEMOINE CnY, formerly "Fo1't
Des Moines," now the State Capital, situated at the
junction of the Des Moines and Raccoon rivers, 120 m.
°\V. of Iowa City, has now nearly 3,000 inhabitants,
and is destined to. become a populous and prosperous
place. The legislature, at its-regular session of 185ii,
designated this as the future capital, and appointed
commissioners to make arrangements for locatiug and
erecting a suitable state-house. That portion of the
city on the E. side of the river having donated an eligible site, comprising ten acres, for the purpose, the
commissioners determined upon erecting a buil<ling for
temporary accommodation, until the capitol was ready
fot' occupation. At the same time, the name "Fort
Des .Moines" was changed to "Demoine Oity,"-bciug
thus anglicized by omitting the French silent letters,
and by substituting one word for two. 'rhc capitol is
an edifice every way worthy of the progressive enterprise of the state, as will be see11 by the following description: It is three stories high, 100 feet in length,
and 56 in width. "'l'he first floor is divided into eight
or ten rooms for committees, and an office and vaults for
the state treasurer. The second floor is diviLlc<l into
rooms (or the governor an<l other state oflicers, a Sll-
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prcme court-room, and a library-room, each of which
are 21 by 48 feet. 'I'he third floor is divided into two
capacious halls for the house and senate-the forme1· 48
by 58 feet in the clear ; the latter 32 by 52 feet- both
chambers provided with ltn 18-foot ceiling, am] the
whole building heated with furnaces. 'l'he reprcsentati ve and senate halls, besides being able to accomrnodftte one-third more members than are authorized by
the Constitution, arc also supplied with large a11d convenient lobbies." The MissiRsippi and Missotu-i railroad, now partly completed and rapidly progressing,
connects this city with many other flourishing phces,
and nrnst necessarily tend to its advantage ; and there
are several other railroac:Js which will greatly facilitate
its it1tercourse with Iowa City, Davenport, Council
Bluffs. and other business marts. 'I'he Des Moines river
impro,vement, which is contracted to ·be finished in
Jan nary, 1858, will afford a line of boats uninterrupted
communication with Keokuk during the season of navigation, and will add much to the already extensive river
trade of both cities. Mines of stone-coal have been
opened in the vicinity, timber is abundant, and the river
furnishes extensive water-p()\ver, which is partially employed in grist and saw-mills. The average number of
churches of different sects, public and private schools,
stores, hotels. and two newspapers, avouch for the liberality and good judgment of the people hereabouts.Eckhart, Freel, Hartman. Hopkins' Grove, Midway,
Polk City (17 m. N. of Demaine City), Rising Sun,
Saylorville (near Des ]Hoines river), and Summerset,
are post villag·es of good promise.
PoTAWATOMrn, CW. S. W. Iowa,) named from the
Indian tribe who were removed hence in 1845, bordering on Nebraska territm-y, has an area of 700 sq. m.
and a population of 10,000, which is fast increasing-.
'l'he Missouri, rnivigable by steamboats, forms the \V.
boundary; the west branch of the Nishnabatona, flows
through the E. pa,rt, and the Boyer river through the
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X. 'i\' . part. The surface presents a fair proportion of
prairie aud timber, enlivened with beautiful scencn',
and the soil is fertile, particularly adapted to graill ai;d
grass.-Americus and Big Grove are young post villag-es of vigorous growth.-CouNCIL BLun:.;, formerly
Kanesville, is an incorporated city, " situated almost in
the geographical centre of the United 8tates, upon the
lougest stream on the glob", and directly on route west
from the great metropolis of th\) East to the South Pass,
and at the entmnce of the great and only natural highway to t'le Pacific, the valley of the Platte." The
Davenport and Iowa Railroad will most likely soon
reach this city, and other roads are progressing in the
s,une direction. 'l'he laud office for the " Hissom·i
River District," embracing a large number of counties,
i3 located here, and has been of some udvantag-e in promoting business between residents and non-residents.
Besides the court-house and numerous other buildings,
etc., there are three churches, four schools, fifty stores,
fonr hotel~, two newspapers, 4,000 inhabitants, and divers omnibuses and stage-coaches, communicating with
neighboring towns. Omaha City, the capitu.l of Nebraska, is directly opposite, within sight, and a <faily line
of' coaches is kept up between the two placc~.-Macedonia, Prairie Flower, and Silver Creek, arc lil'ely little
towns.
PowEsHIEK, (S. E. Central Iowa.) named in honor
of an Indian chief', bas an area offi76 sq. m. of excellent
farming land, and a population of 2,37t!, It is drained
b,1· the head-streams of English river, and hy Bea,·er and
Prairie creeks, and Iowa river touches its N. E. extremity, while the North Fork of the Checaque flows
through its S. W. part. Coal of good quality has been
found, and thriving communities of agriculturists and
stock-growers are now occupying and improving the
valuable land which until very recently constituted part
of" Uncle Sam's farrn."-Bear Creek, Deep River. and
Dresden are actil'ely pushing themsdves forward; and
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Grinnell, hardly three years old, settled by a company
from K cw York, has fairly outstripped some of the oldest towns in the state, particularly in regard to providing
the mea11s of ed11cation. Besides establishing the" People's College," they have erected a noble school-house,
which cost $6,000, and secured the services of wellqnalifiecl profcssor3 and teachers.-MoNrnzu~rA has a
population of 783, with a good sprinkiing of public aml
p rivate buildings, and has the benefit of two newspapers. '!.'here are said to be excellent chances open
here for mechanics and manufacturers, but none for lawyers or doctors.-Sugar Grove (70 m. 'iV. of Iowa City)
and Victor are likewise going ahead.
RINGGOLD, (S. S. W. Iowa,) bordering on Missouri,
has an area of 540 sq. m. of fertile soil, but its population is yet very limited, as well as its supply of timber.
With the exception of these two auxiliaries to thrift, the
county possesses all the elements that industry and capital require to develop a wealthy and healthy agricult ural and manufacturing district.-MouNT Arn is the
county-scat, and is the only settlement which has yet
received a distinctive appellation.
SAC, ('iV. N. "\V. Iowa,) not included in the census of
1850, and named from one of the Indian tribes which
formerly posses.sed this region, has an area of 576 sq.
m., but a " plentiful lack" of population, having been
very recently organized, and only the county-seat (NEW
l\foKICH) yet designated. It is drained by the sources
of Boyer and Soldier rivers.
Scol"r, (l~astern Iowa. ) named in honor of Lieut.
General Scott, and bordering on Illinois, has an area of
450 sq. m. of good and easily-cultivated soil, and a population of about 25,000. It is bounded by the Mississippi on the E. and S. E., and the W apsipinicon on the
N. The surface is hig·h and undulating, and a large
part destitute of timber, but this deficiency is partly
compensated by the abundance of stone-coal and canil3!-coal-the latter but recently discovered. Limestone
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is the principlll rock.-Allen's Grove, Amity, Big Rock,
and Blue Grass, are respectllble post villages, yet in
their minol'ity.-D.wE:\'PORT, on the noble "Father of
"\V aters," first settled in 183 7, is now an incorporated
city of 10,000 inhabitimls-haYing made incrl'dible
strides since the completion of the Ubicago and Rock
The Mississippi and Missouri RailLland Railroad
road and the .Mississippi Bridge b.aYe secured for it a
degree of importance which could never have been
gained by any other means. The latter, though not a
pnblic work, is a public highway, and connects the
Chicago and Rock Island and the Mississippi and
Mis,ouri Railroads-making one continuous line of
guage, without interruption or break, from Chicago to
the Missouri. It was completed early l:.tst year, so that
trains run over the river into Iowa City without
change. The entire length of tho bridge is 5,832 feet,
eonsisting of five spans; and the draw over the main
channel is 1,58'3 feet. Tho circular-shaped draw-pier,
which stands near the centre of the channel, is 4 0 feet
in height, 46 in diameter at the foundation, and 31 at
the top. On each side is a draw-pier, working on the
rotary principle, allowing in all 240 feet c,lear for the
passage of boats. The lower bridge, over the a.rm of
the river running on tho Illinois shore, has three spans.
The entire work cost $260.000. The fir·st locomotive
in Iowa crossed the river hare, ancl the first railroad
constructed was at this point, connecting it with Iowa
City. Davenport is finely situated at the foot of the
upper Rapids, opposite the city of Hock Island, on the
Illinois shore. and between and above the island of
Rock Island,' connected with either shore by the railroad bridge. Moline (Illinois) and East DaYenport
(Iowa) pleasant manufacturing villages, are at the
level of the island, which is three miles long, and about
lmlf a mile wide. ·with every facility which an
abundance of coal, water-power, and railroad connection can supply, this whole region-including DaYen-
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p1rt. East and Upper Davenport. Rock Island, Molir:e,
and Camden-seems destined to become a large maaafacturing centre for the \Vestern country. F~vcn ll1JW
Davenport maintuins a large number of extensive factories, and among them are-two of steam-boilers, two
of agricultural implements, one of plows, two of cRr: riages, seven of wagons. one of soap and candles, one of
· rope, two iron foundries. four grist mills, six ~aw-rnilh,
which arc connected with planing-mills, hth and shinfde
machines, and also manufacture sashes, doors. blinds.
etc. ; in addition to these, there arc eir;hteen brickyards, and several minor establishments, employing
altogether a capital of upwards of $2,000,000.
A
constant demand exists for every manufactarcd artic'e,
except fionr, considerable quantities of which are ,er:t
abroad. Besides the Iowa Colleg0 and Ladies' College, (elsewhere noticed,) there are sevrral cxcel!ent
private and public schools, highly creditable to the city.
Also, twelve organi7,ed churches, four newspapers (one
printed in Get"man), five banking-houses, seven hotels.
upwarcl, of 100 stores, uny quantity of real e,ta 1e
offices, and innumcrftblc other indications of entcrpri,,,,
and pro,perity-not the least of which is the reient iutroduction of gas. Although so much space has b~en t1.'voterl to this city, there are yet many obj;,ctsi wcil worthy
of notice left untouched; bnt we must hasten to ::dance
at other portions of the conn Ly, lest they be cr.owded
ont.-Fnlton is among the small post villa~·es; bnt T.o
Claire, 15 m. above Davenport. ::1t the hca:1 of the
Upper Rapids, has ::tlready [lttaincd [I popuhtion of
1,500, and is not going to lialt ftt that by a lon1! number
--its business increasing as rapidly as its inhabitants.
There is a little episode connected with this place ftm]
with D::tvenport which may as well be introduced here :
'\Vhile Gen. Scott, in l 83:l. was Miking a treaty with
the Sac and Fox Indians for their laurl in Iowa, ibe
chief of the Sacs asked as a condition that llirs. Le
· Clair2, wif<.: of Antoine Le 0., (for 30 years interpreter
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between the Indians and the U. S. agent.) shonld re.
eeive from him a mile square of land at this place, and
that her husband should build his house at this spot.
'rhis being agreed to by all parties. 1\1 r. Le 0. in the
following spring erected a small building, which after•
wards gave place to one of more ample dimensions, and
in which he continued to reside until 1854, when he
sold ten acres, including his house and surroundings, to
the 1\1 ississippi and ;\fissouri Railroad Company for
depot grouuus, and his old domicile is now transformed
into the passenger depot. From a portion of this g·ift
the town of Davenport was laid out in 1836, and it has
made its possessor one of the richest men in Iowa. But
this is not all : Not satisfied with their liberality to.
wards the wife, the chiefs p1·esented the husband with
the township which now bears his name, and which is
likely to be a lasting monument of aboriginal generosity.
-Le Claire Centre, Linn Grove, Pleasant Valley,
Princeton (on the Mississippi, 12 m. above Davenport) ,
VValcott, \V alnut Grove, and West Buffalo, are the
other post villages.
SnELHY CN estern Iowa) is a new county, not included
in the censns of 1850; and only so far organized as to
have a connty--scat (Sm,LBYVILLE) located. It contains
a,bout 5:'50 sq. m., but of course very few inhabitants. 'l'he
River Boyer flows through it in a S. 'iV. direction.
Sroux, called also DAKOTAH, CW. N. --w. Iowa,) is
another new county, not included in the census ofl860,
uor yet organizcu. As it comprises the immense area
of 1,100 sq. m., it will probably be diviued when it is
laid out into townships. Sioux river is its 'iV. boundary, and it is also drained by Floyd's river.
STORY (Central Iowa) is also a new county, of which
the last U. S. census gives no returns, and which, althoug-h not yet set1lcd to any censiderable extent, is
rapidly filling: up-the lanu being generally entersxl, but
a very great portion of it by non-residents. 'l'he surface
is diversified by extensive prairies, dotted here and there
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with groves of timber, and the soil is mostly pro<1uctive.
Checaque river traverses the county from n0rth to south,
affording uvailable water-power, and large beds of' stonecoal are found in several localities.-Goshen and N r,:.
The latter is on
VADA are the only towns yet located.
Checaqne river, which is here a Email stream, and has a
favorable chance of a healthy growth, as the -railroad
route lies through the northern purt of the county.
'l\u!A, (E. Central Iowa,) name<1 iu honor of an Indian chief, has an area of 720 sq. m. of us fine hnd as
can be found, and a population of about 6,000. The
S. part is intersected by the Iowa river, and the N. part
by Wolf creek; it is also drained by Salt and Deep
creeks. The surface is undulating, or nearly level, am]
is well timbered and well watered. Coal of good quality
has been found on a tributary of the Iowa, and it is
believed that the supply is ample.-The principal post
villages are Buckingham, Indiantown, Kinisaw, Ola,
Red Man, and 'l'arnaville.-'l'oL1mo is making rapid advances, and has already a population of 500, with spirit
enough to support a newspaper. It is not long since a
first-class grist-mill was erected, and now otl:er valuable
improvements are following in such quick succession as
afford unmistakable evidences of energy and prosperity.
TAYLOR, (S. S. W. Iowa,) bordering on Missouri, has
au area of 560 sq. m., and about 1,000 inhabitants. The
river One Hundi'ed and 'l'wo rises in the county, and
the West Fork of Grand river drains the E. part. It
is said that finer timber, better soil, or a more healthy
climate, is not to be found in Iowa. Being among the
younger counties, no marked improvements have been ,
made. Gravity and GnoYE are the only towns located.
UNION (S. S. -w. Iowa) is another of those counties
which have just got under way, and which are desevving of a goodly number of inhabitants, although they
cannot immediately command them. It is drained ,b,y
the Crooked Fork of Grand river and several of its
affluents, and the soil is fertile, but very little cnltivat~d.__
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The settlers have only ventured to christen two towns,
AFT(lN 11-nd Ki1Jgs, both of which .are likely to enjoy a
prospernus increase.
·
VAN Burrnx, -(S..E. Iowa1) bordering on Missouri,
has an area of 468 sq. m. and a population ,of 17,834.
Des Moines river flows diagonally through the county
in a S. E. dii·ection, dividingdt into nearly equal parts:
it is also drained by Fox river, and _by Indian,1.Chequest,
and Lick creeks. The surface .is divided between pr1;1iries and forests-good timber growing along the banks
of the Des Moines on both sides-and the soil is exceedingly rich and well watered, producing in the greatest abundance all the crops congenial to the climate:
wool is also produced in large quantities, probably
averaging at least 50,000 pounds a-year. Valuable
mines of stone-coal have been opened, and the streams
supply abundant water-power. A plank-road, leading
to Keokuk, now traverses the county; and when the
Des Moines improvement is completed, uninterrupted
J1avigation will be open to St. Louis and New Orleans,
thus affording a ready market for all the surplus produce that can be raised in this qnarter.-Bentonsport
is a river town of some COl)sequence, and has made
.praiseworthy and successful efforts to extend its growth.
Grist-mills, saw-mills, lath-mills, carding-machines,woolen
factories, and all sorts of stores and shops, attest the
entcr13rise which reigns hereabouts.-Birmingham (12
111. K. &f Kcosauque) is not yet so famous as its English
Harne.su:ke, bnt it is coming along by degrecs.-Bonaparte h;i,s a good grist-mill, two saw-mills, a large woolen .
factory, \l,nd several stores and shops ; it is on the Des
:!lfoi.nes,fo the miL1st ofa rich farming district.-Business
Conrnr hardly upholds its name at present, but may
realize ;it more fully hereafter.-Farmington (30 m. N.
W. of Keokuk, with which it is connected by a plankwad) is the oldest post village in the county, and is a
-d1ipping-poiut for the produce of the vicinity. It is
below llou2.parte, and has grist and saw mills, an iron
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foundry, an engine establishment, numerous stores, nnd
1,000 of the rig-ht sort of inhal.itants-barring that the:,
have not yet got up a newspaper !-Gainesborongh am!
Home are two small towns whose capabilities are yet
undeveloped.-Iowaville is keeping time with the other
river towns, and, besides its supply of mills, factories,
and stores, has one establishment of rather qnestionable utility-a distiliery.-KROSA UQUE, ou the left bau k
of the Deg Moines, numbering some 1,400 inhabitants,
is surrounded by a rich and rapidly-improving agricultural district, and has an active trade. There are three
grist-mills and two saw-mills in the town and vicinity.
and the usual variety of stores, hotels, etc. Several religious 'societies are established, embracing Baptists,
Congregationalists, Methodists, and others, some or
which have neat church edifices. In addition to the
well-attended public school, there is a private seminar:-"
for females, and two high schools. It sustains a weekly
newspaper, and a bridge has been built across the river,
which is here 800 feet wide.-'fhe other towns are well
entitled to more elab.orate notices than our circumscribed limits will admit; but we must reluctantly pass
them with the mere enumeration of their names, which
are as follows: Lebanon, Lick Creek, Milton, Mount
Sterling, New Market, Oak Point, Pameka, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Portland, Union, Upton, Utica, Vernon, and Winchester.~Vernon is an uncommonly thrifty
l'iver town, which sustains several large factories, a
newspaper, and other essentials of extended trade and
prosperity.
WAPELLO (S. S, E. Iowa) ha~ an area of 432 sq. rn.
and a population of nearly 12,000. The Des Moines
flows diagonally through the county in a S. E. direction,
and , it is also drained by Avery's and Cedar creeks.
Valuable water-power is thus furnished'; and this,
backed with a slightly undulating surface, a fertile soil,
extensive tracts of timber, and superior limestone and
stone-coal, g·ives "\Vapello greater attractions tban any
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other interior county.-Agcncy City, on the site of the
Sac and Fox [ndiun ag·ency, established by Gen. STREW!',
who regarded it us an admirable location, is about four
miles N. E. of Des Moines river, in a remarkably fertile
section, aud is fast rea)izing the highest anticipations
of its founders.-Ashland, Blakesburg, Chillicothe,
Competene, Cotton Grove, Dahlonega (on the road from
Keokuk to Demoine City), and Dorrville, are among
the smaller post towns ; but Eddysville, on the Des
Moines (10 m. N. W. of Ottumwa), with its 1,240 enterpri,,ing and intelligent inhabitants., is something more.
It is located in the N. vV. corner of the county, and is'
a place of considerable business, with a fair quota of
churches, schools, stores, and a newspaper.-Kirkville
is another small town, which has "scope and verge
enough" to enlarge itself, and which . it is endeavoring
to do" with all its might and main."-O·rTUMWA, on the
left brmk of the Des Moines, (75 m. N. W. of Keokuk,)
is situated at the Appanoose Rapids, and has upwards
of 1,000 inhabitants. From a survey of these rapids,
made by DAVID ARMSTRONG, Esq., it was ascertained
that the qt1antity of water passing over them per minute
is 42.000 cubic feet-sufficient to fill a lock 42 feet wide
and lfiO Jong; being enough to run 28 pair of burrs,
4 feet in diameter, under a head of Ii feet water. There
is at these rapids a fall of 4 feet in one mile; and a dam
5 feet high would give 6 feet 10 inches rise and fall.
Several large mills and factories are now in successful
operation, to which many others will be added as fast
as the immense water-power here becomes available :
the improvements now making in the river (rendering
it navigable for steamboats) will also contribute gfllatly
towards increasing the business and population of this
place. Besides the usual religious and educational
privileges, tl1e people here have also the advantage to
he derived from a moral and political newspaper.Pleasant Lake and Point Isabelle conclude the list of
towns in this f!OLU'ishing county.
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WARREN (S. Central Iowa) has an urea of 432 sq.
m. and a population of 2,361. It is traversed by the
i:louth river and the Prairie branch of Middle river, anrl
also drained by Squaw, Otter, and other creeks. The
surface is divided between prairie and woodland, the
soil is productive, and stone-coal is abnndant. This
connty being yet in its juvenility, it cannot be expected
that many of the towns are either very populous or remarkable for business : they will, however, compare
favorably with those of any other portion of the state
of the same age. Among them are Carlisle, Dorrville,
Port Plain, Greenhurst, Harnmondsbnrg, Handsome
View, and I-Iartford.-lNDIANOLA has not neglected any
of the advantages arising· from her position as the county-seat, and seems determined to maintain them by
strengthening her claims to the _distinction. Religious
and charitable organizations, schools, factories, stores,
shops, and a newspaper, arc sabstantial testimonial,
that the right spirit is prevalent !1mong her inhabitants.
--The other towns are Lynn, l\fontpelir.r, Palmyra,
Plainville, Sandyville, vVhite Oak, and vVilming-tou.
WAsHINGT0:-1 (S. E. Iowa) has an ar8a of 57G sq.
m. and a population of 10,134. Tho Iowa river washc,,
the N. E. border, the Checaqnc intersects the S. W.
part, and the :i,.::nglish flows through the northern purt
into the Iowa. The surface is diversified by rolling prairies and groves of timber-the latter mostly
distributed along the large streams-and the soil is
nnsurpassed for ag-ricultural purposes, and well watered.
The streams afford a plentiful supply of motive-power
for mills, and a fine bed of coal has lately been discovered.
'L'he railroad from Keokuk to Dubuque passes through
the county, which, being entirely inland, and in the
midst of a body of superior farming-land, thickly dotted
with pleasant farm-honses, will derive " material aid"
from this important avenue to ready markets for all
surplus produce. The following items from the county
assessJr's returns fur 1866 (the sum total footing up

llO
about ~ft,000.000) will better exhibit tlie prosperity
generally prev:.iiliug herc:.1bo11ts, than a more detaileJ
statement: N umbe1· of housPs, 3,902-value, $266,601;
cattle, 11,956-value, $217,366 ; sheep, 6,l:"i5-val11e,
$i,068 ; hogs, 20, 339-rnlue, $41,244 ; vehicles, 115ii2
-value, $68,939 ; polls, 2,224.-Amboy, Brighton
(40 m. S. S. W. ot' Iowa City), Olay. Crawfordsville,
Davis' Creek, Dutch Creek, Marcclhrn, Pottsville, Richmond, and Valley, are progressing with rapid strides.\VASHINGTON, with its superior advantages as the county-scat, also derives considerable benefit • from the
Dubuque and Keokuk Railroad passing through the
town. It is on a prairie, 30 m. S. S. W. of Iowa City,
and 7.m. N. of Checaque river; and besides a creditable
court-house, churches, one public and two private
schools, a.nd a newspaper, it contains Washington college, an institution of high character. There are also
grist, saw, and fulling mills, a carding-machine, steamboiler and woolen factories, and numerous stores.vVassonville, situated on or near English river, and
Y aton, also near English riYer, 16 m. S. by \V. of Iowa
Uity, are in a fair way of becoming active and extensive
business places, and it will be no fault of their widea wake inhabitants if they do not.
vVAYNE, (Southern Iowa,) bordering on Missouri,
has an area of 500 sq. m., but only about 1,500 inhabitants-not having been organized until 1850. It is
drained by the S . Fork of Chariton river, which affords
excellent water-power for mills, and by the sources of
Medicine and Locust creeks, which flow soutli.ward. The
soil is fertile, and well watered, but deficient in timber.
There are six churches in the county, and a pretty good
sprinkling of schools, but no mills, factories, or newspapern. It is thoug·ht that machinists, manufacturers,
and capitalists might do well in this section.-Bethlchem and Cambria hold a respectable rank as post vilbgcs, and 110 more can be said of CORYDON, which is
improving rather slowly for an Iowa town, only num-
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hering about 20') inhabitants.-Freed om, Grand River,
South Fork, and \Var,;aw are of the same character.
W ~:nsTER, a mammoth county, formed since the census of 1850, comprising tl1e late counties of Risley and
Yell, with the S. half of Humboldt, lies a little N. and
W. of the central part of the state, and is 48 miles long
by 24 wide, with an area of 1,150 sq. m. It is drained
by the Des Moines and the Lizard and Boone, branches
of the same river. The soil is rich, deep, and easily
worked ; abundance of timber is scattered along on the
banks of the streams, which likewise furnish an ample
supply of water for irrigation and mill-sites; beds of
excellent coal are found on the Des Moines and Boone
rivers ; and iron ore, limestone, sandstone, gypsum, clays
of every variety, and red and yellow ochre, are lavished
npon this county in wonderful profusion.-Bordc r
Plains, Cresco, and Dakotah, have not advanced with
the impetuosity of some other towns, bnt their career
has thus far been very encouraging.-Fom · DonoE, the
most important town N. of Demoine City, is the seat
of the land office, and has an admirable location on the
K bank of Des Moines river. Although it has not yet
acquired all the essentials to secure greatness-for instance, it is still without a newspaper-yet it has done
mtICh to warrant bright anticipations of its future.Horner, situtLted on a high rolling prnirie, half-way
between Des Moines and Boone rivers, furnishes an instance of rapid growth for which it would be difficult
to find a parallel. 'J'he first house within its precincts
was erected in February, 1854, and in August last there
were school-houses, stores, hotels, and all the et ceteras,
of a thrifty old town, with a population of 400.-Webster City (formerly Newcastle) is also growing rapidly,
and already numbers nearly 400 intelligent and industrious citizens, who indulge in the luxury of their own
ncivspaper. It is pletLsantly and advantageously located
011 the Dubuque road, 22 m. E. of Fort Dodge, and is
surrounded by plenty of good timber, building-stone, and
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water-power. With such important aids l\t command
'
it can hardly slacken its onward pace.
W INNEnAao, (Northern Iowa,) formed since the census of 1850, and still unorganized, borders on Minnesota,
and has an areiJ, of 430 sq. m. It is drained by the
head-waters of the Mankato and Tewap11 'l'ankiyan rivers,
tributaries of St. Peter's.
WINNESHIEK, (N. N. R Iowa,) named in honor of
a Winnebago chief, borders on Minnesota, and has an
area of 600 sq. m. It is intersected by the U p1jer Io .va
and the North Fork of Turkey river. The soil is par•
ticularly adapted to grazing, and is well watered and
well timbered. Churches, schools, grist-mills, saw-mills,
factories, and all sorts of stores and shops, are libcrnllv
iuterspersed with other improvements, and this county
will soon rank among those classed as A No. 1. Some
of the best crbps of corn and wheat in the state Iiave
been raised here, and the prices obtained are quite as
good as in more southern and eastern locations. 'l'he
facilities for raising stock are unsurpassed, and the remuneration is much better than in the Eastern states,
when the cost is compared. The Dubuque and St. Paul
Railroad is located in the beautiful valley of the Turkey
river, and cannot fail to add peculiar value to its towns
and water-power. Sheep, of which there are several
fine-blooded flocks now here, do remarkably well.Burr Oak is a post village of small pretensions just now,
but will improve with age.-Oalmar, originally a Norwegfan settlement, has about 500 inhabitants, with a
church, school, stores, atid other improvements ; bnt
Castalia has not yet bt\en fairly developed.-DEcoRAH
is advantageously situated on the Iowa river, in the
midst of a rich agricultural district, and is going ahead
with telegraphic speed. It already numbers nearly 1,200
inhabitauts, and besides its churches, schools, and a
newspaper, has two flour-mills, two saw-mills, two hott'ls,
an agricultural implement shop, fifteen stores, and almost
every desideratum to warrant continued prosperity. A
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substantial bridge over the Upper Iowa insures a good
crossing at all.seasons of the year.-Fort Atkinson, on
the west bank of Turkey river, is the centre of a large
settlement, where there are now a number of grist and
saw mills, and others are being erecteq. The old U.S.
fort having been recently purchased, its former site has
beeu rapidly transformed into a flourishing business
mart, which alretidy has a population of 500, and is
likely to grow into importance faster than it grows in
years. It is at the proposed junction of the "Northern
Iowa" and " Dubuque and St. Paul" Railroads; and
the abundance of' timber and good water in the vicinity
would warrant its being preferred over many other
places.*-Frankville, is also a thriving town, with an ex-

*

The following letter, written by _one familiar ,vith this new town
and its surroundings, originally published in thP- United State,s Journal.

give:; a graphic outline picture of the attractions abounding in this
quarter of the state :
FORT ATKINSO:s, Iowa, Feb. 9, 1857.
"DEAR JoURN.AT,: I da,te this letter Fort Atkinson, but it is a fort
no longer. The soldiers were ·withdrawn from this station nine years
o.go, and the p:trn.phernalia of war has given place to agriculture and
trade, while civilization has set its borders still another hundred miles
back upon the home of the red man.
"The richness of the soil and the central a:nd beautiful situation
of the fort has long been a strong attrn.ction to thA emigrant, and
made it the nucleus of quite a large settlement, but it is only within
a few months that the government would dispose of its buildings and
reserved lands; but Yankee enterprise is progressing with strides that
must soon make up for the long time which this favorite site for trade
has been held by the United States government; and stores, mills,
churches and schools are springing up with the magic rapidity "A"hich
attends the new settlements of the "\\' est.
"The town is situated on the Turkey river, about forty-five miles
from the irr~sissippi, and the terminus of the Milwaukee and Mississippi Railroad at Prairie rl.u Chien. The railroad west from the MissisFiippi river is advertised to be put under contmct this year. A route
for a railroad is a.lso surveyed through the valley of the Turkey river,
running from Dubuque to St. Paul. The soil, like the most of Northeastern Iowa and Southern Minnesota is known to be unsurpassed
for fertility, yielding abundant hay and grazing for stock, without
the use of the plow : while to the Eastern farmer, the land can be
worked with the ea.:'-!e of an old rich meadow.
"The prairie is high and rolling, interspersed with timber and beautiful :-,prings- 1 a.nd rapid creeks, which makes it a deRirable country for
stock-rui.sing as well as for grain; while good w::iter, a luxury uu~
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-cellent select school, two churches, a blacksmith's shop,
a good assortment of stores, and upwarc)s of 400 inhabitants, who enjoy a good trade with the surrounding
country.-Freeport, on the Upper Iowa, has excellent
water-power and other aids to thrift, which enable it to
keep up with the best of its neighbors, and considerably
excel in population, which numbers 851.-Moneek, 3 m.
S. of Frankville, and 15 m. S. E. of Decorah, is on the
N. branch of Yellow river, in the midst of a body of
· heavy timber, and has a saw-mill, hotels, several stores,
and about 400 inhabitants, of whom a large portion are
from Oanada.-Old Mission, formerly a station under
government patronage, has been "taking the backtrack" since it was given up by its founders, but may
be resuscitated.-Ossian has secured a respectable rank
among the foremost towns, and is bound to maintain
its position.-'l'elford, on Turkey river, five miles above
Fort Atkinson, finds it necessary to extend its flonrmills, stores, shops, and other improvements.-'l'rout
Run and Winne~hiek are also doing well.
WooDBURY, (Western Iowa,) a new county, formed
known in some of the Western states, i~ found in an abuwianee that
will compare favorably with the best portions of New Engfand.
"The scenery along the Turkey river, owing to the picturesque
hills or bluffs on either side, with heavy bodies of timber extending
sometimes for miles, with numerous valleys leading out on to the
prairies, i.s unsurpassed for beauty, and cannot fail to interest the
traveler.
H Some interesting views of it are given in Owen's Geologi,cal Sur~
tJey of Iowa. Owing to the great amount of government lands kept
out of market until recently, farm lands can be obtaind at much less
price than in any ot1rnr part of Eastern Iowa.
~, Owing to the abundance of water~power on the Turkey river and
it~ branche.~, m:iny mills have been built, which have done a large
trade with Northern Iowa and Southern Minnesota, and our manufac.
turing facilities must ever make this section of country the centre
for a large trade.
" '!'he popuL-ttion of the state is now 503,000 and is increasing,, at
the rate of 100,000 per year, whicih, witli the great railroads n·ow
buil<ling, give an unparalleled activity to every branch of trade.E.1,stern people nwet with a hearty welcome ancl good homes, a,ml
soon forget that they are in a new country; and I trust the.-ie lines
''A V1m1i10.NTJi;t~."
will not be amiss from
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sinoo the o::insus of 1850, has au area of about 700 sq.
m., but is not yet very densely populated. It is bounded
on the W. by Missouri river, and crossed by two
branches of the Inyan Yankey in a northern direction.
'rhe soil is fertile, and well adapted for stock-raising or
farming.-Ployd's Bluff, a small post village, derives its
name from Serieant Ployd, who was engaged to acoompany Lewis and Clarke in their expedition to
Oregon, but who died and was interred in this vicinity.
-Sergeant's Bluff City is well located on high lands on
the bank of the Missouri, at the foot of the bluff. On
the N. side of the town the bottom is one mile wide,
and extends to several miles on the S. side. <; The
JJluffs near the town are filled with good building-stone,
and the city is laid off into wards or districts, 1,300
feet square, by streets running at right angles, 100 feet
wide. In the centre of these large districts are parks,
280 feet wide by 4-00 long, and the districts are divided
(by streets 80 feet wide, running at right angles) into
blocks of 12 lots each, 66 feet wide by 132 long. On
the site, containing 340 acres, there are 8 of those parks
and 12 market-squares, with a number of other lots
selected and set apart for churches, lodges, and school'houses, as marks of liberality manifested by the proprietor." Fine opportunities are here offered for mechanics and manufacturers, who might establish
themselves to great advantage.-Sroux CITY is situated
on a spot designed by Nature for an extensive commercial town, and no doubt it will soon excel any other,
except Council Bluffs, above the Missouri line. Two or
three railroads are projected to this place, and important imprnvements in the river navigation are contemplated. This is the western terminus of the " St. Paul
and Sioux City U. S. Military Road," for which Congress made liberal appropriations. A regular line of
stages runs to Dubuque, and there are many other facilities for the promotion of intercourse and business.Smithland is too young yet to make much of a figure,
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but is one of those seats of enterprise which will "grow
into history" by t1nd by.
WORTH, (Northern Iowa,) another new county created since the census of 1850, borders on Minnesota,
and has an area of 430 sq. m. It is drained by Lime
and Shellrock creeks, branches of EngJish river, whic,l:.
rise in two small lakes in the northern part of the
county. The inhabitants are hardly • within hailing
distance of each other-a small town called BRISTOL
being the only one yet located.
WRIGHT, (Northern Iowa,) another county formed
since the census of 1850, and named in honor of NewYork's eminent statesman Silas Wright, has an area of
576 sq. m., but is not yet organized. It is intersected
in the E. by Iowa, and in the W. by Boone river.

CHAPTER VI.

RAILROAD S
ARE now in progress from Burlington, Muscatine,
Davenport, Lyons, Dubuqne, and McGregor's Landing,
on the .Mississippi, to extend back into the state, and
some of them to the Missouri river. The completion
of most of these roads within a few years to the points
named has been secured by grants of land ; and fiourishing towns are springing up on the various routes,
which furnish a paying business to such portions of the
roads as are in operation. The tw.o great rivers that
wash the eastern and western boundaries are teemingwith a heavy commerce, resulting from the energy an~l
industry characteristic of the inhabitants of this youthful state ; and when a portion of the railroads now in
progress are completed, this commerce will be greatly
extended.
The following is an abstract of a law passed by Con-
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gress, May 15, 1856, for the assistance of railroads in this
state, and which will secure their energetic prosecution :
"An Act making a Grant of Lands to the State of Iowa, in
alternate Sections, to aid in the construction ,if certain Railroads in said state. To aid in the construction of a railroad
from Burlington, on the Mississippi, to a point on the Missouri,
near the mouthoftbe Platte River; one from the city of Daven·
port, via Iowa City and Fort Des Moines [Demaine City], to
Council Bluffs; one from Lyons City north-westerly to a point
of intersection with the main line of the Iowa Central Air-Line
Railroad, near Makoqueta, thence on said main line, running as
near as practicable to the 42d parallel, across the said state to
the Missomi River, from the city of Dnbnqne to a point on the
Missouri near Sioux City, with a branch from the mouth of the
Tete Des 1'Iorts to the nearest point on said road, to be completed as soon as the main road is completed to that point,there is granted to the state of Iowa every alternate section or
land, designated by odd numbers, for six sections in width on
each side of said roads, but in no case to be farther than fifteen
miles from the line of said roads respectively, If it shall be
found that the United States have sold or that pre-emption
rights h"ve attached to any of the land hereby granted, the
Governor of Iowa may select, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, from the lands of the United States
nearest to the tiers of sections above specified, in alternate sections, an amount of land equal to that so sold, etc., and in lie11
thereof. In case the United States have heretofore reserved,
for any purpose, any of said lands, they are saved from the
-Operation of this act, except that the right of way is hereby
granted to said roads over them. The lands thus granted to
the state are subject to the disposal of the legislature thereof,
to be disposed of only as the road progresses, and the proceeds
to be exclusively applied to the construction of said roads re•
spectively, and for no other purposes whatever. The remaining
lands of the United States, within six miles on each side of said
roads, shall not he sold for less than double the minimum price of
the pub!jc lands; nor shall they be snbject to private entry, until
they have first been offered at public sale at the increased price.
"The lands are to be disposed of by the state only, as follows:
A quantity not exceeding one hundred and twenty sections ,
and included within a continuous length of twenty miles of
each of said roads, may be sold ; and when the governor shall
certify to the Secretary of the Interior that any twenty continuous miles of any of the roads is completed, then another quantity, not exceeding one hundred and twenty sections for each
road having twenty continuous miles of road completed, and
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included within a continuous length of twenty miles of each of
said roads, m><y be sold ; and so from time to time, until ,aid
roads are completed ; and if any of the roads are not complet~cl
within ten years, no f'ill'ther •ale shall be made on account of
such road, and the lands unsold shall revert to tbe U. States.
" These railroads shall he puollc highways for the use of the
government or the United States, free from toll or other charge
upon the transportation of any property or troops of the United
States, and the mail shall be carried over them at such price as
Congress may by law direct, and until such price is fixed by
law, the Postmaster-General shall determine it."'

The legislature held a special session in June following, at which this grant was accepted, and a bill was
passed by which the rights vested in the state by Congress were transferred to the several companies on certain conditions ; among which were--1. Seventy-five miles of each road must be completed
and equipped within three years from Dec. 1, 1856, and
thirty miles a-year thereafter, until the whole are finished,
which must be by Dec. 1, 1856-the lands to revert to
the state in case of failure.
2. Settled and improved lands along the proposed
lines, at the time the grant was madl', are to be secured
to their possessorll', when proper evidence of legal claim
is presented; but uo settler is to be allowed more than
320 acres, and for this he must pay $2 50 per acre.
3. Each company mnst signify its acceptance of the
provisions of this act within 90 days after its passage.
4. The roads must be definitely fixed and located
before April 1, 1857, and maps and plots filed with the
governor.
It is hardly necessary to say that the several companies interested readily acquiesced in these conditions,
and are now doing all in their power not merely to fulfill, but to anticipate every requirement.
Having already noticed a number of the railroads
connected with the counties and towns described, we
shall here merely give the present condition, routes,
prospects, etc., of those of leading consequence.
The Burlington and Missouri River Railroad, (a con-
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tinuation of the Chicago and Burlington,) now partly
completed and unuer contract, will be about 255 miles
long, and terminat<i at the Missouri, opposite the mouth
of N ebraslrn river ; or it may ultimately be built to
Council Bluffs, making a total of 295 miles. Its route
will be through the centres of Henry, Jefferson, W apello, Monroe, Lucas, Clarke, Union, Auams, l\fontgomery and Mill counties. Trains are now running to
Mount Pleasant, and do a good business.--This road
participates in the grant of land from Congress, which
is also shared by the Dubuque and Pacific, the Iowa
Central Air-Line, and the Mississippi and Missouriall of which will of course be pushed forward with the
utmost celerity. 'l'he latter, connected with the Chicago
and Rock Island, was opened to Iowa City on the 3d
of January, 1856, and has been doing an excellent business. It is now progressing to Demoine City.
'l'he Chicago, Iowa, and Nebraska Railroad-projected to run up the Cedar Valley, through the counties
of Benton, Black Hawk, Bremer, Floyd and Mitchell,
to the South Bend of the Minnesota-has been progressing about two years, and has trains now running
to Dewitt. It will connect in Mitchell with a road from
St. Paul, also starting with a western line from Cedar
Rapids to the Missouri. 'rhis road and thP, Iowa Central are continuations west to the interior of Iowa.
The Keokuk, Demoine City, and Minnesota Railroad
has reached Bentonsport, and is " making tracks " considerably beyond.
The Keokuk and Montrose Railroad, (now in operation around the Lower Rapids,) and the Keokuk, Mount
Pleasant, and Muscatine Railroad, are also making very
favorable headway.
The Muscatine and Oskaloosa Railroad is completed
to Fredonia, on the Iowa, 20 m. W. of Muscatine, and
it will not be long before the balance will be in readiness for the locomotives.
The North-west Railroad, from Dubuque to St. Paul,
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(says a correspondent,) passes through the Valley of the
Turkey River, and the Northern Iowa Railroad* starts
from the Mississippi, at McGregor's Landing, opposite
Prairie du Chien, the terminus of the Milwaukee and
1\lississippi Railroad, and crosses the North-west Railroad at Fort Atkinson. Dist:ince from Chicago to
Janesville, 91 miles; from Janesville to Prairie du
Chien, 127; from Chicago to Prairie du Chien, 218 ;
and from Milwaukee to .Prairie du Chien, 190.
There are several other roads which have been surveyed, and some of them are under contract; but as
nothing definite could be ascertained in regard to their
design and prospects, the reader shall not be troubled
with vagne statements.
RAILROAD· DISTANCES
OY THE

VARIOUS LINES CONNECTING CHICAGO WITH !OWA,
CHICAGO AND ROCK ISLAND.

F,·orn. Chicago lo

.Afiles. Fro,n Chicago to

Junction, . . . . • . . . . . . . . . •

6

Blue l'iland,.............. 9
Bremen,...... . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Mokena, .... .......... •.. . 6
Joilet, .................•. 11
)linooka, ................ 10
){orris, .................. 11
Seneca. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . 10
Marseilles,............... 5
Otta,va, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Ftic", .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . 9
LaSalle (Ill. C.R.ll. crosses) 1

J,t,?e,,

Peru, .... . ............•..

5

Trenton, ................ .
Burcan Junction, .... .... .
Ti~kilwa, . . . . . . .
. .... .
Pond Creek, .... ........ .
Sheffield, .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .
61 Ann.,van, ............... .
71 \Genesco, ................ .
76 Colona, .... ........... ..
84 )Joline, .................•
93 Roe~ Island, ............ .
94

10
4
9
6
10

15
23
29
40
50

7
13
10
10
3

99
109
113
122
128
138
145
158
168
1;8
181

* The recent grants of lands by Congress for ra!lroads in Minnee:ot.a.
will sccnre au early completion of the 8t. Peter's and St. Paul branches
of the Northern Iowa Railroad connecting at the Valley or the Turkey
Rh·er which will l>e the earli~~t finished road to Minnesota; thus con•
tributing largely to ther1.l,i1sincs3 of North-cru;tern Iowa, outletting east
to the groat lakes. t.tia :Milwaukee and :Mississippi Railroads. One of
the advantages of this impor..tant road will be a ~aving on freight by
tlw T....1.kcs from the 1<-:a:-;t of 150 miles over a.ny of the more southern
ro,ul;::; to Northern Iowa or Minnesota.

l
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.Miles.
Walcott, . . . • . • . . • . . • . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • 12
}i'arnan1, • • . • • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . • . • • • • • . . • • . • • . . . • 17
Durant, ..••...• , . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . 20
C=pleted.
Jun_c.·tio.n or }.~uscatin? and Cedar Rayict~,......... 27

M:o:-::cow, on Cedar River,.......................
"\Vc,.,t Lil.Jertyi,.................... .. . . . . . . . . . .

30
39

lo\va. C1ty 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . , . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 55
Centre ol' Iowa County,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . 85 I
"
Powe~hiel, County, ...•...............• 111

Newton, Ja:-:;per County, .•...•...•.....•.......• 141
nemoine City, ................................. 174
Council Bluffs, ...•...•...•.....••••....•..•..•• 310

j

Located.

Proposed.

SECOND GENERAL DIVISIO::S.
FROM 1!USCATINE TO MOUTH OF PLATTE RIVER.
Front 1llu.scaUne to
Miles.
Fredon in., or Iowa River,................... 20
Under c<>ntract.

Col urn bus City,...........................
22}
Washington, ...•. , ~.. . . • . • • .• • . .. . . . . . . . . . . 39
0.;kaloosa, ...•••...•. , , . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • 95
Moutb of Platte (21 m. below Council Bluffs), 280

Located.

Surveyed.

THIRD GE::SERAL DIVISIO:S,
FROM MUSCATINE TO CEDAR RAPIDS.
Prmn .ltfusratine to
Miles.
Completed.
Junction with first General Divisiou 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 12
'Iiptou, · · · • · · • · · • · • · · · • · · · • · • · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · • 27 }
Located.
Cedar Rapid::;,...... . . . . • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 63
CHICAGO, BURLINGTON, AND QUINCY.
hfiles. From Ch'icago to
.!file.'{.
8
J\lcnU.otu., . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . • 11 89
Cl"osses Illinois Central.)

Fi'orA Chicago to

Oilk Ridge, .....•...•..••
Cottage Bill, ..•••..••.•••
Babcock's Grove, .......•

J)aubyi ...•......•...•••.

·w11caton, ............•..•
,vinfiold, .......•.... : . .•

Juuct.ion, ..• ,, ..•....••..
Batavia, .............•.••
Aurora ........ ; ...•...•..
.Montgomery, ...•......•.
Os,,·ego, ................•
Bristol, .......•.........•
}Jlano, ...•.......•..•...•
Ne,vark 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Somonauk, ...•........•••
'\Vavcrly, ........•.......
.Earl, ..••......•..•......

: ~i

(

2 22 Arlington, . . . . . • . . • • . . . . • 9 98
3 25 Dover, . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 7 105
2 27 Princeton, .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. 6 111
3

30 Wyanet, .......•.•.••••••

6 ·117

6
7
3
2
3

36
43
46
48
51

French Grove....... . . . . .

6 123
7 130

N epo11sot,.. • . • . . . . .. • . .. .

Ke\ntnee,................
Ga!oy,.... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Walnut, .. . • . . • . . . • . . . . • .

7 137
8 145
8 153

6 57 Wataga,........... . . . . . . 8
5 6~IG."ale.sburg,............... 8
3 6a Mo11mouth 1 • • . . . . • • . . • • . . 8
6 71 Youn/.{ America, . . . . . . . . • 8
78 East llurliugton, .......... 18

161
169
177
185
203
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From. Chicago to
Oak Ridge ............... .

Cottage Hill, ............ .
Babcock's Grove, .... ... .
Dallby, ................. .
,vheaton,, ... .......... .
\rinfiel<l, ...........•....
Aurora Junction, . ....... .

Geneva, ......•.........•
Blackberry.... .. • .•..•••
J,odi, ............. , ..... .

Courtland, .............. .

Fmm Chicago to

lF,·mn

Chicago to
Ile Kalb, ...•..•..•.•...••
8
8 16 Ocmen t, ............... .

J1l iles.

~

~n~~::::::::::::::::::::.:

Franklin, •..••••....•..••
Taylor, ..............•..•
Dixon ..••••.....•.•.•.•.•
Sterling, .....••.•.••..•••
Union Grove, ............ .
6 fiO Fulton, ...•.•.•••••.•.•••
5 55
3 25
2 2i
~ 30
5 35
9 44

GALENA AND CIIICAGO.
Miles. F'ron, Chicago to

Aurora Junction, . ..•..... 30

,vaync, ................. .
Clinton, ................. .

Elg-in, ..•................
Gill.Jert's, ............... .
Huntley's, .............. .
Union,,, ................ .
}.Jarengo, ............ ... .
Garden Prairie, .... ..... .

Belvidere, .•............••
Cherry Valley, ...•..•.•.•
Rockford, ...••••••.•.••••
\Vinneba.go, ..........•...

35
3U
42
50
5 55
7 62
4 66
5
4
3
8

6
6
6
8
7

72
78
8-!
92
99

Pecatonica, ............•.
~ evada, ................ .

l?recport, .. ............. .
meroy, .•.•.••..•...••.••
Lena, ••••.•.. .•. ••.•.•..•
:s'ora, ...... ........... , ..
Warren ......•.•••••..•.•
,,pple River, •.•• •.••••••
Scales Mound, .. ........ ..
Council Hill, ••.•••.•••. . •
Galena, .•.•...••••••.••••
Dunleith* •••••••.••••••••

M;J.e,.

3
8

6
8
7
4
4
14
15
12

58
C6
72
80
87
91
95
109
12-!
136

Niles.
7 106
8 114
7 121
8 129
5 134
7 141
4 H5
6 151
8 159
5 16-!
7 171
10 181

DISTANCES ON THE VARIOUS STAGE ROUTES
THROUGIIOUT
DA YE:"JPORT TO COUXCIL RLUFFS.

THE

STATE.

'From Davenport w

Miles.

. Miles. Bear Grove: .... ........ . 22 :239
F,-om, Dave:n1x.n·t to
J~dian Grove, ........... . l1 250
Mn~cati_ne,........ . . . . . . 30
Iowa City, .... ........... 33 63 N1shnabotta.ny, ......... . 15 .265
Marengo, ................ 26 891Pleasant Spring ..•... .... 9 274
Sugar Grove, ............ 46 135 Tndia.nto,-rn .............. . 4 2,8
Kcwton, ..•...••....•.•• • 20 155 1Walnut Creek, .......... . 5 283
Kl'itll'8, .......... ....... 19 174 1\\'est Nishnal>ottany, .... . 15 298
nemoinc City, ............ 14 188 Silver Creek, ........ .. .. 13 311

Adell,. .........•.......• 24 212 ,Keg- Creek, ..•..••..•.•.. 6 317
Panther Creek,.......... 5 217 Council Blulfs, .......... . 10 327

* Connected with

Dubuque by a ferry.
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fl'JRUNGTON TO COUNCIL BLUFF8.

From Burlington to
London, ..................
1v1t. Plea.sallt 1 • • • • • • • • • • • •
Rome,... . .. . .. .. .. .. . . ..
Fairfield) ...............•
Iibertyville, ....... • •....

DUBUQUE TO CEDAR FALLS.

Miles.
Mile.s. From Dubuque t,o
Delhi, ................... 36
20
10 30 Independence, •........•• 36 72
8 38 Cedar Falls,.. .. . .. . .. .. .. 25 97
DURUQUE TO IOWA CITY.
15
Jliles .
7 ~O From Dubuque to

531

l: 1i rx~siii~Il~,:::: ::::: ...... i~

38
3tE1edu~fv~U~~~:·.·:::.:::::::
4
d ysv1 e, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l5 9 Anamosa, .. , .. , .......... 13 51
O::.kaloosa,.... . ......... 10 104 Fairview,................ 4 55
Pella,:• • • : • · • • • • • • • • • · · · • IS 1 22 Marion, ....... , . . . . . . . . . • 15 70
Demome City)•••• • • • • • • • 46 168 Cellar Rapids,............ 5 75
For inter-melliate distances, see ante. Iowa City, ..........• , ... 25 100
Ceuncil Bluffs, ...•... , •... 139 307
(m)AR RAPIDS TO CF.DAR FALIS.
.Afi"l,e,$.
Frorn Cedar Rapids to
PROM LYONS A~D CUNTQN.
Afiles. Vinton, ...•........••.••• 25
To
Waterloo, ................ 30 55
Dewitt, ............ , . . • . 20
Makoq ueta.... . .. .. .. .. .. 20 40 Cedar Falls, .. .. . .. .. .. .. 7 62
KEOKUK TO IOWA CITY.

Makoq ueta, direct, . . . . . • • 35

Miles.
Wyoming, .•.....•......• 18 53 From Keokuk to
Anq,mosa, ........•.••...• 18 71. Clrn..rleston, . ..•..•.•..... 18
lfarion, ...... . ...........
Cedar R'lpids,...... . • . • . .
From Lyons to
D0witt,... . ..•.•••. , ..•.
Tipton, ..................
Iowit City, ...............

17 88 Primrose, ................
6 94 Birmingham, • • . • . . ..•.•
Afiles. Fairfield, • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • •
Brighton, .......•.•• , ....
20
35 55 ,vashington, ....•. .•.•.•.
25 80 Iowa City,..... .. .......

.Atiles.
c.a.manche, . • . . .. . • . . . . . . 6
Princeton, ............... 11 17
Le Claire, .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 6 23
Davenport, ...... .. ...... 15 38
Afiles.
From Dyom t.o

Fl'orn lAJonS to

Sabula,,,., ••• , • , , •• , ••• 17

F'l'om.

12 30
24 54
9

~.,3
5

12
15 90
35 1~5

i;fOl~U~ TO KEOS.AUQ:UE. Jl[iles.

eo u, to

Charlcstou, ............. ]8
·warrcn, .. . . . . • . . . .. . • . . . 6 24
Bonaparte, ............... 12 36
Keosauq ue, ..... ·,;. .. . .. . 12 48
BONAPARTE TO BIRMINGHAM.

Miles.
Bellevue,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 37 Prom Br:maparle lo
Dubuque, ................ 25 62 \Vinche;;,ter, .............. 12
Birmingham,............. 3 15
DAVEXPORT TO CED.AR RAPIDS.

i?

CHARITOX • .tlfiles.
.Miles. From 8~!~~:~~A
From Da-t.Jenport to
Albia,. .................. 25
Tipton,.......... .. .. .. .. 0
Mt. _Vernon, .... • ...... • -0 ~O Chariton, ................ 25 50
Manon) ....•...•....•.•. 13 18
OSK.A LOOJ;;A TO COUNCIL BLu»;:;.
Cedar Rapids, . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 78,
~file...~.
F)·om [!slcaloosa to
DAVE~PORT TO Dl'BOQUE.
.Miles. h . m_>_xvil~c, · · • • • • • • • • • • • • , 2?
FNrmDavenport to
In~li.,uwla., .............. 2n 50
Dewitt, .................. 21
Makoqueta, .............. 19 40 ·w1u~crsct, ............... 25 75
.A ndrew, .. ,.............. 8 4F: Low1;-;:· ..... '.', .......... 70 145
La ilotte,. _....... _.... _. 10 5S Council Bluff, ........... 60 205
~o
F,\IRJ,TET.D TO Kl.-:0S.\l"Qt'E,
16 7 ➔
l)ulJuquc,.... . . . .

t
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\From Afuscaline to

MC8C.Anxg TO BURLIN'GTON'.

J,{il<.,.

From, Jlluscatine to
Niles. Linton, ......••.•..••.... 9 33
Grandview, ...••...••.••• 14
Burlington, ..••.•.••••••• 19 •2
Wapello, ............ , .... 10 24

RIVER DISTANCES,
Fnnn &ck Island /,o
J,files.
P>·= St. Louis w Rock Isl'd. Miles. Clinton, ................ .
4J
Alton 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , . . . . . . . 22 Fulton,.. . . • • • . . • . • . . . . . • 1 44
MlSSIS.sJPPI RIYER.

fii·rI~~~::: ·.: ·.::: :::::: :·. :::: ~! ~;i~i~,:::: :::: :: :::: :::: 1~

,vfota,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4;2 Savanna, • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • .

2

4-5
60
6~

Worthington, . • • • . . . • • . . . • • • 52 Bellevue, ..........•.•••• 18 80
57 Galena, .................. 12 9:l

,vestport,...................
Hamburg,.......... • • • • • • •

62

GALE:"lA TO ST. P.AUL.

Clarkdvillc,...... . . . . . . • • • • •
l...oui~iana., . . . • . • • • . . • . • • • . • •
J-,colt's Landing,. • • . . • • • • . . •
Cincinnati, ..................
P,aver_ton, ...................
Hannibal , ...................
Marion City, ................
Qumcy, .................... I.a Grange, .................
Smoot's Landing, ............
Canton, .....................
Tully,... • . . . . . . .. . • . • .. . . . •
Gregory's Landing, .........
~lcxandria, ..•.••••••.••. ...
Keokuk, ....... , ........... ,
Na-;hville, ................. •

80
82
97
105
11?
123
133
143
155
159
161
163

From Galena to
Dubuqne, •..... , •••..•...
Dunleith..... .. • • • • . . . . ..
Potosi Lau<ling1 . . . . . . . . . .
Waupatou, ...............
Buena Vbta.,.... .. .. . . . . .
Cassville,.... .. .. .. .. .. ..
Guttenberg, ..............
Clayton, .................
Wyalusing...............
)lcGregor's Landing, ... ,..
Prairie Du Chien,.. .. . . .. .
Rcrl House, ..............
Johnson's Landing,.......
L1-fayctte, .. ,·............
Columbus,...... . ..... . ..

175

185
190
198

1'/iles.
24
1 25
14 39
10 49
5 54
4 58
10 CS
12 80
5 85
6 91
4 95
5 JOO
'..J. ] 0~
30 13'.1
2 134

~~~~:ii,e::::: ::: ::.::::: :::: ~~!
~
~ l!t
214 Victory, ................. 10
1
;~~/:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Fort Madison, ...............
Pontoosuck, .................
Burhn~ton,., ••.•••• ,,,.,,,.
Oquawka, ...................
Keithsburg, ....... ... , •.•.•.
New Boston, ................
Muscatine, ..................
nrury, ......................
Salem, ............ _. ..... , .•
Buffalo and Andalusia, ....•.
Rock Island and Davenport, ..

220 Badaxc City, .............
235 ,varnn 's Landing,.......
250 Brown::-villt:} 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
262 I.a Crosse, ...............
269 Dacotab, .................
299 Richmond 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
304 Mo'1tevillcl .. . . • • • . • . .. . .
309 Homer, .................
321 Winona, .....•....•.••• , •
334 Fountain City, ...........
hOCK JST.A'ND TO GALENA.
:Mount Vernon, ..•.••.•••.
From Rock Island w
Afiles. Minneiska, .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Moline, .................. 3
Alma, ...................
Hampton, ................ 9 12,Walmshaw, ..............
Le Claire and. Pt. Dyron, .. 6 181Nelson'~ Landing, ........
PrincPport 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 23 Reefl's J.anding... . . . . . . . .
Cordo\'a, ................. 1 24 1FootofLake Pepin 1 •••••••
Camanche, ............... JO 34 1Nortb Pepin, .............
All>any,.... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 S6 Johnstown,.... .. .. .. .. ..

151
10 181
6 167
10 li7
12 189
12 201
6 207
5 212
JO 2:!2
7 2~9
12 241
14 255
4 259

15
10
3
2
2
6
2

~74
:284
287
::.89
-.::9l
297
29\1
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Jfile,s .
A1.ton w
fGALE~ATO BT. PAUL, CONTISUED.] 1From _
Miles. Ltoe City ... . .......... . .... 149
Prom Galena t,o
15·~
...
.
....
.
Lake City, . ... . .......... 5 304 '}fouth of Osage ....
Central Point,. . .. . . .. . . . . 2 306 Jefferson City .......... ..... 162
Florence,.. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3 309 Claysville.. . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . • 169
.Marion ....... .... ..........
Nashville ...•...• . •.......••
Proyidence ...•. ., .•.•..•....
Rocheport ...................
Boonville ...................
Arrow Rock .. ..............
Glasgow .... ................
Carn bridge .... . . . ..........
Keytesville Lctnding . ... .....
Brunswick .......... . ........
Dewitt.. . • • . . . • • . . . . . • . • . • • •
Miami. . . • . . • . . • . . . • . . . • . . • .
Hill's Landing ..•....•.....•
Waverly ............. . .....
Dover Landing.. . • . . . • . . . • . .
Lexington
Wellington'.'.'. :·:.:·::.·:::.:·:.:

174
187
189
201
211
:226
241
249
25G
275
287
293
313
319
331
3-!3

Arcola !illls, ........... • • 8 38 Richfield . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . • • • •
Manne,•••• • • • • • • • • •· · · • • 9 5 43 Blue Mills Landing ..••..••.•
Osceola, .... _......... • .•• "O ~3 Liberty........ . ...••.•.•••
Falls St. Cr01x, ..••....••• 14 , 7 Wayne City ..•.... • ..•.....•
Randolph.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MISSOURI RIVER,
]files. Kansas ........ . ...........
From Alwn t,o
7 Parkville.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mouth of Missouri, . . . . .. . . . . .
St. Charles, ......... ... ..... 34 Narrows Landing ...........
Mt. Auburn,..... . . . . . . . . . . 64 Fort Leavenworth . ..........
Augusta, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69 \\>~eston .....................
South Point,........ . ....... 76 Columbus Landing .... ......
,vashingtou,................ 85 St. Joseph ..................
Pinckney,..... .... ......... 94 Savannah ...................
Hermann, ........... . ...... 109 Iowa Point .... ..............
Portland ........... . ....... ll9 Council Blulfs ...••.•••.•••••
St. Aubert .....•. . . . . • .....• 139 c'i.onx City ..................

394
404
414
420
428
433
448
459
408
475
504
537
559
585
789
890

Maiden Rock, .. .. . . . . . . . .
Westerville,...... . . . .....
Wacouta (head of Lake) . •.
Red Wing,. . ...... . ......
'l'hing,s Landing,.... .. . . .
Diamond Bluff,.. .. . . . . . . .
Pro:;cott, .... .............
Point Douglass,. . . . . . . . .
Hastings,.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gray Cloud, ...... . .... . ..
Pine Bend,. . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
Red Rock,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Kaposia,.... . . . . • • . . . . • . .
St. Paul,.,..... . . . . • . • . . .
PRESCOlT

TO

THE FALLS OF

F,-oni Prescott w

ST.

3
3
12
6
7
8
13
1

312
315
327
333
340
348
361
362

3 365
12 377
4 281
8 389
3 392
5 397
CROIX.

Miles.

354

t;;:;~b~::::::::: ·::::::::. 1t 22 '?:.r;i1!~~-.-.-.: ·::::::;:::::::: ~~
Stillwater,............... 8 30 Sibley ••.•••••.•••..•..•.... 379
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CHAPTER VII.

VARIOUS INSTITUTIONS,
EDUCATIONAL, CHARITABLE, PENAL, ETC.
ScHOOLS, LIBRARrns, ETC.-The most ample provi
sion has been mude, both by Congress and the state government, for the diffusion of useful knowledge among all
cfasses. Some years ago the former appropriated five
hnn<lred thousand acres oflund to this object, a portion
of which has been sold, and the procec<ls invested for
the benefit of schools, and the remainder will be dispose<l
of as occasion nmy hereufter require. It is provided
by the State Constitution that a Superintendent of
Public Instruction shall be chosen by th2 people for
three years, and that all lands granted by Congress
to this state, all escheated estates, and such per centage as may be granted by Congress on the sale of
the public lands in Iowa, shall constitute u perpetuul
fnni.l, the interest of which. and the rents of the unsold
lands. shull be applied to the support of common schools.
The Assembly shall provide for a school in each school
district for at least thri.e months in each year; and all
moneys received for exemption from militury duty, and
for fines imposed by the courts, shall be appropriated
to support such schools, or for the establishment or
school libmries. The money arising from the lease 01·
sale of public lands granted for the support of a university shall remain a perpetual fund to maintain such
an institution.
The School Fnnd, being the proceeds of lands sold,
now exceeds $1,000,000. It is under the munagement
of the School Fund Commissioners, and loaned at 10
per cent. interest. A considerable amount of school
fands yet remain unsold. There have been sold university lands to the amount of $58,571 31. The entire
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vft:ue of the lands was estimated at $200,000. The law
provides for the establishment ofa N orrnal School. For
the year ending October 31, 1854, there were reported
2,353 organized school districts, in which were 111,093
persons between the ages of 5 and 21 ; 1,520 district
schools; 44,115 pupils in schools; 961 male teachers,
772 female; wagl-)s per month, males, $19 61; females,
1 $939; number of day-schools taught, 104.981; volumes in libraries, 576 ; number of school-houses, brick
98, stone 9, frame 897; co~t of school-houses, $170,565 ;
amount raised in districts by tax for school-houses,
$30,2'..J4 07 ; contingencies, $3,624 51.
Tm; STATE UNIVERSITY was opened in the spring of
1856, at Iowa Gity, where it is permanently located.
Besides the central institution at Iowa City, there are
two branches-one located at Fairfield, Jefferson county
and the other at Dubuque~placed with respect to funds
on the same basis as the one at that place. Two townships of land, granted by act of Congress, July 20, 184-0,
for the support of a nniversity, have been donated by
tho State to this institution, and constitute a permanent
fund for its support.
AN ormal School is connected with the university,
to which fifty students are entitled to tuition free of
charge, by receiving an appointment from the governor,
superintendent of public instruction, or from either of
the district judges. 'l'here are three other Normal
Schools established by law : one at Oskaloosa, one at
M.ount Pleasant, and qne at Andrew ; but one only is
uow in operation-that at Oskaloosa.
AcADRMIES AND CoLLEGEs.-This state is well supplied with academies and colleges, some of which will
compare favorably with those in the Atlantic States,
while all reflect credit upon its patriotism and enterprise. A brief sketch of their condition follows:
The Baptist University, located at Burlington, has
an edifice 44 by 65 feet, three stories high, and its style
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of arehitecture !Ind economic arrangement reflect credit
t1pon its founders and architects.
• Alexander College, recently established at Dubuque,
under the patronage of the Synod of Iowa, occupies a
building 60 by 100 feet, and five stories high.
The Central College of Iowa, situated at Demoine
City. is under the care of the Lutheran church, and has
a substantifll edlfice, erected iu 1855 at a cost of
$20,000.
The Central U nivcrsity of Iowa, located at Pella,
lfarion county, is under the auspices of the Baptist
Church.
'l'he Iowa College, ,situ!lted north of Davenport, is
under the care of the New School Pre~byteri::tns and the
Congregationalists.
The Iowa Conference Seminary is located at Mount
Vemon, Lewis county.
The Iowa W csleyan U nivcrliity, located at Mount
Pleasant, Henry county, is under the control of the
Methodist Episcopal Church.
The Iowa Medical College is at Keokuk.
The Iowa Female Collegiate Institute is established
at Iowa City, under the auspices of the Independent
Order of Odd Fellows. By the articles of incorporation, it is provided that the instruction and government
of the school shall be upon the same broad and liberal
basis, as regards every species of sectariunism, which
distinguishes the Order. .All Lodges and Encampments
contributing $100 to the funds of the institution, are
entitled to a perpetual scholarship ; and to each individual contributor of the same amount, a scholarship
for twenty years, or during his 1mtnral life, is granted.
By this arrangement it is hoped that, at some future
day, free instrnction c;m be offered to all poor orphan
daughters of the Order in the state. "This, indeed, is a
primary object had in view by the Board in the establishment of their institution, and will not be lost sio-ht
of in their fature plans ;md labor."
"'
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The Dubuque Female Iustitute, situated upon a
beautiful t~rrace in the rear of the city, was established
in 1852, under the patronage of Miss Catharine Beecher.
The Ladies' College at Davenport, under the control
of private individuals, has a very large, well-arranged,
and handsome structure, situated on a high bluff, which
overlooks the Mississippi and . surrounding cbuntry fol'
a great distance. The aim of the " Ladies' College " is
to prepare young ladies for the active practical duties
of life, which aim it is proposed to effect by a judicious combination of mental, moral, and physical training. Its proprietor says : " The course of instruction
will be thornug:h and complete, and at the same time
very discriminating and select, avoiding every thing
of an entirely useless character, and subs ti tu ting those
branches whose tendency is to give vigor and elasticity to the youthful mind. The manner of teaching will be the most approved and improved known
in our country or in Europe, giving the pupil the full
understanding of her subject, while it is presented by
the teacher in a style entirely new and fascinating."
At an educational convention, held in J·une, 1856, at
Iowa City, it was resolved to establish a school journal
at that place, eutitled the "Voice of Iowa."
AsYLUM FOR nrn BLIND, IowA CrTY.-This institution was opened for the reception of pupils,•April 4,
1853. From the opening to December, 1854, 23 pupils
had been admitted. It is estimated that thl,re are 100
blind persons in the State.
AsYLUM FOR THE DEAF AND DuMH, IowA CrrY.-It
is thought that there are 100 deaf mutes in the State.
There were, in 1856, 43 pupils supported by the State
in the Asylum.
AN AsYLmr FOR THE INSANE at Mount Pleasant is in
course of erection.
9
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ORGANIZED CHURCHES

Hne increased in a corresponding ratio with that of
the population, and those who contemplate settling in
Iowa, whatever may be their creed, may rely upon all
the religious privileges they enjoy in the older states.
We glean from the latest statements the number of
churches and pastors sustained by the various denominations as follows :
Baptist-109; pastors, 70. Catholic-43; pastors,
33. Congregationalist-91; pastors, 76. Episcopal20 ; pastors, 18. Methodist Episcopal-84; pastors,
10. Presbyterian, Old School-179; pastors, 163:
New School-no returns; probably nearly equal to the
O. S. Other sects-as Christians, Lutheran£, Disciples,
Unitarians, U niversalists, etc.-estimated at 100 ; pastors, 80. It thus appears that there are upwards of
600 churches in the state.
MASONIC LODGES,

It appears by the report of the G. M., made at the thirteenth annual communication of the Grand Lodge, held
at Oskaloosa, June 3-6, 1856, that the Fraternity are
largely sharing in the general prosperity which seems
to pervade Iowa and all that pertains to it. It is stated
that "the rapid extension of settlements over portions
of the state which were a short time since uninhabited,
and the large accessions which are continually being
made to our numbers by emigration, and the many
who are asking admission into the order, render a constant increase of lodges necessary." Twenty-three dispensations for new lodges were granted during the
previous year, and $2,574 80 were received by the Grand
Treasurer for dues, dispensations, etc. . The next annual
communication of the Grand Lodge will be held in Iowa
City, June 3d, 1857.-J. F. SANFORD, of Keokuk, is
the present G. M., an<l T. S. PARVIN, of Muscatine,
Grand Secretary.
The following is a list of the lodges under the juris-
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diction of the Grand Lodge of Iowa, and of the towns
in which they are located :
No. Name. Location
48 Lowell, Lowell.
49 Metropolitan, Metropolitan.
50 Mount Sterling, .Mount Sterling.
3 Dubuque, Dubuque.
51 Bellevue 1 Bellevue.
4 lO\\'a City, Iowa 'City.
52 Lafayette, Montezuma.
5 ,vapello, ,vapello.
53 ,varren: Indianola.
6 :Marion, Marion.
54 Seevers: Oskalooaa.
7 Hiram, Augusta.
8 Mount Pleasant. Mount Pleasant. 55 Pella, Pella.
56 Birmingham, Birmingham.
9 Farmington 1 * Farmington.
'
57 Tuscan, Davenport.
10 Keo~auque, Keosauque.
58 Glenwood, Glenwood.
11 Cedar, Tipton.
59 Newton, Newton.
12 Kigle, Keokuk.
60 Camancho 1 Camanche.
13 Fort Madison, Fort Madison.
61 Oriental. Knoxville.
14 Franlclin 1 Bloomfield.
62 Vinton, Vinton.
15 Clinton, Fairfield.
63 Chariton, Chariton.
16 Ottumwa>- Ottumwa.
64 Brighton, Brighton.
17 Salem, Salem.
65 Black Hawk, Cedar Falls.
18 'fri-Luminer, Oskaloosa.
66 Union Band, Moneek.
19 St. John,t Lyons.
67 Constellation, Colesburg.
20 Burlington, Burlington.
68 Glasgow, Glasgow.
21 Olive Bninch, Agency City.
69 ,vest Union 1 VVest Union.
22 Pioneer, Demaine City.
70 Clayton, Monona.
23 Grandview, Grandview.
71 Bluff City, Council Bluffs.
24 Golden Rule, Rochester.
72 Elkader, Elkader.
25 Cedar Rapids. Cedar Rapids.
73 Bonaparte, Bonaparte.
26 ,vashington 1 '\Vashington,
74 F:ddysville, Eddysville.
27 !!fount.Moriah, Farming.ton.
West Point, \Vest Point.
75
28 New London, New London.
76 Albia, Albia.
29 Hardin, Keokuk.
Osceola, Osceola.
77
30 Hawk Eye, Muscatine.
78 Grand River, Leon.
31 Zion, Iowa City.
Boones borough, Boonesborougb
79
Sigourney.
32 Hogin,
80 Adell, Adell.
33 Winchester, ,vinchester.
81 Benton City, Benton City.
34 Dewitt, Dewitt.
82 Homer, Homer.
35 Kirkville 1 Kirkville.
83 Hartford, Hartford
36 Helion, Malrnqnota.
84 Epworth, Epworth.
37 Davenport, Davenport.
85 Parvin 1 Rossville.
38 Richland, Richland.
86 Jefferson 1 Drakeville.
39 Union Sabula.
87 Independence, Independence.
40 Troy, lrroy. ·
88 Monroe, Monroe.
41 Liberty,t Libertyville.
89 Euroka, Iowaville.
42 Jackson, Centreville.
90 Garnavillo 1 Garnavillo.
43 Evening Star, ,vinterset.
U. D. Delhi 1 Delhi.
44 Snow 1 Le Claire.
45 CrMvforllsville, Crawfordsville. " Corydon, Corydon.
" Harmony, Mitchell.
46 Anamosa, Anamo.~a.
" - - - Lyons.
47 Bentonsport1 Ilentonsport.

Location.
No. Name.
1 Des Moines, Burlington.
2 Iowa, Muscatine.

* Charter revoked. June, 1851.
t Cli.arterfo;:feiled, Jun,. 1855

:j: Charla revolced, June, 1856.
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This Order is-said to be in a very Sourishing condition,
numbering about seventy lodges, the names of which we
have not been able to obtain. They are located in the
following co~nties :
/1. ppanoose,
Buchanan,
Hlacl< Hawk:,
Hremcr,
Clayton,
Cedar,
0.inton,
Delaware,
Dubuque.

Jelf0r;-;on,

Keokuk,
Lee,
Louisa,
Lima,
Manon,
Mahaska,

Johnson,
Jones,

Muscatirie,

Des Moines,
Davis 1
Fayette,
Henry,
Jackson,

j\fafli~on.

Potawatomie,
Polk,
Scott,
Van Buren,
Wapello,
ashington,
,vinneslleik,
Warron.

,v

"\V. GARRETT, of Burlington, is Grand Scribe and
Gmnd Secretary.
SONS OF TEMPERANCE,

As the people of Iowa are generally remarkable for
their temperate habits,which cil'cumstance fully accounts
for the prosperity so universally prevalent·, it is not surprising that Divisions should" increase and multipy" in
every direction. Charters have been granted for about
150; all of which are not merely increasing their ranks,
bnt also exercioing a beneficent influence upon those
who have not yet enlisted. Each of the following towns
·
ron boast of at least one Division:
Agency City,
Albia,
Andrew,
Ilellevue,
Bentonsµort,

Dahlonega,
Davenport,

Birmingham,

Dubuque,
Eddy ..:,ville,

Bloomfield,
Blue Grass,
Bonaparte,
Burlington,
0.tmanche,
Centreville,
Oiariton,
JAMES

Delhi,

Demoine City,
Dewitt,
Fairfield,
Farmington,
Glasgow,
Glenwood,
Hogansville,
Hopewell,

Hopkinton,
Indianola,
Iowa. City,
Keokuk,
Keosa11qne,
Knoxville,
Lamotte,
Le Claire,
:Mount Pleasant,
Newton,
Oska.loo~a,
Ottumwa,
Pittsburg,

Richmond,
Rochester,
Sabula,
Salem,

Sigourney,
Silver Creek,
South Fork,
Springdale,
Tools borough,
Uniontown,
Washington,
Waterloo.

THORINGTON, of Davenport, is G. "\V. P.
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BANKING H OUSES,

Although there are no banks in Iowa authorized to
issue notes as a circulating medium, there are,bankinghouses at most of the important towns in the state. where
banking, exchange, and land agency business is transacted. At each of these interest is paid on Rpecial
deposits; bills of exclmnge on the principal cities in
this couutry and Europe are bought and sold, as also
gold.and silver; loans are ellected; and every description
of banking business transacted, except the issue of bills.
In addition to this, land-warrants arc bonght and sold,
vacant lands entered, titles examined, etc.
The circulating medium is partly made up of bank
bills, from all quartPrs, but the proportion of coin is
much greater than is found in the Eastern states.
LAN D OFF ICES,

Generally comprising several counties, are conveniently distributed in different parts of the state, and
are easily accessible to all who may have business to
transact. They me established in the following towns:
Chariton, Lncas co.; Council Bluffs, Potawatomie co. ;
Decorah, Winneshiek co.; Demoille City, Polk co. ;
Dubuque, Dubuque co.; Fairfield, Jefferson co.; Fort
Dodge, Webster co.; Osage, Mitchell co.; and Sioux
City, Winnebago co.
PEN AL INSTITUT!ONS

Several of the county-seats have been at the expense
and trouble of creeling jails, but happily the most of'
them are not likely to be worn out by hard service.
Occasionally, of course, a" black sheep" will get astray,
and it becomes necessary, in order that he may indulge
in a little cool reflection, to put him under restraint ;
but, as a general rule. there is less of crime and immorality in Iowa, in proportion to the population, than in any
othPr ~tate in tl1e Union. 'l'his is attributable to the fact
that the great majority of settlers is composed of au
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class, with modernte means, whose children liave been
carel'ully reared " in the way their fathers trod ;" and
also to another fact, that this young country holds out
comparatively small attractions for the numerous foreign
and native depredators who infest more densely-populated sections.
The state prison is located at Fort Madison, Lee
county, and might keep constantly displayed that interesting label with which we have been so long familiar in
this city-" Apartments to let!"
There were in this prison, Sept. 30, 1854, eighteen.
'I'he labor of .the convicts is, by uct of the legislature,
leused to contractors for ten years from June 1, 1854,
at 30 cents a-day for euch laboring hand for the first
vear, and 35 cents a-day for the succeeding nine yeurs.

CHAPTER VIII.

GOVERNMENT, FIN.A.NOES, ETC.
THE Governor holds his office for four years from the
time of his installation, and until his successor shall be
qualified, und is elected at tho same time that the electors vote for members of the legislature. He is at the
head of all exect1tive business, civil and military, and
has a salary of $1,060 per annum. The term of the
present incumbent ~Hon. JAMES W. GmMEs) expires in
December, 1858.
'I'here is uo such office as lieutenant-governor in Iowa;
but in case of the impeachment or disability of the
governor, the duties of his office devolve upon the secretary of state ; in case of his disability, upon the president of the senate; and as a final resort, upon the
speaker of the house of representatives.
The legislature meets biennially, on the first Monday
in December, and its members receive $2 a-day for the
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first fifty <lays, an<l $1 a-<lay for the rest of the session,
with $2 for every twenty miles' travel.
The judicial power is veste<l in a Supreme Court an'd
in District Courts, with inferior tribunals appointed by
the legislature. The Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court and two Associate Justices (the salary of each
$1,000 per annum) are elected by joint vote of the
legislature, for six years. and until their successors arc
qualified. This Court now holds two sessions annually
at the capital-on the first Monday ,in June and Dccember.-The Judges of the District Courts (of whom
there are ten, with a salary of $1,000 per annum each)
are elected by the voters in their district, for five years,
and until their successors are qualified.
FrnANCEs.-The funded debt of the state, Nov. 1,
1856, was $71,442, payable Jan, 1, 1857. At the same
time the state owed the School Fund $46,000, and
there were $11,567 74 unpaid auditor's warrants. The
revenue is derived from taxes on real and personal property.-The receipts into the state treasury for the two
years ending Oct. 31, 1856, were ....•.. $250,399 45
10,006 8G
In treasury, Nov. 1, 1854,. . . . . . . . . . . .
•rota] means, ....................... .
Disbursements for same_ period, ....... .

260,406 31
249,149 85

Balance in treasury, Nov. 1, 1856, •... 11,256 46
The annual expenses of the state are, for executive,
$5,300; judiciary, $14,000 ; interest, $7,600 ; printing,
$15,000; deaf and dumb, $10,800 ; blind, $10,970 33.
'fhe expenses of legislature-the sessions are biennialare nearly $25,000. 'fhe assessed taxes for 1854 were
nearly $90,000. In 1854 the number of polls was
48,675; acres of land, 9,175,097; value of same, with
improvements, $,rn,772,532 ; value of town lots, $6,564,458; capital in merchandise. $2,359,504; in manufacturing, $1,G39,-111; horses, nnrnber 82,586, value
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$4,164,762; valnc of neat cattle, $3,966,277; sheep,
number, 169,542, value $204,061 ; swine, number
611,928, value $873,123. 'l'otal valuat10n, $72,327,204.
In 1855 it was $107,993, 957; in 1856 $160,570,242.
TIMES OF HOLDING ELECTIONS.
1. GENF.RAL ELECTION is held 1st Monday in August, every two years. 'l'ime of holding next general
election will be August, 186.0 Officers elected : A
ttovernor, once in four years; a state Senator, once in
four years; a Secretary, Treasurer, and Auditor of
State, Prosecuting Attorney, Clerk of the District
Court, representatives to the General Assembly, and
represent11tives to Congress, every two ye11rs.
2. Auousr ELECTION is held 1st Monday in August, e1·ery two years, alternate with the years of the
general election. Officers elected: County Judge, once
in four years; Sheriff, Coroner, Recorder. and Surveyor,
eyery four years.
3. APRIL E1,ECTION-Is held annually, 1st Monday
in April. Officers elected: Judge of District Court,
once in five years; Superintelident of Public Instruction, once in three years; School Fund Commissioner,
once in two years; three 'l'ownship Trustees, a Clerk,
two Constables, and an Assessor, every year ; two J ustices of the Peace (or as many as the TrustePs of each
tom1ship may direct) every two years (one being elected
each year).
4. PRESIDENTIAL Er,F.CTTON is holden 1st Tuesday
after the 1st Monday in November, 1856, and every
four years thereafter, for the election of electors of
President and Vice-Presi,lent of the United States, the
number of whom is equal to the number of Senators
and Rcpre~entatives in Congress to which this state
may be entitled.
5. CITY ELECTIONs-IIeld at such times as fixed by
the charter, or as regulated by ordinance ; electing
Mayor, :\larsh::11, Ulcrk, Treasurer, and Aldermen.
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